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Learning Objecuves

After going through this chapter, students will be able to:

• explain the evolution, nature and theories of comparative public 
administration;

• discuss the interrelation of ecology and administration;

• describe the conceptual contributions of Feral Riggs and Ferrell Heady in 
the field of Public Administration;

• explain the importance of Comparative Public Administration.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
A comparative study of Administrative System is very essential in today's 

global scenario. A focus on this aspect of administrative studies is about forty 
years old. Only after the Second World War and with the emergence of new 
nations in Asia and Africa, a vigorous interest in comparative studies of Public 
Administration has evolved. Comparative Public Administration, in simple terms, 
refers to a comparative study of government administrative systems functioning 
in different countries of the world. The nature of Comparative Administration 
has vast ramifications and ranges from the narrowest of studies to the broadest of 
analysis. To understand the meaning of Comparative Public Administration, if 
would be desirable to look at the types of comparative public administration 
studies undertaken by scholars in the field. In this unit we shall examine the 
meaning, scope, and nature of Comparative Public Administration'. We shall also 
discuss its conceptual approaches.

NOTES

UNIT - I

Comparative Public Administration (CPA) is an applied, inter-cultural, 
explanatory field of study which carries out cross-cultural investigations in order 
to provide solutions for management problems sooner and develop management 
technologies further. It is no accident that the field focuses upon growth, reform 
and capacity building since CPA is in many w'ays about identifying those "best 
practices" which promote the most desirable organizational structures and 
processes. This idealistic goal involves finding functional patterns of organization 
and management that are transferable from one system to another. Sometimes the 
way something "works best" in more than one cultural environment is the way 
that something "works best" in many environments. Comparison is the essence 
of scientific explanation.

1,2 MEANING OF COMPARATIVE PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

Comparative Public Adm^nistralio7^ provides an introduction to the system 
of public administration and management in a number of important liberal 
democracies. It examines the extent to which politicians and public opinion can 
influence bureaucracies in various countries, and explores the role of public 
administration systems within the wider political systems and democratic 
frameworks of their states. Areas covered include the United States; the European 
Union; Britain; France; and India.

In comparative (public) administrative studies, the unit of analysis is an 
administrative system. Therefore, the focus is either on the whole of an
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administrative system or on its various parts. Briefly, the subject matter of 
comparison would be one or all of the following phenomena:

(i) 'File whole administrative system.
(it) Knvironment of the administrative system.
(Hi) The communicationai system, which also involves the feedback 

mechanism.
(iv) The informal organisational patterns existing in an administrative set-up, 

including the nature of human groups, the relationships among individuals, 
motivational system, the status of morale, patterns of infomal 
.communication and the nature of leadership.

(v) The performance of an administrative system.
(vi) The interaction between the personality of individuals and the 

organisational system.
(vii) ITie policy and decisional systems of the organisation that link its various 

parts.
fym.)The formal structure of the administrative system with a focus on the 

pattern of hierarchy, division of work, specialisation, authority- 
responsibility network, decentralisation, delegation, control mechanisms, 
procedures, etc.

(ix) 'ITie roles of the individuals.
You would notice from the foregoing discussion that an administrative 

system is not a simple entity. There are intricacies of its functioning which will be 
highlighted in any comparative analysis.

NOTES

1.3 EVOLUTION AND LEVELS OF ANALYSIS
Comparative Public Administration emerged in the United States of America 

enabling the scholars of public administration to concentrate on the administrative 
systems of various countries beyond their own country. Comparative Public 

. Administration which has attained the status of sub-field ended the earlier 
parochialism of the discipline leading to the evolution.of all pervasive concept 
that has, broadened the horizons of naively parochial public administration. Even 
though its roots can be found in the earlier administrative theories, comparative 
public administration is mainly a World War II product which peaked during 
1960s and early 1970s and started declining in the late 1970s, but continued 
throughout 1980s at a lower but an impressive level as a universally relevant 
component of public administration.

. Apart from the generous grants received fron the funding agency, the Ford 
Foundation which wanted to spread the American administration experience and 
know-how to the developing countries for carrying out the development projects, 
it had heavily drawn from the contributions of leading scholars of the day in the
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field notably, Riggs, Waldo, Heady, Caiden, Weidner, Farazmand, Hope and Saffin. 
Tlie significance of such widespread new perspectives and knowledge about public 
administration during the post-war period has had lasting effect on the discipline. 
The infusion of comparative analysis into the administrative theory and practice 
stimulated new Idas and issues about America's own administrative system. In 
the opinion of Riggs, the mandate to promote comparative public administration 
emanated from the assumption that the American knowledge of public 
administration based on comparative analysis is concerned with the patterns of 
administration in te different nations using a variety of historical and contemporary 
examples. It was also assumed that the American experience would equip them 
to help others in less developed countries to-improve their administrative 
performance.

Levels OF Analysis

Comparative administrative studies can be conducted at three analytical 
levels: macro, middle-range and micro. Macro studies focus on the comparisons 
of whole administrative systems in their proper ecological contexts. For instance, 
a macro study would involve a comparison of the administrative systems of India 
and Great Britain. It will comprise detailed analysis of all important aspects and 
parts of the administrative systems of the two nations. It will be comprehensive 
in its scope. Though the studies of macro level are rare, they are not impossible to 
be taken up.

Generally, the relationship between an administrative system and its external 
environment are highlighted in the macro level studies. The middle-range studies 
are on certain important parts of an administrative system that are sufficiently 
large in size and scope of functioning. For instance, a comparison of the"structure 
of higher bureaucracy of two or more nations, a comparison of agricultural 
administration in two or more countries or a comparison of local government in 
different countries will form part of middle-range studies.

Micro studies relate to comparisons of an individual organisation with its 
counterparts in other settings. A micro study might relate to an analysis of a small 
part of an administrative system, such as the recruiment or training system in 
two or more administrative organisations. Micro studies are more feasible to be 
undertaken and a large number of such studies have been conducted by scholars 
of Public Administration. In the contemporary Comparative Public 
Administration, all the three types of studies co-exist.

Another relevant question that arises is what is the range of comparative 
administrative studies? What type of sttidies are generally included in this realm? 
In fact, the scope of Comparative Public Administration studies is so wide that a 
variety of analysis form part of this branch of knowledge.

NOTES
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Some schoJars believe that comparison is an inherent part of any social 
analysis and whenever vve examine any social problem or issue, we cannot do so 
v\ ith<nil employing the comparative approach. Tamous social scientist. Durkheim, 
subscribed to this approach.

I'urther, Eisenstad believes that there is no distinction between comparative 
research and general social research, for the methods of the two are similar. On 
the other hand, there are other scholars who believe that comparative inquiry 
has special focus and techniques.

Before the Second World War, there were several studies on comparative 
politics and administration but such studies were primarily descriptive and 
normative. Fred Riggs, the foremost scholar of Comparative Administration had 
observed that there were three trends which were noticeable in the comparative 
study of Public Administration. These were :

(1) "normative" to "empirical", (2) "ideographic" to 'nomothetic" and (3) "non- 
ecological" to "ecological". We shall now briefly refer to these trends.

Normative TO Empirical

Traditional studies of Public Administration were very much influenced 
by the classical approach. These studies emphasised upon 'good administration' 
which was based on following certain ideal principles. Efficiency and economy 
were considered to be the primary goals of all administrative systems and there 
were certain principles of formal organisation which helped-in the achievement 
of these goals, therefore, a few models of administration, primarily of the western 
democratic world, were considered to be useful for all other administrative 
systems. As a number of developing countries emerged on the scene and with 
the success of the communist systems in various parts of the world, it became 
clear that a limited culture-bound normative approach to the study of Public 
Administration was not adequate. The behavioural approach highlighted the value 
of studying the facts and reality in a significant manner and therefore the 
comparative studies of Public Administration after the Second World War started 
assigning grater importance to the study of administrative "reality" existing in 
different countries and cultures. These studies were more interested in finding 
out facts about structural patterns and behaviours of administrative systems rather 
than in describing as to what was good for each system.

In (his context, it may be mentioned that two important trends have 
influenced the character of some administrative studies in the past two decades 
or so. First, the concept of "Development Administration" which focuses on the 
goal-orientation of administrative system is basically a normative concept. Though

NOTES
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it considers reality as the basis of such goal orientation, the emergence of 
Development Administration as a focus inquiry since the early sixties. 
Comparative Public Administration (encompassing the field of Comparative 
Development Administration) has evolved a synthesis between the normative 
and the elements of analysis.

The second movement that has influenced the nature of Comparative 
administrative studies is the Flew Public Administration which stressed the 
idealistic goal to be achieved by an administrative system and thus tried to bridge 
the gap between the "is" and "should" aspects of Public Administration. In the 
late sixties, the New Public Administration marked the "post-behavioural" trend 
and its impact on most administrative analysis has been profand.

Ideographic to Nomothetic

NOTES

The words "ideographic" and "nomothetic" have been used by Riggs in 
specific contexts. An ideographic approach concentrates on unique cases, e.^., a 
historical event, study of single agency, single country or even a single cultural 
area.

Nomothetic approach, on the other hand seeks to develop generalisations 
and theories which are based on analysis of regularities of behaviour of 
administrative systems. Thus earlier studies of Comparative Public Administration 
which were ideographic in character focused on tlie study of individual nations 
or institutions and their approach was primarily descriptive. No serious attempt 
was made to compare various nations and systems. Generally, within a volume 
on comparative governmental administration, there were separate chapters on 
different nations, without any attempt to look at the similarities or differences 
among such nations in terms of their administrative systems. These studies, 
therefore, were 'comparative' only in name and did not help in the process of 
theory-building or in developing generalisations concerning the functioning of 
administrative system in different settings.

Nomothetic studies analyse various administrative systems in comparative 
context in a manner that will help in the generation of hypothesis and theories. 
The objective of such studies is to look at the similarities and differences of various 
administrative systems existing in different nations and cultures and then draw 
certain generalisations relating to administrative systems functioning at various 
levels and in different settings.

It may be noted that the emphasis on Nomothetic comparative studies is 
more noticeable in the United State.s of America than in Europe or Asia. Presently, 
a large number of comparative administrative studies are ideographic in character. 
Even these studies, it must admitted, contribute to knowledge in Comparative 
Public Administration. Analysis or theory-building has to be based on facts and 
description. And therefore, in the present state of comparative administrative
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studies, a co-existence of ideographic and nomothetic studies may have to be 
accepted.

'Non-Ecological to Ecological

The traditional studies of Comparative Public Administration were mainly 
non-ecoJogical, These studies mentioned about the environnment of 
administrative system only in ^ casual manner. There was no serious attempt to- 
examine the relationship between the administrative system and its environment, 
Thus, it had become very difficult to identify the sources of differences among 
various administrative systems. However, studies undertaken after the Second 
World War have been specifically looking at similarities and differences among 
environmental settings prevailing in different nations and cultures and have been 
attempting to examine the impact of environment on the administrative system 
at the one hand and the influence of the administrative system on the environment, 
on the other. The well-know ecological approach relates to the study of 
interrelationship between the system and its environment. This approach, 
popularised by Fred Riggs, has been regarded as an important development in 
the study of Public Administration.

It may be noted that most of the comparative studies of Public 
Administration after the Second World War have been referring to the 
environment of the administrative systems, but the main emphasis is still on 
analysing the impact of the environment on Public Administration. The analysis 
relating to the influences of the administrative system on the environment is still 
inadequate. Nevertheless, a change in emphasis is noticeable and the ecological 
orientation is gaining stronger footing in the contemporary comparative 
administrative anajysis.

At this stage it may be painted out that when Riggs presented the above 
three trends in Administration 1962; he was conscious of the fact that there is 
bound to be a co-existence of older as well as the newer emphasis in the comparative 
studies. Accordingly, today there are normative as well as empirical, ideographic 
as well as nomothetic and non-ecological as well as ecological approaches co
existing in the literature on Comparative Administration.

NOTES

1.5 SCOPE AND RANGE OF COMPARATIVE PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

The scope of Public Administration has increased enormously during the 
twentieth century. The importance of Public Administration has grown 
substantially with the success of the Russian Revolution, increased role of state 
during and after the Second World War, measures of welfare adopted in most of 
(he countries and growth of large number of developing countries. Taday, Public 
Administration influences almost all aspects of human life. Even in a capitalistic
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country like the USA, the role of j^ovemment has expanded in an effective manner. 
The net result of this increased role of state or government has been that large 
number of specialised branches ol I’ublic Administration have come upon the 
scene.NOI tS • X

Some of these branches are economic administration, social administration, 
educational administration, health administration, transport administration, space 
administration, etc. Besides, there are areas such as state administration, urban 
administration, rural administration, financial administration and personnel 
administration which have become integral part of the vocabulary, of government. 
Therefore, when we compare administrative systems existing in various nations 
or cultures, we can compare either the whole of the administrative systems or 
some important parts of such systems. Today, we find a number of studies on 
comparative educational administration, comparative health administration, 
comparative economic administration, comparative social administration and 
other related areas. Further, there are a very large number of publications on 
fcomparative urban administration and comparative rural administration. It 
becomes clear that the scope of Comparative Public Administration is as vast as 
that of its mother discipline, viz., Public Administration. Anything that is 
administrative can be compared.

While discussing the scope of Comparative Public Administration, not only 
the specialised branches of administration have to be taken into account. Further 
it also needs to be stressed once again that comparative studies can be conducted 
at macro, middle-range and micro levels. These studies can be inter-institutional, 
cross-national, cross-cultural and cross-temporal.

Here an interesting question arises: what do we include under the rubric of 
"nature" of Comparative Administration and what do we put under the heading 
of "scope" of comparative Administration? The best advice that can be given to 
students of Public Administration is that to attempt a neat distinction between 
the 'nature' and 'scope' of comparative Public Administration may not be a very 
useful effort. These two aspects are overlapping and have qommon stress on the 
types, levels, and range of comparative studies.

Range of Comparative Pubuc Administration

Let us now briefly outline the types of comparative administrative sadies. 
Broadly there, are five types of studies. They are:

Inter-institutional Analysis
It involves a comparison of two or more administrative systems. For 

instance, a comparison of the structure and working of the Home Ministry of the 
Government of In'dia with the Defence Ministry will be a case of inter-institutional 
analysis. Such comparisons could involve the whole of an administrative 
organisation or its various parts.
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Inter-national Analysis
When an analysis in a comparative perspective is taken up among various 

administrative systems functioning within a country, it would be an intra-national 
anaivsis. Comparison of district administration in Bihar and Punjab would be an 
example of such an analysis.

Cross-national Analysis
When two or more administrative systems (or their parts) are compared in 

the settings of different nations, this would be cross-national analysis. For example, 
comparing the recruitment of higher civil service of China, Thailand and Tanzania 
will form an example of a cross-national analysis.

Cross-cultural Analysis
A cross-cultural analysis of administrative system involves countries forming 

part or different "cultures", this would be called a cross-cultural analysis. For 
instance, com paring the administrative system of the USSR (a socialist state) with 
the U.S. (a capitalist system) could be termed a cross-cultural analysis. Even a 
comparison between a developed country (c.y., France) with a developing country 
(c.y., Algeria) or between a developing democratic country (c.g., Philippines) and 
a developing Communist regime {c.g., Vietnam) will be covered in a cross-cultual 
comparison. Thus-the word "cultural" in the category "cross-cultural" has a broad 
connotation and involves an aggregation of distinctive political, economic and 
socio-cullural trails of a particular system and its environment.

NOTES

Cross-temporal Analysis
Such a comparison involves different time-frames for analysis. For instance, 

a comparison between the administrative system prevailing during Ashoka's reign 
and during Akbar's regime would be a cross-temporal analysis. Likewise, 
comparisons, between the administrative systems of ancient Rome and modem 
Italy, or between the administrative practices prevailing during the period of 
jawaharlal Nehru and Indira Gandhi would fall under the rubric of cross-temporal 
analysis.

A cross-temporal analysis may be inter-institutional, intra-national, cross- 
national or cross-cultural. For instance, a comparison of the administrative control 
mechanisms prevailing during the times of Julius Caesar, Alexander, Harsha, 
Altaturk and Nasser will be cross-national as well as cross-cultural. Exactness in 
cross-temporal studies is not possible because of differences in the nature of 
historical sources available for various periods. But some broad conclusions on 
the basis of existing sources can be reached through such studies. Nimrod Raphaeli 
has defined Comparative Public Administration a study of Public Administration 
on a comparative basis. The Comparative Administration Group referred to 
Comparative Public Administration as the theory' of Public Administration which 
belongs to diverse cultures in the national settings and the body of factual data
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by which it can be expanded and tested. Robert Jockson has defined it as the 
phase of study which is concerned with making rigorous cross-cultural 
comparisons of the structures and processes involved in the activity of 
administering public affairs.NOIES

UNIT - 11

The comparative method is - together with the experimental method, the 
statistical method and the case study approach - one of the four fundamental 
scientific methods which can be used to test the validity of general empirical 
propositions, i.e., to establish empirical relationships among two or more variables 
while all other variables are held constant. In particular, the comparative method 
is generally used when neither the experimental nor the statistical method can be 
employed: on the one hand, experinSents can only rarely be conducted in political 
science; on the other hand the statistical method implies the mathematical 
manipulation of quantitative data about a large number of cases, while sometimes 
political research must be conducted by analyzing the behaviour of qualitative 
variables in a small number of cases. The case study approach cannot be 
considered a scientific method according to the above definition, however it can 
be useful to gain knowledge about single cases, which can then be put to 
comparison according to the comparative method.

1.6 THEORIES AND MODELS OF COMPARATIVE
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

There are a number of approaches, models and theories presently 
characterising the subject-area of Comparative Public Administration. Particularly 
after Second World War, a number of approaches have emerged in comparative 
administrative analysis. Much of this effort is based on an adaptation of the 
developments in comparative anthropology, comparative sociology and 
comparative politics. We will now study different approaches in a nut-shell.

Bureaucratic Approach

Tlie most influential of the approaches is Max Weber's ideal-type bureaucratic 
model. This has structural characteristics of hierarchy, specialisation, role- 
specificity, recruitment by merit, promotion by seniority-cum-merit, career 
development, training, discipline, separation between personal and official means, 
etc. The emphasis in the mode! is on rationality and efficiency.

There have been a number of studies conducted in a comparative context 
employing the bureaucratic model of Weber. Notable scholars in this area include 
Michael Crozier (on France), Roy Laird (on the Soviet Union) and Morroe Berger 
(on Egypt). The methodological limitation of an ideal-type model and specific
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conlexl of a legal-ralional authority system poses constraints in the application of 
Weber's model to (he comparative study of bureaucracies. Nevertheless, for an 
analysis of the bureaucracies, of the developed countries, the model is still 
considered eminently useful. Dwight Waldo views Weber's bureaucratic model 
as a "paradigm" of Public Administration.

Particularly after Second World War, a number of approaches have emerged 
In comparative administrative analysis. Much of this effort is based on an 
adaptation of the developments in comparative anthropology, comparative 
sociology and comparative politics.

BuiAViOUiiAi Approach

The behavioural approach emphasises "facts", rigorous scientific methods 
of data collection and analysis, quantification, experimentation, testing, verification 
and an interdisciplinary orientation. It focuses on the analysis of human behaviour 
in administrative settings.

CENL'iM/, Systems Approach

Further, the general systems approach views an administrative system as a 
subsystem of the society. It looks at various parts of an administrative system 
(formal organisation, informal organisation, roles, individuals) and examines the 
interlinkages among various parts. Besides, the approach .analyses the dynamic 
interactions between the administrative system and its.external environment.

Ecological Approach

One of the most popular approaches in Comparative Public Administration 
is the ecological approach which has been stressed considerably by Fred Riggs. 
This approach examines the interactions between an administrative system and 
its external environment. Thus the impact of the political system, economic system, 
social system and the cultural system, on the structure and behaviour pf the 
administrative system as well as the influence of the administrative system on 
these environmental structures is highlighted in the ecological approach.

Structural-Functional Approach

A related approach, drawn mainly from Anthropology and Sociology, is 
the structural functional Approach. A structure, according to this approach, is a 
pattern of behaviour that has become a standard feature of a social system. Further, 
a function denotes the impact of a structure on another structure and the 
interrelationships among various structures.

Fred Riggs has successfully applied the ecological and structural-functional 
approaches in his analysis of societies and their administrative systems. His 
typology of "agraria transitia-industria" systems, developed in 1957, was. 
superseded by the typology of "fused prismatic diffracted" societies that was

NOTES
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constructed in 1959. For the past thirty years or so, Rigg's mode! of prismatic 
society and its administrative system known as "sala" has ruled the contemporary 
model-building scene in Comparative Public Administration. Despite criticisms 
and certain inherent methodological limitations, the prismatic-sala model has 
fascinated the students and practitioners of Public Administration in "developing" 
countries. A prismatic society, according to Riggs, is characterised by a growing 
degree of structural differentiation but not matched by an equal degree of 
integration (co-ordination). This integration lag is reflected in almost all aspects 
of the functioning of a prismatic society.

A prismatic society and its ‘sala’ are characterised by 'heterogeneity', 
formalism and overlapping. Further, overlapping has five dimensions : poly- 
communalism, poly-normativism, bazaar-canteen model, authority versus control 
and nepotism. These features relate to the social, cultural, economic, political and 
administrative systems of the prismatic society. The details of these characteristics 
are found in all important books on Public Administration.

Development Approach

A very well-known conceptual approach in Comparative Public 
Administration is of 'Development Administration' which has been elaborately 
dealt with in a separate unit. This approach focuses on certain characteristics of a 
dynamic administrative system, e-g., goal-orientation, change-orientation, 
progressiveness, innovativeness, participation and responsiveness.

Besides, the above, there are a number of other less-known approaches to 
comparative administrative analysis. These include "information-energy' model 
of John Dorsey and decision-making model of 'Martin Landau. Nevertheless, 
other models have not been able to match the comprehensiveness and 
acceptability of Weber's bureaucratic model, Rigg's prismatic model and of course, 
the construct of Development Administration.

It appears that the experimentation phase in model-building in Comparative 
Public Administration is not vigorous anymore. However, the enthusiasm for 
understanding the varieties of administrative patterns is alive in the scholarship 
of Public Administration. That is why, one can hope for newer dimensions of 
Comparative Public Administration emerging on the scene in the times to come.

NOTES

UNIT - III

Public Administration cannot operate in vacuum. It has to interact with 
the political executive, social political interest groups, commercial and economic 
organizations etc, and above all with the people. Public Administration can be 
taken as a sub-system of the overall social system and has to interact with other 
sub-systems. A study of such interaction would constitute what has come to be
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known as ecological approach to the study of public administration. We propose 
to discuss in brief the ecological aspects of Pubic Administration.

1.7 ECOLOGY AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
NOTES

The word "ecology" comes from the field of biology where it suggests the 
interdependence between animal species and their natural environment. In 1947, 
John M, Gaus attempted to em.ploy the concept of ecology in the study of Public 
Administration. By this he meant the interdependence of Public Bureaucracy 
and its environment. In the same year Robert Dahi stressed the need for cross 
cultural studies that emphases environmental effects on administrative structure 
and behaviour. He observed that Public Administration cannot ignore the effect 
of national psychology and political, social and cultural environment in which it 
works. These developments in fact reflected the general interest in the study of 
comparative Public Administration in the newly independent nations during post 
World War II period. It was realized that the administration of these countries 
could not be understood in terms of the then existing theories which developed 

• in a totally different setting, mainly in the USA. This interest in the study of 
Comparative Public Administration (CPA) in the developing countries was 
encouraged by the following factors:

(i) American occupational administration during and after World War-II.
(n) The emergence of a large number of developing countries.
(Hi) Ihe extension of technical assistance to these countries..
(iv) Involvement of academicians in the administration of these assistance 

programmes, and
(v) Rapid growth of behavioral sciences in general and comparative politics 

in particular.
In fact, a whole group of scholars in Comparative Administration Group 

(CAG) emerged which engaged itself in the study of the administration in 
developing countries of Africa, Latin America and Asia. They found that the study 
of Comparative Administration requires new concepts which can take care of 
the dynamic and developmental aspects of administration in cross cultural 
perspectives. They have also found that such concepts have to take into account 
the ecological aspects which can explain the impact of environment on the 
administrative system and vice versa. In fact Riggs has observed that truly 
comparative administrative studies have necessarily to be ecological in character.

The basic premise of the ecological approach is that public administration 
may be regarded as one of the several institutions of the society. Its structure and 
functions can, therefore, be studied only in relation to these other institutions. In 
a system approach, public administration is a sub-system of the society and is 
constantly interacting i.e. affected by and affecting the economic, political and 
socio-cultural sub-systems. Riggs, in his "The Ecology of Public Administration"
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has explored the interaction between Public Administration and the environment 
in which it develops. From the environment he chose, social. Political, 
communication, and economic fields to studv such interaction in the USA, ancient 

I Siam and modem Philippines and Thailand, A Brief discussion of some of the 
i relevant parameters is given below.

Economic Factors

In ideal type of diffracted societies to which America approxirnates closely, 
the economic organization revolves round the market which is characterized by 
the use of rational criteria for the allocation of scarce resources for maximization 
of output. This rationality of the market mechanism is carried over into the 

i administrative bureau, where recruitment obviously takes place on the basis of 
; merit for the job to be perlormed. Similarly, the market oriented practices of 

planning, communication, line and staff organizations etc, are taken over to the 
Public Administration. On the same count, the performance Budgeting has been 
introduced in the Government.

On the other hand the market needs administrative services for enforcement 
of contracts for regulating trade practices, for provision of infrastructural facilities 
etc. The money to run these administrative services is, in turn, provided by the 
economy. The inter-dependence between the economy and public administration 
thus becomes obvious. The economy could not survive without the administrative 
system which in turn was shaped by the needs of the economy. Moreover the 
survival of the administration depends on the support provided by the economy.

In a traditional society (termed by Riggs as “fused society") there is no 
market. The re-distributive functions of the economy are performed by the 
administration which becomes co-terminus with it.

In traditional societies, the economy is governed by Bazaar-Canteen model 
which is characterized by “Price-indeterminacy", “pariah entrepreneurship" and 
“subsidized" and "tributary" canteen for the favored and the disfavored 
respectively. Business of entrepreneurship is not favored and not taken up by 
“stronger" class. They have to buy protection from influential men, mostly from 
those in administration. 'Iliis, on the one hand, leaves little with the entrepreneur 
for capital formation and on the other hand corrupts the administration. Low 
capital formation makes for low productivity leading to poor population and low 
tax collections. 'Ihe administrators are less paid and have all the incentives for 
corruption. Inler-twining relationship of the economy and the administration is 
thus apparent.

I

SoaO-CULJllRAlFACTORS

American way of life is characterized by the existence of a large number of 
functionally specific voluntary associations who recruit members universalistically

NOI’ES
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on conlract'uai basis. Apart from its members, the association may also have some 
• slatf which serves as its agent. The staff, when big, becomes its bureaucracy. This 

pattern of associations has affected both economic and administrative fields. The 
busine,ss field is dominated by big corporations whose members are share holders. 
Similarly, the public bureaucracy is the agent of the American people who form 
one big association. Ihis social organization gives to the public administration its 
very important characteristics of universalistic recruitment and functional 
specificity. Tine inter-dependence between associations and the administration is 
very significant. Most of the important associations have their counterparts in 
the administration which depends on them for interest aggregation and 
articulation. This facilitates the task of administration in policy formulation and 
executing, which in turn, helps the associations in furthering their objectives.

In fused societies there are no specific associations, but, only family and 
kinship groups based on status. Higher the status, larger the family with kins 
family at the apex. Since groups cannot aggregate or articulate the specific 
functional interests, the administrative order is based on a particularistic group 
structure which it also helps to sustain.

In prismatic societies, characterized by a high degree of heterogeneity, 
formalism and overlapping, the social structure is characterized by poly- 
communalism. Due to improving communication system, the mobilization in 
the society takes place faster than'assimilation. Instead of nation-wide functionally 
specific associations, we have such associations on community basis. Such 
associations, called elects by Riggs, tend to further the interests of their community 
and not the professional interest on national basis. The emergence of elects has 
profound influence on public administration which tends to carry many traits 
from the former. The formal bureau chief while paying lip service to the formal 
laws and rules feels compelled to help the members of his family and elects. This 
gives rise to selectivism in recruitment to the positions in Government as well as 
selection of beneficiaries of the Government programmes. This is some way 
between universalism and particularities. This leads to nepotism and coupled 
with the corruption induced by bazaar-canteen model of economic system may 
lead to differentiated groups hostile to the ruling elite. The efficiency of the 
administration goes down and so does the efficiency of'economic organizations. 
In this way, the socio-cultural institutions and administration interact in a prismatic 
society.

Political Factors

Public Administration is most intimately connected with the political sub
system of the society. In fact, it has grown out of the political system of which it 
was earlier taken to be an integral part. Early theorists of Public administration 
believed in politicsadministration dichotomy. They believed that Public

NOTES
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AdministrcTlion has lo exccLile policies laid down by political masters. The political 
system needs a lot ol information lo lav down policies and feedback to readjust 
them. This information and feed back is provided by Administration. This neat 
division of the policy making and policy execution functions comparatively 
diffracted societies to a large extent, though not fully. This need not be the case in 
the fused and prismatic societies.

In fused societies the two functions are not distinct. In political model, 
termed "archalic" by Riggs both political and administrative functions are 
performed but cannot be understood in terms of making and enforcing the policies. 
The situation is much more complex in prismatic societies. The prismatic 
characteristic of overlapping is very much in evidence among the political and 
administrative sub-systems.

The formal political structure may be universalistic, but in practice laws 
and policies often discriminate selectively against the excluded groups. The 
legislators attempt to secure positions for their proteges and devote little time to 
important functions like legislation and policy making. The strength of elects 
makes universalistic policies impossible. Political system thus does not perform 
its functions but tends to enter the field of administration. The administrative 
system is then called upon to interpret and adopt the laws and policies to practical 
realities. In the absence of clear-cut policy guidelines and effective control by the 
political system, the Public Administration acquires considerable leeway in either 
enforcing policies ritualistically or circumventing them according to the 
convenience of administrators. Thus in a prismatic society, the administrative 
and political system, not only show a good deal of interdependence, but also 
considerable overlapping.

Legal Factors

The symbol system of a country has a bearing on its legal system. It includes 
"myth", "formula" and "code". "Myth" means symbols to define source of 
sovereignty; "Formula" determines the structure of the Government, and "Code" 
includes laws and regulations. For example, the myth of popular sovereignty 
determines the democratic form of government with its universalistic laws. 
Whenever this myth is based on consensus among the population, the formal 
political structure also becomes the substantive one. The legislative, judicial and 
the executive wings of the government perform their functions as laid down in 
the basic law i.e., constitution. Within the executive wing, the political executive 
is able to exercise control over the administrative wing as the guardian of the 
popular will. Laws enacted by the legislative wing represent the popular will and 
are faithfully implemented. In other words, there is a great degree of realism in 
the enactment and enforcement of laws. Any difficulties in implementation by 
the administration can be brought to the legislature for amendment in the laws.

NOTES
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The legal system thus creates interdependent legislatures and executives although 
they are assigned different specific functions.

The discussions will not be complete without.showing the effects of this 
inter-dependence in the prismatic system. Here the myth of popular sovereignty 
based on equality is superimposed on the traditional system with a different 
myth based on divine origin of king or family and kingship loyalties. The result is 
that the structure of the government and the laws enacted by the legislature will 
not represent the consensus and may not be enforced. This gives rise to 
constitutional and legal formalism with a great deal of difference between the 
formal and substantive political and power structure. Some obvious symptoms 
are:

NOTES

(i) The political executive may not be able to lay down realistic policies due 
to lack of consensus and unrealistic laws may be enacted. Obviously, they 
cannot be implemented. This places great power in the hands of the 
administrators who may chose to implement laws which serve their 
interests.

(it) Since the laws and rules and regulations do not lay down realistic goals, 
the administrators may be very ritualistic in implementing them. This 
may result in the red tape for which the bureaucracy is so well known. 

O'ri) This fluid situation may prompt the political executives to overlap into 
the administrative functions to further their partisan interest.

(iv) This also encourages the reverse process in which the administrators by 
distorting the rules and laws acquire a lot of political power.

The above discussion makes the interdependence of the political, 
administrative and the legal systems amply clear to have a sound administrative 
system; the laws and rules and regulations should be clear and policies should lay 
down clear goals. On the other hand the enforcement of laws and regulations 
and implementation of policies depends on a sound administrative system.

UNIT - IV

Although the beginning of comparative and development administration 
could be traced to late 40s and early 50s, it really became strong during the 60s. 
In 1962, the Comparative Administration Group (CAG) of the American Society 
of Public Administration received financing from the Ford Foundation. During 
the heydays of the Comparative Administration (1960-70), the membership of 
CAG grew to more than 500 under the leadership of Fred W. Riggs.

The main features of the Comparative Administration were well described 
by Riggs. He said that it tries to build administrative theory by being empirical, 
and ecological. The most important of these was its ecological character so much
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SO that Comparative Public Administration is often called cross-cultural public 
administration. Ford Foundation supported the programme with a \'ieu' to help 
the poor people in developing countries by improving their administrative 
capabilities. This concern of the Foundation was, however, not shared by the 
scholars of the Comparative Administration Group, These scholars were from 
the beginning interested in grand (lieory building rather than providing answers 
to the practical problems being faced bv the developing countries.

This incidentally was also the main difference between the main fields of 
Public Administration and Comparative Public Administration. The main field 
has developed out ol the action in the real world. It has come as an answer to the 
practical administrative problems, of course mainly in the American context. In 
other words the main field has been 'practitiorver-oriented". In contrast, the 
Comparative Public Administration has had a purely scholarly approach and has 
concentrated on theory building. As this approach proved of little use in solving 
the practical administrative problems of the developing countries, the Ford 
Foundation withdrew its financial support. The CAG was disbanded in 1973 and 
merged with the international Committee of the American Society for Public 
Administration. The journal of Comparative Administration also closed down in 
1974. This was probably inevitable because the comparative sub-field set up a 
very difficult goal of developing a comprehensive Theory of Public Administration. 
A sub-field of Comparative Administration also developed viz. Development 
Administration. But, the contributors to this sub-field have not been able to build 
any viable theory. In fact, the writings on the subject have not really been able to 
even bring it into proper focus. Although these sub-fields are not being pursued 
with the same vigour as in sixties, interest in them continues to some extent.

NOTES

1.8 FRED W. RIGGS AND HIS CONTRIBUTIONS
In 1962, the Ford Foundation presented the Comparative administration 

Group (CAG), a special division of the American Society for public Administration, 
with one-half million dollars to study methods for improving public administration 
in developing countries.

Public administration had passed recently through a period of widespread 
optimism about the power of administrative reform. Many practitioner-scholars 
believed that administration could be improved through the implementation of 
correct principles. Scarcely 25 years earlier Luther Gulick had suggested that 
experts were on the verge of discovering principles of administration as immutable 
as the laws of physics and chemistry. Scholars had rediscovered Woodrow Wilson's 
dictum that good administrative practices did not depend upon the type of regimen 
which they were practiced. The United States had achieved great success in 
reconstructing the economies of Europe and Asia through instruments such as
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(he Marshall Plan. President John F. Kennedy had established the Peace Corps as 
a means of bringing "trained manpower" to less developed lands.

With these trends to inspire them, scholars both prominent and apprentice 
traveled to foreign countries to share their knowledge about public administration. 
Many arrived in countries newly emerging from the grip of colonialism and 
struggling to establish an indigenous civil service. It was a time, in the words of 
David Halberstam, when nations consulted "the best and the brightest" in their 
efforts to reform.

Young and old returned with stories of incredible misfortune. Especially in 
the developing nations, nothing seemed to work as planned. Local officials would 
construct institutions along Western lines, but those institutions would not operate 
like their counterparts in the industrialized world. Experts blamed resistance to 
change, lack of motivation, absence of skilled personnel, excessive bureaucratic 
autonomy, and simple corruption. No one seemed to possess a coherent 
explanation for why western management methods should fail with such 
predictable regularity.

One American scholar, returning from a period of study as a visiting professor 
at the Institute of Public Administration in the Philippines, stopped on his return 
journey at the Indian Institute of public Administration and delivered several 
lectures on "the ecology of public administration." News of the theory spread' 
quickly among professionals in the field. Here was someone with a theory that 
explained the widespread transformation of Western management methods in 
developing countries. The scholar was Fred W. Riggs.

Upon his return, his colleagues elected him chair of the comparative Public 
Group. He held the position from 1960 to 1971. In spite of the intentions of the 
people at the Ford Foundation, who believed they would receive practical 
administrative methods, CAG became a forum for intellectuals attempting to 
understand in a systematic why administrative practices in non-Western countries 
diverged so widely from what were thought to be good and universal principles. 
The experience produced a deepening appreciation for the relationship between 
culture and administration, an appreciation that continues to transform political 
and administrative studies today.

TheIndividual

NOTES

Riggs' own upbringing provided much of the inspiration for his ecological 
theory. Riggs was bom in Kuling, China, a mountain resort on the Yangtze river 
in Kiangsi province, in 1917. His parents were American missionaries who had 
arrived in China in 1916 with the intent of helping peasants improve their farming 
methods. - -

Like many foreign experts to come after them, Riggs' parents carried in 
their heads an image based on Western models. If only the local people would
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farm scientifically, using modern methods, their problems would disappear and 
output would soar. The alternative to effective reform seemed to be economic 
and institutional stagnation. This was the same image that administrative experts 
would attempt to export forty years later. Said Riggs: Dad had an agricultural 
degree from Ohio State University and was confidence his technological 
knowledge would enable him to help Chinese farmers increase their productivity. 
As he later discovered, most American agricultural technics were irrelevant to 
the concrete realities of the Chinese situation.

Riggs observed the transformation of Western methods at an early age. 
American agricultural technology did not work in China, given prevailing 
conditions at that time. His family, however, did not leave China. The family 
stayed, where Riggs' father developed an indigenous approach to agricultural 
improvement based on local conditions and tools. Returning briefly to Cornell 
University to earn a graduate degree, the elder Riggs wrote a masters thesis dealing 
with agricultural reform under pre-industrial conditions. The overall experience 
strongly impressed the young Riggs.

In 1935 Fred Riggs came to the United State to study journalism and political 
science at the University of Illinois. He hoped to become a foreign correspondent, 
an impossible ambition given the economic depression still raging at that time. 
Graduating in 1938, he elected to stay in school, enrolling at the Fletcher School 
of Law and Diplomacy. He received his master's degree from the Fletcher School 
in 1941 and, after wartime public service assignments, completed his doctorate 
in political science with a specialization in international relations from Columbia 
University. He wrote his dissertation (published as a book in 1950) on the repeal 
of the Chinese Exclusion Acts. Riggs took no formal course work in the area of 
public administration, an omission that turned out to be an advantage in the long 
run.

NOTES

While writing his dissertation, and working at his first regular job, a research 
position with the Foreign Policy Association, Riggs began to observe the degree 
to which form and substance in the so-called "developing" countries did not 
correspond. In 1951 he took a position with the Public Administration Clearing 
House in New York, as an assistant to Rowland Egger, who had received a grant 
from the Ford Foundation to improve public administration world-wide. Delving 
quickly into the literature of public administration, Riggs was deeply suspicious 
of what he found. Virtually all of American public administration was deeply

I

narcissistic: it idealized our administrative practices as though they had evolved 
independently without counterparts elsewhere, and offered universally relevant 
answers to the problems confronting the new stales emerging around the world. 
In 1955-56, Riggs team-taught one of the first graduate seminars on comparative 
public administration as a visiting professor at Yale University. In 1956, he joined 
the faculty of the Government Department at Indiana University. In tentative
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form, he had begun to write about the consequences of intermingling contrasting 
systems in the modernizing world, To develop his ideas, he sought out overseas 
experience. In 1957-58 he did field work in Thailand, where he immersed himself 
in a study of government programs affecting rice. He continued his field studies 
in 1958-59, teaching at the newly created Philippine institute of Public 
Administration. By this time, his vision of the paradoxical nature of public 
administration in transitional societies had developed into an elaborate theory, 
complete with its own vocabulary. Articles appeared, followed by three influential 
books; The Ecology of Public Administration (1961), Administration in Developing 
Countries: The Theory of Prismatic Society (1964), and Thailand: The 
Modernization of a Bureaucratic Polity (1966).

TheTheory

In presenting his theory of prismatic society, Riggs drew on a then-popular 
social science approach known as structural-functionalism. All societies perform 
certain functions: someone must settle disputes, someone must make rules, 
someone must cure disease, and someone must takeout the garbage. The need to 
perform functions such as these is universal. The structures by which the functions 
are accomplished differ enormously from society to society.

Generally speaking, traditional societies utilize only a few structures with 
which to perform these functions. The structures, to use the appropriate term, 
are fused. Industrial societies, by contrast, maintain a much larger number of 
structures with very specific functions. The process of modernization, from this 
perspective, involves increasing structural differentiation.

The leading proponent of structural-functionalism at that time was the 
Harvard sociologist Talcott Parsons. Parsons' writings, as any student who has 
struggled through them knows, are nearly unintelligible, Riggs theory was equally 
complex. To give his audience a mental picture of his ideas, Riggs searched for a 
simple analogy. He settled on phenomenon of light. Light as it arrives from a 
source like the sun is fused. All of the visible wave lengths are present, but they 
are combined into the single color white. Once separated, the individual colors 
appear as in the hues of a rainbow. One way by which light can be refracted into 
its separate colors is to use a prism. To Riggs, the white light represented the 
fused structures of a traditional society. The rainbow represented the diffracted 
(or refracted) structures of an industrialized society, Inside the prism was the 
society in transition.

Imagine a mid-point between traditional and industrialized society, Riggs 
allowed. "Let us call it the 'prismatic model' because of the prism which refracts 
fused light." To many, this model conjured an image of societies in a temporary 
state of transition between traditional agriculture and modern industrialization. 
This was a common misinterpretation. To Riggs, the prismatic society was not a

NOTES
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passing inconvenience. It constituted a separate model in its own right, a third 
type with its own rules and culture. "The prismatic situation was neither traditional 
nor modern, but it contained novel elements generated by the juxtaposition o/ 
old and new social structures." Riggs rejected what he called the "escalator model" 
of modernization, which assumed that the prismatic characteristics would quickly 
disappear. To understand public administration in a prismatic society, Riggs 
insisted, one had to understand the particular features of that situation.

The most important feature was what Riggs called formalism. Hoping to 
benefit from the material goods of the outside world, leaders of transitional 
societies imported structures from industrialized countries. They borrowed banks 
and bureaus, markets and public enterprises. They prohibited old practices from 
the traditional society. The old traditions would remain, however, filtered through 
the new structures. Riggs warned that "most societies would adhere tenaciously 
to many of their most valued ancient traditions and cultural norms while 
simultaneously importing and accepting a facade of practices and patterns." Like 
a South seas cargocult, the societies would try to maintain their distinctive cultures 
while adopting formulas that promised to bring material goods.

When the American West was developing, people on the frontier constructed 
elaborate storefronts along the main streets of towns to give the appearance of a 
modern community. Walking through the doors, frontier settlers would enter 
tents or other modest structures. Appropriately, the storefronts were called facades. 
They looked modem, but they hid traditional living conditions.

lliis is the essence of administration in a prismatic society. Extensive facades 
and procedures exist, but they are not expected to work in practice. Things are 
not what they appear to be.**Riggs did not want to use Western words to describe 
practices in the prismatic society. To use Western terms would carry the implication 
that a particular system met the defir\ition of its industrialized counterpart. A 
bureau in a transitional society would not operate in the same manner as a bureau 
in a modern slate. Leaders of the transitional society might use that term to describe 
the facade they had adopted, but labels alone do not define a structure.

Riggs felt obliged to create a whole new vocabulary. To him, a bureau in a 
transitional society was not a bureaucracy. It was a sala, a Spanish word that 
means not only a formal office where business is conducted, but also a chamber 
in one's home where traditional functions are performed. The operation of the 
sala can only be understood in the contextof an office in which both official and 
personal obligations are fulfilled, a notion quite contrary to one of the defining 
principles of Max Weber's bureaucratic theory. (The principle is that of 
impersonality.) The operation of the sala, in other words, can only be understood 
in terms of its ecology.

Students who read Riggs's works found that they had to master anew 
vocabulary every bit as complex as Swahili or Chinese. There were salas and

NOTES
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clecls, price indeterminancy and bazaar-canteens. Agglomeration and 
kaleidoscopic stratification characterized social, classes, while poly-normativism 
affected decision making. The vocabulary forced students of the theory to think 
about administration from the perspective of people in the transitional society, 
not as outsiders trying to understand why everything seemed to go wrong.

Economic activities in a prismatic society might mimic the structure of 
markets, but they would not operate that way. Prices in a prismatic society would 
respond to the reciprocal power of the trading partners as well as to the more 
impersonal relationship between supply and demand. In bazaars, prices fluctuate 
as people strike bargains based on their status, negotiating skill, and ability to 
deceive. In a canteen, special privileges are reserved for a select group of military 
and civil officials.

Western-style interest groups would appear in prismatic societies, but they 
would behave like cliques and sects. Riggs combined the two words to form 
elects. In form, the groups resemble Western associations like the AMA, but behave 
like traditional families or clans. Membership in a elect is restricted to people 
who share a common religious, racial, or linguistic background. The formal goals 
of the elect mask a wide diversity of traditional functions being performed within 
them.

NOTES

Poly-normativism refers to a myth system that mixes mystical and rational 
approaches to problem solving. Property rights, for example, area form of privilege 
that must be legitimized through the symbols of contract and private ownership. 
In prismatic societies, persons from groups with high status may enjoy access to 
all sorts of privileges to which they have no legal rights. Likewise, the rights 
possessed by persons of low status are rarely protected by effective legal 
procedures. Leaders in a prismatic society will promulgate a legal rule and then 
allow a wide variety of variations in its enforcement.

The ambiguous nature of rules is compounded by the extraordinary mixing 
of myths with rational standards, with officials borrowing rituals from their 
ancestors while imitating the legal processes set up by the colonial parent or outside 
advisers. Since there is little broad-scale agreement upori the basic norms of society 
and many groups remain unassimilated into the nation, it is terribly difficult to 
get everyone to abide by standard legal formulas. Control must be grabbed through 
coercion, violence, money, or charismatic rule, but rarely through constitutional 
procedures. For every phenomenon in this paragraph, Riggs invented a special 
term: status-contract nexus, double talk, dissensus, and poly-normativism.

COMTRlBimONS

Riggs' prismatic theory first helped to kill the belief in universal principles 
of administration, a movement well underway by the time The Ecology of Public 
Administration appeared. The retreat from universal principles was at least ten
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years old, marked by works such as Dwight Waldo's 1948 edition of The 
Administrative State. Riggs' theory helped to finish off what was already a dying 
belief.

The influence of the theory went well beyond that. In the long-run, the 
prismatic model has led to at least two intellectual developments critical to an 
understanding of public administration. One concerns the uniqueness of the 
American system; the other the search for a theory of administrative relativity.

In spite of the death of universality, many practitioner-scholars continue to 
believe in the necessity of higher management'forms for industrialized societies. 
From this perspective, industrialized economies require a particular system of 
administration based on an understanding of market forces and professional 
management. The U.S. economic system, in this regard, is often held up as a 
model for other industrialized countries to follow, along with the systems of 
management that support it.

Applying Kis ecological theory back to the U.S., Riggs has suggested that 
the indigenous system of public bureaucracy to be found in the U.S. is a creature 
of unique cultural and historical factors. Much of this analysis can be found in 
Riggs' work on presidentialism. As Riggs likes to point out, some thirty countries 
have adopted the American presidential system of government, in which the 
head of government is elected for a fixed term, not subject to discharge by a 
simple no-confidence vote of the legislature. In all but the United States, the 
systems have suffered catastrophic breakdowns. ''Either the president has taken 
draconian measures to handle a crises by suspending the constitution and 
dissolving congress; or the bureaucracy, led by a group of military officers, has 
seized power" Why, Riggs asks, has the U.S. bureaucracy remained so 
subservient? The answer lies in a peculiar set of cultural and historical factors 
that restrain bureaucratic power and allow the presidential system to operate in 
the U.S. but apparently nowhere else. By implication, public administration 
reforms arising from the American experience are likely to be so unique as to be 
nontransferable. On the basis of comparative analysis, moreover, we will see clearly 
that approaches and prescriptions which are needed in America are often quite 
inappropriate elsewhere — in other words, an understanding of American Public 
Administrative by no means gives us a general knowledge of Public 
administration.

America lessons on public administration, from POSDCORB to reinventing 
government, are still taught to foreign nationals in U.S. educational programs, 
often from a perspective of "take what you like and leave the rest." Riggs' theory 
not only denies the notion of universal causality, it also suggests that American 
institutions are far more unique than anyone has previously imagined.

Riggs is often criticized for tearing down rather than building up. His models 
tend to explain why Western methods do not work without suggesting what

NOTES
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does, it is worth remembering that Riggs' fatlierdid not merely explain the failure 
of Western agriculture. He also helped set up China’s first Department of 
Agricultural Engineering at the University of Nanking, which developed 
technologies relevant to local conditions.

Administrative practices are very idiosyncratic. They are highly dependent 
upon the cultural norms and traditions of the society in which they are practiced, 
and are very sensitive to beliefs formed in the culture at large. The current U.S. 
fascination with contracting out, for example, has no basis in empirical literature, 
but receives a great deal of support from a popular culture where works of 
imagination like Huckleberry Finn and Ghostbusters encourage distrust of 
institutions. If reinventing government were a pill being manufactured by a 
pharmaceutical company, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration would not 
license it base on the evidence at hand.^^Public administration as a field of study 
has pushed away from the search for universal methods, recognizing that societies 
solve administrative problems in vastly different ways. The methods vary across 
both space and time, i’he ideal U.S. public administrator in the 1950s, someone 
like Robert Moses, would be incapable of governing in, the team-based work 
force of the 1990s.

Some practitioner-scholars have attempted to avoid the idiosyncratic nature 
of methods by searching for cultural patterns behind the methods. The 
organization culture movement, as an example, emphasizes the creation of 
appropriate norms. This movement began with the notion of"one best culture," 
a perspective promoted in preachy tomes like In Search of Excellence. 
Sophisticated studies recognize that there are many effective cultures, just as 
many effective methods. A culture will be effective so long as it allows people in 
the organization to solve important problems.

NOTES

1.9 IMPORTANCE OF COMPARATIVE PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

I he importance of the study of Comparative Public Administration is well 
accepted today. There are two factors that make comparative studies significant. 
The first factor relates to the academic study of Public Administration. It is believed 
that through Comparative Public Administration hypotheses, generalisations, 
mod els and theories can be constructed which can collectively help in the scientific 
study of Public Administration.

The old orthodoxy of principles of administration is not considered valid 
anymore and therefore now it is believed that generalisations relating to 
administrative structures and behaviour emerging out of comparative studies in 
differennt nations and cultures can help in formulating theoretical constructs 
which can provide a scientific basis to the study of Public Administration. It may
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be mentioned that way back in 1947, a very eminent political scientist, Robert 
Dalh had observed that a science of Public Administration cannot be conceived 
of without adopting a comparative approach.

The sludy of Comparative Public Administration also contributes to a greater 
understanding of the individual characteristics of administrative systems 
functioning in different nations and cultures. Besides, comparative studies also 
help in explaining factors, responsible for cross-national and cross-cultural 
similarities as well as differences in the administrative systems.

The second important function of Comparative Public Administrdtion 
relates to its relevance to the empirical world. Through a study of Comparative 
Public Administration, administrators, policy makers and academicians can 
examine causes for the success or failure of particular administrative structures 
and patterns in different environmental settings. It is interesting to find out 
through comparative analysis as to which important environmental factors help 
in the promotion of administrative effectiveness and which administrative 
structures function appropriately and successfully in what type of environmental 
settings. Lastly, an administrator or policy maker can, through comparative studies 
of Public Administration, have greater insight into the process and strategies of 
administrative reforms. He can look at the structures of administrative reforms 
adopted by various nations and examine those strategies and methods which can 
be helpful in his own country. In other words, through Comparative Public 
Administration, we learn about the administrative practices followed in various 
nations and then we can endeavour to adopt those practices which can fit in our 
own nations and systems.

The importance of Comparative Public Administration lies in its academic 
utility in terms of scientific and systematic study of Public Administration and in 
improving the knowledge about other administrative systems so that appropriate 
administrative reforms and changes can be brought about in different nations.

NOTES

Summary

• Comparative Public Administration (CPA) is an applied, intercultural, 
explanatory field of study which carries out cross-cultural investigations 
in order to provide solutions for management problems sooner and develop 
management technologies further.

• Even though its roots can be found in the earlier administrative theories, 
comparative public administration is mainly a World War II product which 
peaked during 1960s and early 1970s and started declining in the late 
1970s, but continued throughout 1980s at a lower but an impressive level 
as a universally relevant component of public administration.

• The most influential of the approaches of comparative public administration 
is Max Weber's ideal-type bureaucratic model. This has structural
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characteristics of hierarchy, specialisation, role-specificity, recruitment by 
merit, promotion by seniority-cum-merit, career development, training, 
discipline, separation between personal and official means, etc.

• In 1947, John M. Gaus attempted to employ the concept of ecology in the 
study of Public Administration. By this he meant the interdependence of 
Public Bureaucracy and its environment.

• Although the beginning of comparative and development administration 
could be traced to late 40s and early 50s, it really became strong during

. the 60s. In 1962, the Comparative Administration Group (CAG) of the 
American Society of Public Administration received financing from the 
Ford Foundation; During the heydays of the.Comparative Administration 
(1960-70), the membership of CAG grew to more than 500 under the 
leadership of Fred W. Riggs.

Comparailve Public 
Administration

NOTES

Review Questions

1. Why is study of Comparative Public Administration relevant? Explain.
2. What is the scope and range of Comparative Public Administration? 

Discuss.
3. Discuss the bureaucratic and ecological model of Comparative Public 

Administration.
4. Describe the inter-dependence of ecology and public administration.
5. What are the important contributions of Fred W. Riggs?
6. What is the significance of Comparative Public Administration?

Further Readings

• Arora, Ramesh K., 1985: Comparative Public Administration; Associated 
publishing House; New Delhi.

• Raphael!, Nimrod, 1967. Readings in Comparative Public Administration; 
Allyn and Baconi: Boston.

• Riggs, Fred, 1964. Administration in Developing Countries: The theory of 
Prismatic Society; Houghton Mifflin: Boston.

• Varma, S.P. and Sharma S.K, 1983. Comparative Administration; IIPA : 
New Delhi.
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COMPARATIVE

ADMINISTRATION

NOTES

STRUCTURE

2.1 Introduction
2.2 Political and Policy Making Institutions of the United States of America 

(USA)
2.3 Comparison with Parliamentary Systems
2.4 Politiced and Policy Making Institutions of United Kingdom (UK)
2.5 Political and Policy Making Institutions of France
2.6 Political and .Policy Making Institutions of India

2.7 Administrative Structure of USA
2.8 Administrative Structure of UK
2.9 Administrative Structure of France 

2.10 Administrative Structure of India

2.11 Civil Services of USA
2.12 Civil Services of UK
2.13 French Civil Services
2.14 Civil Services in India

2.15 Comparison of Position of Bureaucracy
2.16 Importance of Redressal of Grievances in a Democracy
2.17 Instruments of Redressal of Grievances

— Indian Instrumentation
2.18 Redressal of Citizen's Grievances in USA
2.19 Redressal of Citizen's Grievances in UK
2.20 Redressal of Citizen’s Grievances in France

• Review Questions
• Further Readings
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Learning Obiectives

After going through this chapter, students will be able to:

• compare the political and policy making institutions of USA, UK, France 
and India;

• describe the administrative structure of USA, UK, France and India;

• discuss the structure of civil services of USA, UK, France and India;

• explain the role of machinery for redressal of citizen-s grievances in USA, 
UK, France and India.

NOTES

2.1 INTRODUCTION
When two or more administrative systems (or their parts) are compared in 

the settings of different nations, this would be cross-national analysis. For example, 
comparing The political and administrative structure of USA, UK, France and 
India. Here, in this chapter, we will compare the political and administrative 
structure of USA, UK, france and India. We will also discuss the role of civil 
services in these countries.

A cross-cultural analysis of administrative system involves countries forming 
part or different "cultures", this would be called a cross-cultural analysis. For 
instance, comparing the administrative system of the India with the U.S. (a 
capitalist system) could be termed a cross-cultural analysis. Even a comparison 
between a developed country (e.g., France) with a developing country (e.g., India) 
or between a developing democratic country (e.g., India) and a developing 
Communist regime {e.g., China) will be covered in a cross-cultual comparison. 
Thus-the word "cultural" in the category "cross-cultural" has a broad connotation 
and involves an aggregation of distinctive political, economic and socio-cultural 
traits of a particular system and its environment.

UNIT I

International political system, since its inception in the 17"century, is 
organised on the principle of sovereign equality of the states. In actual practice, 
the hierarchy of power structure renders this equality of states a myth. Fiowever, 
as some of the ingredients of power capabi lities, the economy and society are 
under constant change, the position of a state in the power hierarchy is subject to 
change A nation which is an enslaved country at one span of time could emerge 
as a major power at another period of time.

'Ihis unit seek to compare the political and institutional structure of India 
with the structure of the developed country's polity and policy making institutions.
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1.1 POLITICAL AND POLICY MAKING INSTITUTIONS
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)

The U.S. federal government dates from 1790 and is considered to be the 
first modem national federation in the world. Even so, the details of American 
federalism have been debated since the establishment and ordination of the 
Constitution, with some parties arguing for expansive national powers, while 
others have interpreted the Constitution's enumeration of the national 
government's powers literally.

Since the U-S. Civil War, the powers of the Federal Government have 
generally expanded greatly, although there have been periods when states' rights 
proponents have succeeded in limiting federal power through legislative action, 
executive prerogative or by constitutional interpretation of the courts.

The seat of the Federal Government is in Washington, D.C. This has led to 
"Wa.shington" commonly being used as a metonym for the federal government.

The United States Congres.s is the bicameral legislature of the federal 
government of the United States of America, consisting of the Senate and the 
House of Representatives. The Congress meets in the United States Capitol in 
Washington, D.C.

Both senators and representatives are chosen through direct election, Each 
of the 435 members of the House of Representatives represents a district and 
serves a two-year term. House seats are apportioned among the states by 
population. The 100 Senators serve staggered six-year terms. Each state has two 
senators, regardless of population. Every two years, approximately one-third of 
the Senate is elected at a time. Re-election rates for incumbents often exceed 
90%,

NOTES

Article I of the Constitution vests all legislative power in Congress. The House 
and Senate are equal partners in the legislative process (legislation cannot be enacted 
without the consent of both chambers); however, the Constitution grants each 
chamber some unique powers. The Senate is uniquely empowered to ratify treaties 
and to approve top presidential appointments. Revenue-raising bills must originate 
in the House of Representatives, which also has the sole power of impeachment, 
while the Senate has the sole power to try impeachment cases.

Congress is the legislative branch of the Federal Government. It is bicameral, 
comprising the House of Representatives and the Senate. The House of 
Representatives consists of 435 voting members, each of whom represents a 
congressional district and serves for a two-year term. In addition to the 435 voting 
members, there are five non-voting members, consisting of four delegates and 
one resident commissioner. There is one delegate each from the District of 
Columbia, Guam, Virgin Islands, and American Samoa, and the resident 
commissioner is from Puerto Rico. House seats are apportioned among the states
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bv popLiiation: in contrast, each state has two senators, regardless of population, 
i here are a total of 100 senators (as there are currently 50 states), who serve six- 
year terms (one third of the Senate stands for election every two years). Each 
congressional chamber (House or Senate) has particular exclusive powers —the 
Senate must give "advice and consent" to many important Presidential 
appointments, and the House must introduce any bills for the purpose of raising 
revenue.

NOTES

Ilae consent of both chambers is required to pass any legislation, which 
then may only become law by being signed by the President; if the President 
vetoes such legislation, however, both houses of Congress must then re-pass the 
legislation, but by a two-thirds majority of each chamber, in order to make such 
legislation law without the need for the President's signature. The powers of 
Congress are limited to those enumerated in the Constitution; all other powers 
are reserved to the states and the people.

'line Constitution also includes the "Necessary and Proper Clause", which 
grants Congress the power to "make all laws which shall be necessary and proper 
for carrying into execution the foregoing powers." Members of the House and 
Senate are elected by first-past-the-post voting in every state except Louisiana 
and Washington, which have runoffs.

Article I, Section 2, paragraph 2 of the U.S, Constitution gives each chamber 
the power to "determine the rules of its proceedings." From this provision were 
created congressional committees, which do the work of drafting legislation and 
conducting congressional investigations into national matters. The 108th Congress 
(2003-2005) had 19 standing committees in the House and 17 in the Senate, plus 
four joint permanent committees with members from both houses overseeing 
the Library of Cqngress, printing, taxation, and the economy. In addition, each 
house may name special, or select, committees to study specific problems. Today, 
much of the congressional workload is borne by subcommittees, of which there 
are some 150.

Powers of Congress

The Constitution grants numerous powers to Congress. Enumerated in 
Article I, Section 8, these include the powers to levy and collect taxes; to coin 
money and regulate its value; provide for punishment for counterfeiting; establish 
post offices and roads, promote progress of science by issuing patents, create 
federal courts inferior to the Supreme Court, define and punish piracies and 
felonies, declare war, raise and support armies, provide and maintain a navy, 
make rules for the regulation of land and naval forces, provide for, arm, and 
discipline the militia, exercise exclusive legislation in the District of Columbia, 
and to make laws necessary to properly execute these powers.
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Checks AMD Balances

The Constitution provides checks and balances among the three branches 
of the federal government- The authors of the Constitution expected the greater 
power to he with Congre.ss as described in Article One.

The influence of Congress on the presidency has varied from one period to 
another; the degree of power depending largely on the leadership of the Congress, 
political influence by the president, or other members of congress and the 
boldness of the president's initiatives. Under the first half-dozen presidents, power 
seems to have been evenly divided between the president and Congress, in part 
because early presidents largely restricted their vetoes to bills that were 
unconstitutional.

The impeachment of Andrew Johnson made the presidency much less 
powerful than Congress. During the late 19th century. President Grover Cleveland 
aggressively attempted to restore the executive branch's power, vetoing over 400 
bills during his first term. The 20th and 21st centuries have seen the rise of the 
power of the Presidency under Theodore Roosevelt (1901-09), Woodrow Wilson 
(1913-21), Franklin D. Roosevelt (1933-45), Richard Nixon (1969-74), Ronald 
Reagan (1981-89), and George W. Bush (2001-09) (see Imperial Presidency). In 
recent years. Congress has restricted the powers of the President with laws such 
as the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 and the War 
Powers Resolution; nevertheless, the Presidency remains considerably more 
powerful than during the 19th century.

The Constitution concentrates removal powers in the Congress by 
empowering and obligating the House of Representatives to impeach federal 
officials (both executive and judicial) for "Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes 
and Misdemeanors." The Senate is constitutionally empowered and obligated to 
try all impeachments. A simple majority in the House is required to impeach an 
official; however, a two-thirds majority in the Senate is required for conviction. A 
convicted official is automatically removed from office; in addition, the Senate 
may stipulate that the defendant be banned from holding office in the future.

Impeachment proceedings may not inflict more than this; however, the 
party may face criminal penalties in a normal court of law. In the history of the 
United States, the House of Representatives has impeached sixteen officials, of 
whom seven were convicted. (Another resigned before the Senate could complete 
the trial). Only two Presidents of the United States have ever been impeached: 
Andrew Johnson in 1868 and Bill Clinton in 1999. Both trials ended in acquittal; 
in Johnson's case, the Senate fell one vote short of the two-thirds majority required 
for conviction. In 1974, Richard Nixon resigned from office after impeachment 
proceedings in the House Judiciary Committee indicated he would eventually be 
removed from office.

NOTES
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The Constitution entrusts certain powers to the Senate alone. The President 
may only nominate for appointment Cabinet officials, judges, and other high 
officers "by and with the advice and consent" of the Senate. Tlie Senate confirms 
most presidential nominees, but rejections are not uncommon. Furthermore, 
treaties negotiated by the President must be ratified by a two-thirds majority 
vole in (he .Senate to take effect. The House of Representatives ba.s no formal role 
in either the ratification of treaties or the appointment of federal officials, other 
than filling vacancies in the office of Vice-President.

In 1803, the Supreme Court established judicial review of federal legislation 
in Marbury v. Madison, holding, however, that Congress could not grant 
unconstitutional power to the Court itself. The Constitution does not explicitly 
state that the courts may exercise judicial review; however, the notion that courts 
could declare laws unconstitutional was envisioned by the founding fathers. 
Alexander Hamilton, for example, mentioned and expounded upon the doctrine 
in Federalist No. 78. Originalists on the Supreme Court have argued that if the 
constitution doesn't say something explicitly it is unconstitutional to infer what it 
should, might or could have said.

Investigations are conducted to gather information on the need for future 
legislation, to test the effectiveness of laws already passed, and to inquire into the 
qualifications and performance of members and officials of the other branches. 
Committees may hold hearings, and, if necessary, compel individuals to testify 
when investigating issues over which it has the power to legislate by issuing 
subpoenas. Witnesses who refuse to testify may be cited for contempt of Congress, 
and those who testify falsely may be charged with perjury. Most committee hearings 
are open to the public (the House and Senate intelligence committees are the 
exception); important hearings are widely reported in the mass media.

Procedure

NOTES

Article I, Section 5 of the United States Constitution specifies that it is up 
to each chamber to determine internal rules of operation for any matter not already 
specified in the Constitution or previously prescribed by law. In the House of 
Representatives, a Rules Committee sets rules for each measure that is up for 
debate, llie Senate abides by a set of Standing Rules.

Officers

At the beginning of each two-year Congress, the House of Representatives 
elects a speaker. The speaker does not normally preside over debates, but is, 
rather, the leader of the majority party in the House. The Vice President of the 
United States is, ex officio. President of the Senate. The Senate also elects a 
President pro tempore. For decades the person elected has been the most senior 
member of the majority party in the Senate, and has held office until he or she
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ceases to be a senator or a new president pro tempore is elected (usually after a 
change in party control). Thus, the Senate does not necessarily elect a new 
president pro tempore at the beginning of a new Congress.

SessionsNOTES

A term of Congress is divided into two "sessions”, one for each year; Congress 
has occasionally also been called into an extra, (or special) session (the Constitution 
requires Congress to meet at least once each year). A new session commences on 
January 3 (or another date, if Congress so chooses) each year. Before the Twentieth 
Amendment, Congress met from the first Monday in December to April or May 
in the first session of their term (the "long se.ssion''); and from December to March 
4 in the second "short session”, ('i'he new Congress w'ould then meet for some 
days, for the inauguration, swearing in new members, and organizafion.)

The Constitution forbids either house from meeling.any place outside the 
Capitol, or from adjourning for more than three davs, without the consent of the 
other house. The provision was intended to prevent one house from thwarting 
legislative business simply by rel using to meet. To avoid obtaining consent during 
long recesses, the House or Senate may sometimes hold pro forma meetings, 
sometimes only minutes long, every three days. The consent of both bodies is 
required for Congress's final adjournment, or adjournment sine die, at the end of 
each congressional session. If the fw'O houses cannot agree on a date, the 
Constitution permits the President to settle the dispute.

Joint SESSIONS

Joint Sessions of the United States Congress occur on special occasions that 
require a concurrent resolution from both House and Senate. These sessions 
include the counting of electoral votes following a Presidential election and the 
President's State of the Union address. Other meetings of both House and Senate 
are called Joint Meetings of Congress, held after unanimous consent agreements 
to recess and meet. Meetings of Congress for Presidential Inaugurations may also 
be Joint Sessions, if both House and Senate are in session at the time, otherwise 
they are formal joint gatherings.

At some time during the first two months of each session, the President 
customarily delivers the State of the Union Address, a speech in which he assesses 
the situation of the country and outlines his legislative proposals for the 
congressional session. The speech is modeled on the Speech from the Throne 
given by the British monarch, and is mandated by the Constitution of the United 
States—though it is not necessarily required to be delivered each year or in the 
customary manner Thomas Jefferson discontinued the original practice of 
delivering the speech in person before both houses of Congress, deeming it too 

I monarchical. Instead, Jefferson and his successors sent a written message to
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Congress each year. In 1913, President Woodrow Wilson reestablished the practice 
of personally attending to deliver the speech; few Presidents have deviated from 
this custom since.

Joint Sessions and Joint Meetings are traditionally presided over by the 
Speaker of the House except for the joint session to count electoral votes for 
President, when the Constitution requires the President of the Senate (the Vice 
President of the United States) to preside.

Bills and Resolutions

A proposal may be introduced in Congress as a bill, a joint resolution, a 
concurrent resolution, or a simple resolution. Most legislative proposals are 
introduced as bills, but some are introduced as joint resolutions. There is little 
practical difference between the two,.except that joint resolutions may include 
preambles but bills may not. Joint resolutions are the normal method used to 
propose a constitutional amendment or to declare war. On the other hand, 
concurrent resolutions (passed by both houses) and simple resolutions (passed 
by only one house) do not have the force of law. Instead, they serve to express the 
opinion of Congress, or to regulate procedure.

In many cases, lobbyists write legislation and submit it to a member for 
introduction. Congressional lobbyists are legally required to be registered in a 
central database.

Bills (and other proposals) may be introduced by any member of either 
house. However, the Constitution provides that: "All bills for raising Revenue 
shall originate in the House of Representatives." As a result, the Senate does not 
have the power to initiate bills imposing taxes. Furthermore, the House of 
Representatives holds that the Senate does not have the power to originate 
appropriation bills, or bills authorizing the expenditure of federal funds. 
Historically, the Senate has disputed the interpretation advocated by the House. 
However, whenever the Senate originates an appropriations bill, the House simply 
refuses to consider it, thereby settling the dispute in practice. Nevertheless, while 
the Senate cannot originate revenue and appropriation bills, it does retain the 
power to amend or reject them.

Each bill goes through several stages in each house. The first stage involves 
consideration by a committee. Most legislation is considered by standing 
committees, each of which has jurisdiction over a particular subject matter, such 
as Agriculture or Appropriations. The House has twenty standing committees; 
the Senate has sixteen. In some cases, bills may be sent to select committees, 
which tend to have more narrow jurisdictions than standing committees. Each 
standing and select committee is led by a chair (who belongs to the majority 
party) and a ranking member (who belongs to the minority party). Committees 
are permitted to hold hearings and collect evidence when considering bills. They
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NOTES
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may also amend the bill, but the full house holds the power to accept or reject 
committee amendments. After considering and debating a measure, the 
committee votes on whether it wishes to report the measure to the full house.

A decision not to report a bill amounts to a rejection of the proposal. Both 
houses provide for procedures under which the committee can be bypassed or 
overruled, but they are rarely used. If reported by the committee, the bill reaches 
the floor of the full house. The house may debate and amend the bill; the precise 
procedures used by the House of Representatives and the Senate differ. A final 
vote on the bill follows.

Once a bill is approved by one house, it is sent to the other, which may 
pass, reject, or amend it. For the bill to become law, both houses must agree to 
identical versions of the bill. If the second house amends the bill, then the 
differences between the two versions must be reconciled in a conference 
committee, an ad hoc committee that includes both senators and representatives. 
In many cases, conference committees have introduced substantial changes to 
bills and added unrequested spending, significantly departing from both the 
House and Senate versions. President Ronald Reagan once quipped, "If an orange 
and an apple went into conference consultations, it might come out a pear." If 
both houses agree to the version reported by the conference committee, the bill 
passes; otherwise, it fails.

After passage by both houses, a bill is submitted to the President. The 
President may choose to sign the bill, thereby making it law. The President may 
also choose to veto the bill, returning it to Congress with his objections. In such a 
case, the bill only becomes law if each house of Congress votes to override the 
veto with a two-thirds majority. Finally, the President may choose to take no 
action, neither signing nor vetoing the bill. In such a case, the Constitution states 
that the bill automatically becomes law after ten days, excluding Sundays. 
However, if Congress adjourns (ends a legislative session) during the ten day 
period, then the bill does not become law. Thus, the President may veto legislation 
passed at the end of a congressional session simply by ignoring it; the maneuver 
is known as a pocket veto, and cannot be overridden by the adjourned Congress.

Every Act of Congress or joint resolution begins with an enacting formula 
or resolving formula stipulated by law. These are:

* Acf of Congress: "Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives 
of the United States of America in Congress assembled."

• Joint resolution: "Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the United States of America in Congress assembled."

Quorum AND Vote

The Constitution specifies that a majority of members constitutes a quorum 
to do business in each house. The rules of each house provide that a quorum is

NOTES
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assumed to be present unless a quorum call demonstrates the contrary. 
Representatives and senators rarely force the presence of a quorum by demanding 
quorum calls; thus, in most cases, debates continue even if a majority is not 
present. NOTES

Both houses use voice voting to decide most matters; members shout out 
"aye" or "no," and the presiding officer announces the result. The Constitution, 
however, requires a recorded vote on the demand of one-fifth of the members 
present. If the result of the voice vote is unclear, or if the matter is controversial, 
a recorded vote usually ensues. The Senate uses roll call votes; a clerk calls out the 
names of all the senators, each senator stating "aye" or "no" when his or her 
name is announced. The House reserves roll call votes for the most formal matters, 
as a roll-call of all 435 representatives takes quite some time; normally, members 
vote by electronic device. In the case of a tie, the motion in question fails. In the 
Senate, the Vice President may (if present) cast the tiebreaking vote.

COMMUTEES

It is neither expected nor possible that a member of Congress be an expert 
on all matters and subject areas that come before Congress. Congressional 
committees provide invaluable informational services to Congress by investigating 
and reporting back in regard to specialized subject matter.

While this investigatory function is indispensable to Congress, procedures 
such as the House discharge petition process (the process of bringing a bill onto 
the floor without a committee report or mandatory consent from its leadership) 
are so difficult to implement that committee jurisdiction over particular subject 
matter of bills has expanded into semi-autonomous power. Of the 73 discharge 
petitions submitted to the full House from 1995 through 2007, only one was 
successful in securing a definitive yea-or-nay vote for a bill on the floor of the 
House of Representatives. Not without reason have congressional committees 
been called independent fiefdoms.

In 1931 a reform movement did temporarily reduce the number of 
signatures required on discharge petitions in the U.S. House of Representatives 
from a constitutional majority of 218 down to 145, i.e. from one-half to one-third 
of the House membership. This reform was abolished in a 1935 counterattack 
led by the intra-House oligarchy. Thus the era of the Great Depression marks the 
last across-the-board change, albeit a short-lived one, in the autonomy of House 
standing committees. On strategy for an enduring reform in the system of semi- 
autonomous committees see the citation.

In the course of committee work, members will often develop personal 
expertise on the matters under the jurisdiction of their respective committees. 
Such expertise, or claims thereof, are invariably cited during disputes over whether 
the parent body should bow to obdurate committee negatives.
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Congress divides its legislative, oversight, and internal administrative tasks 
among approximately 200 committees and subcommittees. Within assigned areas, 
these functional sub-units gather information, compare and evaluate legislative 
alternatives, identify policy problems and propose solutions, select, determine, 
and report measures for full chamber consideration, monitor executive branch 
performance (oversight), and investigate allegations of wrongdoing.

Decision on which areas individual members choose to specialize may be 
influenced by their constituency and regional issues of importance to them, as 
well as prior background and experience of the member. Senators will also try to 
differentiate themselves from the other senator from the same state, so that areas 
of specialization do not overlap.

NOTES

2.3 COMPARISON WITH PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEMS
The U.S. system of government is called' a presidential system even though 

Congress, the judiciary, and the president are at least in principle equally powerful 
branches of the federal government. The U.S. system is called this way because 
the president has a much stronger role than in most other democracies in the 
world, which are based on a parliamentary system and in which the president is 
merely a figurehead. The most significant difference between a parliament and 
the U.S. Congress is that a parliament typically contains both the legislative and 
executive branches. (The executive organs are often referred to as "the 
Government". In democracies that are constitutional monarchies, the monarch 
is for historical reasons also often considered part of the government, despite 
usually no longer having any executive power.) The U.S. Congress exercises only 
legislative powers and is only one of three co-equal and independent branches of 
the larger federal government.

In a parliament, the executive branch of the government is chosen from or 
by the representative branch. This generally comprises the prime minister and 
the governing cabinet. Congressional leaders merely administer the daily business 
of Congress itself, while it is in session, and not the functioning of the national 
government as a whole. So, while in structure the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives resembles a prime minister, in substance and practice he or she 
only moderates the functioning of the U.S. Congress, while the wholly separate 
executive branch of government administrates the daily functioning of the federal 
government. In the U.S. Congress, legislation originates within the legislative 
branch, whereas in a parliamentary system, legislation is drafted by the 
government in power and then sent to parliament for debate and ratification,

Members of the U.S. Congress are generally elected from one of two parties, 
but its members are free to vote their own conscience or that of their constituents. 
Many members can and do cross party lines frequently. Retribution from party 
leadership for doing so is nonexistent in the Senate and exceedingly rare in the
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House. In a parliamentary system, members may be compelled to vote with their 
party's bloc, and those who v'Ote against are often cast out of their respective 
parliamentary parties and become less influential independents. Theoretically, 
the lack of superpowerful political parties allows U.S. members to more faithfully 
represent their constituents than members of parliament can —a member is 
ultimately responsible to their constituents alone, not to their party. Additionally, 
as Congress does not wield executive power, dissenting votes from the majority 
party cannot result in the collapse of the ruling Government and new elections, 
as occasionally happens in parliamentary systems. Conversely, the U.S. Congress 
also allows for a larger role for extra-governmental actors such as lobbyists, as the 
lack of strong party whips present in parliamentary systems exposes members of 
Congress to greater outside influence.

The offices of Speaker of the House of Representatives and Speaker of the 
House of Commons, while holding very similar titles and presiding over their 
respective bodies, differ greatly. In the British House of Commons, the speaker is 
officially and actively non-partisan, and must resign from his or her party upon 
accepting the office. His or her role duties in-camera include ensuring active and 
fair debate, and recognising members of all parties, including back-benchers. Ex
camera, the Speaker of the House of Commons supervises the support offices of 
Parliament. By contrast, the Speaker of the House of Representatives is the leader 
of his or her party's members in the House (senior even to the Majority Leader) 
and has considerable authority to appoint members to committees and otherwise 
reward or punish members. When the President of the United States is not of the 
same party as the majority in House of Representatives, the Speaker is the de 
facto “leader of the opposition."

NOTES

2.4 POLITICAL AND POLICY MAKING INSTITUTIONS
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM (UK)

'Ihe politics of the United Kingdom of Great Britain has taken place in the 
framework of a constitutional monarchy, in which the Monarch is head of state 
and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom is the head of government. 
Executive power is exercised by the UK government, the devolved governments 
of Scotland and Wales, and the Executive of Northern Ireland. Legislative power 
is vested in both the government and the two chambers of Parliament, the House 
of Commons and the House of Lords, as well as in the Scottish parliament and 
Welsh and Northern Ireland assemblies. The judiciary is independent of the 
executive and the legislature, the highest national court being the Supreme Court 
of the United Kingdom.

The UK is a mu Iti-party system and since the 1920s, the two largest political' 
parties have been the Conservative .Party and the Labour Party. Though coalition 
and minority governments have been an occasional feature of parliamentary
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politics, the first-past-the-post electoral system used for general elections tends to 
maintain the dominance of these two parties, though each has in the past century 
relied upon a third party to deliver a working majority in Parliament.

Growing support for Nationalist parties in Scotland and Wales led to 
proposals for devolution in the 1970s though only in the 1990s did devolution 
actually happen. Today, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland each possess a 
legislature and government alongside that of the United Kingdom, responsible 
for devolved matters. However, it is a matter of dispute as to whether increased 
autonomy and devolution of executive and legislative powers has contributed to 
a reduction in support for full independence. The principal pro-independence 
party, the Scottish National Party, won 20 extra MSPs at the 2007 Scottish 
parliament elections and now forms the Scottish Government as a minority 
administration, with plans to hold a referendum on negotiating for independence, 
before 2011. In Wales, the nationalist party. Plaid Cymru, is the junior coalition 
partner in the Welsh Assembly Government although unlike the Scottish National 
Party it does not officially advocate complete secession from the United Kingdom.
In Northern Ireland, the largest Pro-Belfast Agreement party, Sinn Fein, not only 
advocates Northern Ireland's unification with the Republic of Ireland, but also 
abstains from taking their elected seats in the Westminster government, as this 
would entail taking a pledge of allegiance to the British monarch.

The constitution is uncodified, being made up of constitutional conventions, 
statutes and other elements.

This system of government, known as the Westminster system, has been 
adopted by other countries as well, such as Canada, India, Australia, New Zealand, 
Singapore, Malaysia and Jamaica, countries that made up part of the British 
Empire.

Legislatures

The UK Parliament is the supreme legislative body in the United Kingdom 
(i.e., there is parliamentary sovereignty), and Government is drawn from and 
answerable to it. Parliament is bicameral, consisting of the House of Commons 
and the House of Lords. There is also a devolved Scottish Parliament and devolved 
Assemblies in Wales and Northern Ireland, with varying degrees of legislative 
authority.

UK Parliament 

House of Commons
The Countries of the United Kingdom are divided into parliamentary 

constituencies of broadly equal population by the four Boundary Commissions. ; 
Each constituency elects a Member of Parliament (MP) to the House of Commons 
at General Elections and, if required, at by-elections. As of 2010 there are 650

NOTES
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constituencies (there were 646 before that year's general election. Of the 650 MPs, 
all but one - Lady Sylvia Hermon - belong to a political party.

In modem times, all Prime Ministers and Leaders of the Opposition have 
been drawn from the Commons, not the Lords. Alec Douglas-Home resigned 
from his peerages days after becoming Prime Minister in 1963, and the last Prime 
Minister before him from the Lords left in 1902 (the Marquess of Salisbury).

One parly usually has a majority in Parliament, because of the use of the 
First Past the Post electoral system, which has been conducive in creating the 
current two parly system. The monarch normally asks a person commissioned 
to form a government simply whether it can survive in the House of Commons, 
something which majority governments are expected to be able to do. In 
exceptional circumstances the monarch asks someone to 'form a government' 
with a parliamentary minority which in the event of no party having a majority 
requires the formation of a coalition government. This option is only ever taken 
at a time of national emergency, such as war-time. It was given in 1916 to Andrew 
Bonar Law, and when he declined, to David Lloyd George and in 1940 to Winston 
Churchill. A government is not formed by a vote of the House of Commons, it is 
a commission from the monarch. The House of Commons gets its first chance to 
indicate confidence in the new government when it votes on the Speech from 
the I'hrone (the legislative programme proposed by the new government).

NOTES

House of Lords
The House of Lords was previously a largely hereditary aristocratic chamber, 

although including life peers, and Lords Spiritual. It is currently mid-way through 
• extensive reforms, the most recent of these being enacted in the House of Lords 

Act 1999. The house consists of two very different types of member, the Lords 
Temporal and Lords Spiritual. Lords Temporal include appointed members (life 
peers with no hereditary right for their descendants to sit in the house) and ninety- 
two remaining hereditary peers, elected from among, and by, the holders of titles 
which previously gave a seat in the House of Lords. The Lords Spiritual represent 
the established Church of England and number twenty-six: the Five Ancient Sees 
(Canterbury, York, London, Winchester and Durham), and the 21 next-most senior 
bishops.

The House of Lords currently acts to review legislation initiated by the 
House of Commons, with the power to propose amendments, and can exercise a 
suspensive veto. This allows it to delay legislation if it does not approve it for 
twelve months. However, the use of vetoes is limited by convention and by the 
operation of the Parliament Acts 1911 and 1949; the Lords may not veto the 
"money bills" or major manifesto promises (see Salisbury convention). Persistent 
use of the veto can also be overturned by the Commons, under a provision of the 
Parliament Act 1911. Often governments will accept changes in legislation in 
order to avoid both the time delay, and the negative publicity of being seen to
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clash with the Lords. However the Lords still retain a full veto in acts which 
would extend the life of Parliament beyond the 5 year term limit introduced by 
the Parliament Act 1911.

The Constitutional Reform Act 2005 outlined plans for a Supreme Court of 
the United Kingdom to replace the role of the Law Lords. TheHouseof Lords was 
replaced as the final court of appeal on civil cases within the United Kingdom on 
1 October 2009, by the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom.

NOTES

2.5 POLITICAL AND POLICY MAKING INSTITUTIONS
OF FRANCE

The government of the French Republic is a semi-presidential system 
determined by the French Constitution of the fifth Republic. The nation declares 
itself to be an "indivisible, secular, democratic, and social Republic". The 
constitution provides for a separation of powers and proclaims France's 
"attachment to the Rights of Man and the principles of national sovereignty as 
defined by the Declaration of 1789."

The national government of France is divided into an executive, a legislative 
and a judicial branch. The President shares executive power with his appointee, 
the Prime Minister. The cabinet globally, including the Prime Minister, can be 
revoked by the National Assembly the lower house of Parliament, through a 
"censure motion"; this ensures that the Prime Minister is always supported by a 
majority of the houses.

Parliament comprises the National Assembly and the Senate. It passes 
statutes and votes on the budget; it controls the action of the executive through 
formal questioning on the floor of the houses of Parliament and by establishing 
commissions of enquiry. The constitutionality of the statutes is checked by the 
Constitutional Council, members of which are appointed by the President of the 
Republic, the President of the National Assembly, and the President of the Senate. 
Former Presidents of the Republic also are members of the Council.

The independent judiciary is based on a civil law system which evolved 
from the Napoleonic codes. It is divided into the judicial branch (dealing with 
civil law and criminal law) and the administrative branch (dealing with appeals 
against executive decisions), each with their own independent supreme court of 
appeal: the Court of Cassation for the judicial courts and the Conseil d'Etat for 
the administrative courts. The French government includes various bodies that 
check abuses of power and independent agencies.

France is a unitary state. However, the administrative subdivisions—the 
regions, departements and communes—have various legal functions, and the 
national government is prohibited from intruding into their normal operations.

France was a founding member of the European Coal and Steel Community 
later the European Union. As such, France has transferred part of its sovereignty
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to l-uropean institutions, as provided by its constitution. The French government 
therefore has to abide by European treaties, directives and regulations.

CONSTTUmON

A popular referendum approved the constitution of the French Fifth 
Republic in 1958, greatly strengthening the authority of the presidency and the 
executive with respect to Parliament.

The constitution does contain a bill of rights in itself, but its preamble 
mentions that France should follow the principles of the Declaration of the Rights 
of Man and of the Citizen, as well as those of the preamble to the constitution of 
the Fourth Republic. This has been judged to. imply that the principles laid forth 
in those texts have constitutional value, and that legislation infringing on those 
principles should be found unconstitutional if a recourse is filed before the 
Constitutional Council. Also, recents modifications of the Constitution has added 
a reference in the preamble to an Environment charter that has full constitutional 
value, cind a right for,citizens to contest the constitutionality of a statute before 
the Constitutional Council.

The foundational principles of the Constitution include; the equality of all 
citizens before law, and the rejection of special class privileges such as those that 
existed prior to the French Revolution; presumption of innocence; freedom of 
speech; freedom of opinion including freedom of religion; the guarantee of 
property against arbitrary seizure; the accountability of government agents to the 
citizenry.

Legislative Branch

NOTES

The Parliament of France, making up the legislative branch, consists of two 
houses: the National Assembly and the Senate; the Assembly is the pre-eminent 
body.

Parliament meets for one 9-month session each year: under special 
circumstances the president can call an additional session. Although parliamentary 
powers have diminished from those existing under the Fourth Republic, the 
National Assembly can still cause a government to fall if an absolute majority of 
the total Assembly membership votes to censure. It has never happened since 
the establishment of the Fifth Republic in 1958.

The cabinet has a strong influence in shaping the agenda of Parliament. 
The government also can link its term to a legislative text which it proposes, and 
unless a motion of censure is introduced (within 24 hours after the proposal) and 
passed (within 48 hours of introduction -'■thus full procedures last at most 72 
hours), the text is considered adopted without^ vote.

Members of Parliament enjoy parliamentary immunity. Both assemblies 
have committees that write reports on a variety of topics. If necessary, they can 
establish parliamentary enquiry commissions with broad investigative power.
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National Assembly
The National Assembly is the principal legislative body. Its 577 deputies are 

directly elected for 5-year terms in local majority votes, and all seats are voted on 
in each election.

The National Assembly may force the resignation of the executive cabinet 
by voting a motion of censure. For this reason, the prime minister and his cabinet 
are necessarily from the dominant party or coalition in the assembly. In the case 
of a president and assembly from opposing parties, this leads to the situation 
known as cohabitation. While motions of censure are periodically proposed by 
the opposition following government actions that it deems highly inappropriate, 
they
parliamentary term, the government is never overthrown bv the Assembly.

Senate

NOTES

purely rhetorical: party discipline ensures that, throughout aare

Senators are chosen by an electoral college of about 145,000 local elected 
officials for 6-year terms, and one half of the Senate is renewed every 3 years. 
Before the law of 30 July 2004, senators were elected for 9 years, renewed by 
thirds every 3 years. There are currently 321 senators, but there will be 346 in 
2010; 304 represent the metropolitan and overseas departements, five the other 
dependencies and 12 the French established abroad.

The Senate's legislative powers are limited; on most matters of legislation, 
the National Assembly has the last word in the event of a disagreement between 
the two houses.

Since the beginning of the Fifth Republic, the Senate has always had a right- 
wing majority. This is mostly due to the over-representation of small villages 
compared to big cities. This, and the indirect mode of election, prompted socialist 
Lionel Jospin, who was prime minister at the time, to declare the Senate an 
"anomaly".

2.6 POLITICAL AND POLICY MAKING INSTITUTIONS
OF INDIA

India has a parliamentary system of government based largely on that of 
the United Kingdom (Westminister system).

The legislature is the Parliament. It is bicameral, consisting of two houses: 
the directly-elected 545-member Lok Sabha ("House of the People"), the lower 
house, and the 250-member indirectly-elected and appointed Rajya Sabha 
("Council of States"), the upper house. The parliament enjoys parliamentary 
supremacy.

The executive is split between a mainly ceremonial head of state (the 
President of India). The President enjoys all constitutional powers, but exercises 
them only on the advice of the actual executive, the head of government (Prime
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Minister of India) and his or her Council of Ministers (the cabinet), which enjoy 
all real powers and make important policy decisions.

All the members of the Council of Ministers as well as the Prime Minister 
are members of Parliament. If they are not, they must be elected within a period 
of six months from the time they assume their respective office. The Prime Minister 
and the Council of Ministers are responsible to the Lok Sabha, individually as 
well as collectively.

ImmDUAL Responsibility .

livery individual minister is in charge of a specific ministry or ministries (or 
specific other portfolio). He is responsible for any act of failure in all the policies 
relating to his department. In case of any lapse, he himself is individually 
responsible to the Parliament. If a vote of no confidence is passed against the 
individual minister, he has to resign. Individual responsibility can amount to 
collective responsibility. Therefore, the Prime Minister, in order to save his 
government, can ask for the resignation of such a minister.

CoLLECUVE Responsibility

The Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers are jointly accountable to 
the Lok Sabha. If there is a policy failure or lapse on the part of the government, 
all the members of the council are jointly responsible. If a vote of no confidence is 
passed against the government, then all the ministers headed by the Prime Minister 
have to resign.

The Parliament of India

I'he Parliament of India (or Sansad) is the federal and supreme legislative 
body of India. It consists of the office of President of India and two houses, the 
lower house, known as the Lok Sabha and the upper house, known as the Rajya 
Sabha. It is located in New Delhi at Sansad Bhavan on Sansad Marg. Any bill can 
become an act only after it is passed by both the houses of the Parliament and 
assented by the President. The Central Hall of the Parliament is used for combined 
sittings of the lower and upper houses and is of historical significance.

Lok Sabha (Lower House)

The Lok Sabha is also known as the "House of the People" or the lower 
house. Almost all of its members are directly elected by citizens of India. It is the 
more powerful of the two houses and can precede or overrule the Rajya Sabha 
(upper house) in certain matters.

The Lok Sabha can have up to 552 members as envisaged'in the Constitution 
of India (Article 81). It has a term of 5 years but it may be dissolved earlier by the 
President in the event of no party getting a majority.

NOTES
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To be eligible for membership of Lok Sabha, a person must be a citizen of 
India and must not be less than 25 years of age. Up to 530 members can be 
elected from the states, up to 20 members from the Union territories and no 
more than two members can h'e nominated by the President of India.

As of now, the Lok Sabha has 545 members, 530 members from the states, 
13 members from the Union territories and two nominated members representing 
the Anglo Indian community. Some seats are reserved for representatives of 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.

The representatives from States and Union territories are directly elected 
by the people on the basis of universal adult suffrage. Every citizen who is over 18 
years of age, irrespective of gender, caste, religion or race, who is otherwise not 
disqualified, is eligible to vote.

Rajya Sabha (Upper House)
Tl-ie Rajya Sabha is also known as "Council of States" or the upper house. 

Its members are indirectly elected by members of legislative bodies of the States.
The Rajya Sabha has 250 members in all. Elections to it are scheduled and 

the chamber cannot be dissolved. Each member has a term of 6 years and elections 
are held for one-third of the seats after every 2 years. The composition is specified 
in Article 80 of the Constitution of India.

• 12 members are nominated by the President from people having special 
knowledge or experience in literature, science, art or social services.

• Representatives of States are elected by the elected members of the 
Legislative Assembly of the State in accordance with system of proportional 
representation by means of single transferable vote.

• Representatives of Union Territories are indirectly elected by members of 
an electoral college for that territory in accordance with system of 
proportional representation.

The Council of States is designed to maintain the federal character of the 
country. Tlie number of members from a state depends on the population of the 
state {e.g., 31 from Uttar Pradesh and one from Nagaland).

The minimum age for a person to become a member of Rajya Sabha is 30

NOTES

years.

UNIT - II

An administrative structure is the pattern or arrangement of jobs and groups 
of jobs within an governing system. Tliis pattern pertains to both reporting and 
operational relationships, provided they have some degree of permanence. The 
individual elements of an administrative structure typically include a variety of
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components such as; (i) departments or divisions; (ii) administrative hierarchy; 
(iii) rules, procedures, and goals; and (iv) temporary building blocks such as task 
forces or committees.

Ideally, administrative structures should be shaped and implemented for 
the primary purpose of facilitating the achievement of goals in an efficient manner. 
Indeed, having a suitable administrative structure in place—one that recognizes 
and addresses the various human 'and governance realities of the country in 
question —is a prerequisite for longterm success. In this Unit, we will compare 
the administrative structure of USA, UK, France and India.
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NOTES

2.7 ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF USA
'■fhe executive power in the Federal Government is vested in the President 

of the United States, although power is often delegated to the Cabinet members 
and other officials. The President and Vice President are elected as running mates 
for a maximum of two four-year terms by the Electoral College, for which each 
state, as well as the District of Columbia, is allocated a number of seats based on 
its representation (or ostensible representation, in the case of D.C.) in both houses 
of Congress.

President

The executive branch consists of the President and delegates. The President 
is both the head of state and government, as well as the military commander-in
chief and chief diplomat. The President, according to the Constitution, must "take 
care that the laws be faithfully executed", and "preserve, protect, and defend the 
Constitution". The President presides over the executive branch of the Federal 
Government, a vast organization numbering about 4 million people, including 1 
million active-duty military personnel. The forty-fourth and current president is 
Barack Obama, the first African American president of the United Slates.

The President may sign legislation passed by Congress into law or may 
veto it, preventing it from becoming law unless two-thirds of both houses of 
Congress vote to override the veto. The President may, with the consent of two- 
thirds of the Senate, make treaties with foreign nations. The President may be 
impeached by a majority in the Flouse and removed from office by a two-thirds 
majority in the Senate for "treason, bribery, or other high crimes and 
misdemeanors".

The President may not dissolve Congress or call special elections but does 
have the power to pardon, or release, criminals convicted of offenses against the 
Federal Government (except in cases of impeachment), enact executive orders, 
and (with the consent of the Senate) appoint Supreme Court justices and federal 
judges.
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Vice President

The Vice President is the second-highest executive official of the government. 
As first in the U.S. presidential line of succession, the Vice President becomes 
President upon the death, resignation, or removal of the President, which has 
happened nine times in U.S. history. Under the Constitution, the Vice President 
is President of the Senate. By virtue of this role, he or she is the nominal head of 
the Senate. In that capacity, the Vice President is allowed to vote in the Senate, 
but only when necessary to break a lied vote. Pursuant to the Twelfth Amendment, 
the Vice President presides over the joint session of Congress when it convenes 
to count the vote of the Electoral College. While the Vice President's only 
constitutionally prescribed functions, aside from presidential succession, relate 
to his role as President of the Senate, the office is now commonly viewed as a 
member of the executive branch of the Federal Government. The U.S. Constitution 
does not expressly assign the office to any one branch, causing scholars to dispute 
whether it belongs to the executive branch, the legislative branch, or both.

Secretary OF State

The Secretary of State is the Chief Executive Officer of the United States 
Department of State, the most senior of all federal executive departments. The 
Secretary of State is the third-highest official of the executive branch of the Federal 
Government of the United States, after the President and Vice President. The 
Secretary is a member of the President's Cabinet and the highest-ranking cabinet 
secretary both in the presidential line of succession and order of precedence. The 
Secretary has many duties and responsibilities. The Secretary serves as the 
President's chief adviser on U.S. foreign policy and as such negotiates, interprets, 
and terminates treaties and agreements, personally participates in or directs U.S. 
representatives to international conferences, organizations, and agencies, conducts 
negotiations relating to U.S. foreign affairs, and is responsible for the 
administration and management of foreign embassies and consulate offices. 
Foreign trade missions and intelligence assets report directly to the Secretary of 
State. The Secretary is also responsible for overall direction, coordination, and 
supervision of interdepartmental activities of the U.S. Government overseas. The 
Secretary answers directly to the President of the United States.

AiTORmy General of the United States

The office of Attorney General was established by Congress by the Judiciary 
Act of 1789. The original duties of this officer were "to prosecute and conduct all 
suits in the Supreme Court in which the United States shall be concerned, and to 
give his advice and opinion upon questions of law when required by the President 
of the United States, or when requested by the heads of any of the departments." 
Only in 1870 was the Department of Justice established to support the Attorney

NOTES
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General in the discharge of his responsibilities. The United States Attorney General 
is now the head of the United States Department of Justice concerned with legal 
affairs and is the chief law enforcement officer of the United States Government. 
Tlie Attorney General is considered to be the chief lawyer of the People of the 
United States of America, not only the U.S. government, nor simply of the 
Executive Branch. The Attorne}' Genera) serves as a member of the President's 
Cabinet, but is the only department head who is not given the title Secretary.

To assist the Attorney General in carrying out justice in the 94 jurisdictions 
of the United States district court system; he/she is in charge of the United States 
Marshal Service, including each U.S. Marshal of the 94 Districts; and the 93 United 
States Attorneys encompassing 94 offices (as Guam and the Northern Mariana 
Islands has a single U.S. Attorney for both districts). In the Supreme Court of the 
United States, the Solicitor General of the United States carries out the duties first 
entrusted to the office. To carry out the general duties of enforcement of laws 
concerning federal crimes and to investigate the commission of crimes where 
United States Citizens, officials, property or interests are concerned, domestically 
or abroad, the Federal Bureau of In vestigation acts on the Attorney General's behalf.

The Attorney General is nominated by the President of the United States 
and takes office after confirmation by the United States Senate, He or she serves 
at the pleasure of the President and can be removed by the President at any time; 
the Attorney General is also subject to impeachment by the House of 
Representatives and trial in the Senate for "treason, bribery, and other high crimes 
and misdemeanors."

Cabinet, Executive Departments and Agencies

The day-to-day enforcement and administration of federal laws is in the 
hands of the various federal executive departments, created by Congress to deal 
with specific areas of national and international affairs. The heads of the 15 
departments, chosen by the President and approved with the "advice and consent" 
of the U.S. Senate, form a council of advisers generally known as the President's 
"Cabinet". In addition to departments, there are a number of staff organizations 
grouped into the Executive Office o'f the President. These include the White House 
staff, the National Security Council, the Office of Management and Budget, the 
Council of Economic Advisers, the Council on Environmental Quality, the Office 
of the U.S. Trade Representative, the Office of National Drug Control Policy and 
the Office of Science and Technology Policy. The employees in these United States 
government agencies are called federal civil servants.

There are also independent agencies such as the United States Postal Service, 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Environmental Protection Agency, and the United 
States Agency for International Development. In addition, there are government-

NOTES
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owned corporations such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the 
National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

2.8 ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF UK
NOTES

The head of state, theoretical and nominal source of executive, judicial and 
legislative power in the UK, is the British monarch, currently Queen Elizabeth II. 
However, sovereignty in the UK no longer rests with the monarch, since the 
English Bill of Rights in 1689, which established the principle of Parliamentary 
sovereignty. Nonetheless, the monarch is still known as the sovereign.

The British sovereign'possesses many powers, including the right to choose 
any British citizen to be her ,Prime Minister and the right to cal! and dissolve 
Parliament whenever she wishes. However, in accordance with the current 
uncodified constitution, the Prime Minister is the person who is most able to 
command a majority in the House of Commons, and Parliament is dissolved at 
the time suggested by the PM. For a bill to become law the monarch has to grant 
Royal Assent. Queen Anne was the last monarch who withheld Assent: on 11 
March 1708 to a bill “for the settling of Militia in Scotland". Other royal powers 
called royal prerogative, such as patronage to appoint ministers and the ability to 
declare war, are exercised by the Prime Minister and the Cabinet, with the formal 
consent of the Queen.

Historically, the British monarch directly exercised all executive authority 
in the UK government. However, in the early 18th century, the role of Prime 
Minister (literally meaning the chief or senior minister in the Cabinet) emerged 
as a de facto executive authority, by directly implementing executive powers and 
collectively consulting with other members of his/her Cabinet.

Today the sovereign has an essentially ceremonial role restricted in exercise 
of power by convention and public opinion. However the monarch does continue 
to exercise three essential rights: the right to be consulted, the right to advise and 
the right to warn. As a consequence of these ideals, Prime Ministers hold weekly 
confidential meetings witli the monarch in which the sovereign holds the right 
to express her opinions.

In formal terms, the Crown in Parliament is sovereign even though in 
practical terms the political head of the UK is the Prime Minister (David Cameron 
since 11 May 2010). However, the real powers of position of the monarch in the 
British Constitution should not be downplayed. The monarch does indeed retain 
some power, but it has to be used with discretion. She fulfills the necessary 
constitutional role as head of state, and with the absence of a distinct separation 
of powers as in the American model and a strong second chamber, acts as a final 
check on executive power. If a time came to pass, for instance, when a law 
threatened the freedom or security of her subjects and citizens, the Queen could 
decline royal assent, free as she is from the eddies of party politics. Furthermore,
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armed removal of her by Parliamenl or Government would be difficult, as the 
monarch remains commander-in-chief of the armed forces, who swear an oath 
of allegiance to her.

Executive NOTES

lixecutive power in the United Kingdom is exercised on behalf of the 
Sovereign, in whom executive power is nominally vested, by the UK government 
and the Scottish Government, the Welsh Assembly Government and the Northern 
Ireland Executive.

The monarch appoints a Prime Minister as the head of Her Majesty's 
Government in the United Kingdom, guided by the strict convention that the 
Prime Minister should be the member of the House of Commons most likely to 
be able to form a Government with the support of that House. In practice, this 
means that the leader of the political party with an absolute majority of seats in 
the House of Commons is chosen to be the Prime Minister. The Prime Minister 
then selects the other Ministers which make up the Government and act as 
political heads of the various Government Departments. About twenty of the 
most senior government ministers make up the Cabinet and approximately 100 
ministers in total comprise the government. In accordance with constitutional 
convention, all ministers within the government are either Members of Parliament 
or peers in the House of Lords.

As in some other parliamentary systems of government (especially those 
based upon the Westminster System), the executive (called "the government") is 
drawn from and is answerable to Parliament - a successful vote of no confidence 
will force the government either to resign or to seek a parliamentary dissolution 
and a general election. In practice, members of parliament of all major parties are 
strictly controlled by whips who try to ensure they vote according to party policy. 
If the government has a large majority, then they are very unlikely to lose enough 
votes to be unable to pass legislation.

The Prime Minister and the Cabinet

The Prime Minister, as the label suggests, is the prime or senior minister in 
the Cabinet. She/he is responsible for chairing Cabinet meetings, selecting Cabinet 
ministers (and all other positions in Her Majesty's government), and formulating 
governmental policy. The Prime Minister is the de facto source of executive 
authority in the UK government, since s/he exercises executive functions that are 
nominally vested in the sovereign (by way of the Royal Prerogatives). Historically, 
the British monarch was the sole source of executive powers in the government. 
However, following the rule of the Hanoverian monarchs, an arrangement of a 
"Prime Minister" chairing and leading the Cabinet began to emerge. Over time, 
this arrangement became the effective executive branch of government, as it
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Theoretically, the Prime Minister is primus inter pares (,i.e. Latin for "first 

among equals") among his/her Cabinet colleagues. While the Prime Minister is 
the senior Cabinet Minister, s/he is theoretically bound to make executive decisions 
in a collective fashion with the other Cabinet ministers. The Cabinet, along with 
the PM, consists of Secretaries of State from the various government departments. 
Cabinet meetings are typically held weekly, while Parliament is in session.

NOTES

Government Departments AND the Civil Service

The Government of the United Kingdom contains a number of ministries 
known mainly, though not exclusively as departments, e.g. Ministry of .Defence. 
These are politically led by a Government Minister who is often a Secretary of 
State and member of the Cabinet. He or she may also be supported by a number 
of junior Ministers. In practice, several government departments and Ministers 
have responsibilities that cover England alone, with devolved bodies having 
responsibility for Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, (for example - the 
Department of Health), or responsibilities that mainly focus on England (such as 
the Department for Education).

Implementation of the Minister's decisions is carried out by a permanent 
politically neutral organization known as the civil service. Its constitutional role is 
to support the Government of the day regardless of which political party is in 
power. Unlike some other democracies, senior civil servants remain in post upon 
a change of Government. Administrative management of the Department is led 
by a head civil servant known in most Departments as a Permanent Secretary. 
The majority of the civil service staff in fact work in executive agencies, which are 
separate operational organizations reporting to Departments of State.

"Whitehall" is often used as a synonym for the central core of the Civil 
Service. This is because most Government Departments have headquarters in 
and around the former Royal Palace Whitehall.

2.9 ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF FRANCE
France has a semi-presidential system of government. Thus, France has an 

executive branch where power is divided between two officials: the President, 
who is the head of state, and the Prime Minister, who is the head of government.

In the original 1958 constitution, the President was elected by an electoral 
college of elected officials. However, in 1962, Charles de Gaulle obtained, through 
a referendum, an amendment to the constitution whereby the president would 
be directly elected by citizens. Given France's runoff voting system, this means 
that the presidential candidate is required to obtain a nationwide majority of 
non-blank votes at either the first or second round of balloting, which presumably
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implies that the president is somewhat supported by at least half of the voting 
population: this gives him considerable legilimacy, Despite his somewhat restricted 
de jure powers, the president thus enjoys considerable aura and effective power.

As a consequence, the President is the preeminent figure in French politics. 
He appoints the Prime Minister; though he may not de jure dismiss him, if the 
Prime Minister is from the same political side, he can, in practice, have him resign 
on demand (and it is known that Prime Ministers are asked to sign a non-dated 
dismissal letter belore being nominated). He appoints the ministers, ministers* 
delegate and secretaries. When the President's political party or supporters control 
parliament, the President is the dominant player in executive action, choosing 
whomever he wishes for the government, and having it follow his political agenda 
(parliamentary disagreements do occur, though, even within the same party).

However, when the President's political opponents control parliament, the 
President’s dominance can be severely limited, as he must choose a Prime Minister 
and cabinet who reflect the majority in parliament, and who will implement the 
agenda of the parliamentary majority. When parties from opposite ends of the 
political spectrum control parliament and the presidency, the power-sharing 
arrangement is known as cohabitation, before 2002, Cohabitation was more 
common, because the term of the President was 7 years and the term of the 
National Assembly was 5 years. Now that the term of the President has been 
shortened to 5 years, and that the elections are separated by only a few months, 
this is less likely to happen,

Government

The government is headed by the President. It has at its disposal the civil 
service, the government agencies, and the armed forces. (The term "cabinet" is 
rarely used to describe the gouvernement, even in translation, as it is used in 
French to mean a minister's private office, composed of politically-appointed aides. 
In French, the word gouvernement can refer to government in general, but 
generally refers to the group of ministers.)

The government is responsible to Parliament, and the National Assembly 
may pass a motion of censure, forcing the resignation of the cabinet. This, in 
practice, forces the government to be from the same political party or coalition as 
the majority in the Assembly. Ministers have to answer questions from members 
of Parliament, both written and oral; this is known as the questions au 
gouvernement (questions to the government). In addition, ministers attend 
meetings of the houses of Parliament when laws pertaining to their areas of 

responsibility are being discussed.
Government ministers cannot pass legislation without parliamentary 

approval, though the Prime Minister may issue autonomous regulations or 
subordinated regulations (decrets d’application) provided they do not infringe on

NOTES
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the Parliament domain, as detailed in the constitution. Ministers, however, can 
propose legislation to Parliament; since the Assembly is usually politically allied to 
the ministers, such legislation is, in general, very likely to pass. However, this is 
not guaranteed, and, on occasion, the opinion of the majority parliamentarians 
may differ significantly from those of the executive, which often results in a large 
number of amendments.

The Prime Minister can engage the responsibility of his government on a 
law, under article 49-3 of the Constitution. The law is then considered adopted 
unless the National A.ssembly votes a motion of censure, in which case the law is 
refused and the government has to resign. As of 2006, the last time this article was 
invoked was for the "First Employment Contract" proposed by Prime Minister 
Dominique de Villepin. a move that greatly backfired.

Traditionally, the government comprises members of three ranks. Ministers 
are the most senior members of the government; deputy ministers (ministres 
delegues) assist ministers in particular areas of their portfolio; ministers of state 
(secretaires d'Htat) assist ministers in less important areas, and attend'government 
meetings only occasionally. Before the Fifth Republic, some ministers of particular 
political importance were called "secretaries of state" (ministres d'Etat); the practice 
has continued under the Fifth Republic in a purely honorific fashion: ministers 
styled Secretary of State are supposed to be of a higher importance in the 
gouvemement.

The individual ministers issue ministerial orders (arretes) in their fields of 
competence, subordinate to statutes and decrees.

Contrary to a sometimes used polemical cliche, that dates from the third 
republic, with its decrees-law (decrets-lois), neither the president nor the prime 
minister may rule by decree (outside of the narrow case of presidential emergency 
powers).

Ordinances

The executive cannot issue decrees in areas that the Constitution puts under 
the responsibility of legislation, issued by Parliament. Still, Parliament may, through 
a habilitation law, authorize the executive to issue ordinances (ordonnances), with 
legislative value, in precisely defined areas. Habilitation laws specify the scope of 
the ordinance. After the ordinance is issued, Parliament is asked whether it wants 
to ratify it. If Parliament votes no to ratification, the ordinance is cancelled. Most 
of the time, ratification is made implicitly or explicitly through a Parliament act 
that deals with the subject concerned, rather than by the ratification act itself.

The use of ordinances is normally reserved for urgent matters, or for 
technical, uncontroversial texts (such as the ordinances that converted all sums 
in French Francs to Euros in the various laws in force in France). There is also a 
practice to use ordinances to transpose European Directives into French law, in

NOTES
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order to avoid late transposition of Directive, which is often happening and is 
criticized by the EU Commission. Ordinances are also used to codify law into 
codes, in order to rearrange them for the sake of clarity without substantially 
modifying them.

They are also sometimes used to push controversial legislation through, 
such as when Prime Minister Dominique de Villepin created new forms of work 
contracts in 2005. The use of ordinances in such contexts is then criticized by the 
opposition as anti-democratic, and demeaning to Parliament. It must be said, 
however, that since the National Assembly can dismiss the government through 
a motion of censure, the government necessarily relies on a majority in Parliament, 
and this majority would be likely to adopt the controversial law anyway.

Internal Limits of the Executive Branch; Checks and Balances

The general rule is that government agencies and the civil service are at the 
disposal of the gouvernement, or cabinet. However, various agencies are 
independent agencies (autorites administratives independantes) that have been 
statutorily excluded from the executive's authority, although th'ey belong in the 

executive branch.
These independent agencies have some specialized regulatory power, some 

executive power, and some quasi-judicial power. They are also often consulted 
by the government or the French Parliament seeking advice before regulating by 
law. They can impose sanctions that are named "administrative sanctions" 
sanctions administratives. However, their decisions can still be contested face to a 
judicial court or an administrative court.

Some examples of independent agencies:
• The Banque de France, the central bank, is independent (financial and 

economic code, L141 and following). This was a prerequisite for integrating 
the European System of Central Banks.

• The Electronic Communications & Posts Regulation Authority (Autorite 
de regulation des communications electroniques et des postes (ARCEP)), 
which was previously named Telecommunication Regulation Authority 
(Autorite de regulation des telecommunications (ART)), is an independent 
administrative authority for the open markets of telecommimications and 
postal services.

• The Energy Regulation Commission (Commission de regulation de I'^nergie 
(CRE)) is an independent administrative authority for the open markets 
of gas and electricity.

• The Financial Markets Authority (Autorite des marches financiers (AMF)) 
regulates securities markets.

NOTES
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• The Higher Council of the Audiovisual (Conseil superieur de I'audiovisuel 
(CSA)) supervises the granting and withdrawing of emission frequencies 
for radio and TV, as well as public broadcasting.

• The National Commission on Campaign Accounts and Political Financing 
(Commission Nationale des Comptes de Campagne et des Financements 
Politiques) regulates the financing and spending of political parties and 
political campaign.

Public media corporations should not be influenced in their news reporting 
by the executive in power, since they have the duty to supply the public with 
unbiased information. For instance, the Agence France-Presse (AFP) is an 
independent public corporation. Its resources must come solely from its 
commercial sales. The majority of the seats in its board are held by representatives 
of the French press.

The government also provides for watchdogs over its own activities; these 
independent administrative authorities are headed by a commission typically 
composed of senior lawyers or members of the Parliament. Each of the two 
chambers of the Parliament often has its own commission, but sometimes they 
collaborate to create a single Commission nationale mixte paritaire. For example:

■ • The National Commission for Computing & Freedom (Commission 
nationale informatique et libertes (CNIL)); public services must request 
authorization from it before establishing a file with personal information, 
and they must heed its recommendations; private bodies must only declare 
their files; citizens have recourse before the commission against abuses.

• The National Commission for the Control of Security Interceptions 
(Commission nationale de controle des interceptions de securite (CNCIS)); 
the executive, in a limited number of circumstances concerning national 
security, may request an authorization from the commission for wiretaps 
(in other circumstances, wiretaps may only be authorized within a 
judicially-administered criminal investigation).

In addition, the duties of public service limit the power that the executive 
has over the French Civil Service. For instance, appointments, except for the 
highest positions (the national directors of agencies and administrations), must 
be made solely on merit or time in office, typically in competitive exams. Certain 
dvil servants have statuses that prohibit executive interference; for instance, judges 
and prosecutors may be named or moved only according to specific procedures. 
Public researchers and university professors enjoy academic freedom; by law, 
they enjoy complete freedom of speech within the ordinary constraints of 
academia.

NOTES

The number of ministries and the division of responsibilities and 
administrations between them varies from government to government. While
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the name and exact responsibility of each ministry may change, one generally 
finds at least:

• Ministry for the Economy, Industry and Employment (taxes, budget),
• Ministry of the Interior (law enforcement, relationships with local 

governments),
• Ministry of Justice and Keeper of the Seals (prisons, running the court 

system, supervision of the prosecution service),
• Ministry of National Education,
• Ministry of Defence,
• Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
• Ministry of Transportation.

The government has a leading role in shaping the agenda of the houses of 
Parliament. It may propose laws to Parliament, as well as amendments during 
parliamentary meetings. It may make use of some procedures to speed up 
parliamentary deliberations.

NOTES

2.10 ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF INDIA
The Government of India, officially known as the Union Government and 

also known as the Central Government, was established by the Constitution of 
India, and is the governing authority of a union of 28 states and seven union 
territories, collectively called the Republic of India.

The government comprises three branches: the executive, the legislative 
and the judiciary. The executive branch headed by the President, who is the Head 
of State and exercises his or her power directly or through officers subordinate to 
him. The Legislative branch or the Parliament consists of the lower house, the 
Lok Sabha, and the upper house, the Rajya Sabha, as well as the president. The 
Judicial branch has the Supreme Court at its apex, 21 High Courts, and numerous 
civil, criminal and family courts at the district level.

The basic civil and criminal laws governing the citizens of India are set 
down in major parliamentary legislation, such as the Civil Procedure Code, the 
Indian Penal Code, and the Criminal Procedure Code. The union and individual 
state governments consist of executive, legislative and judicial branches. The legal 
system as applicable to the federal and individual state governments is based on. 
the English Common and Statutory Law. India accepts International Court of 
Justice jurisdiction with several reservations. By the 73rd and 74th amendments 
to the constitution, the Panchayat Raj system has been institutionalised for local 
governance.

According to its constitution, India is a "sovereign socialist secular 
democratic republic." India is the largest state by population with a
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democratically-elected government. Like the United States, India has a federal 
form of government, however, the central government in India has greater power 
in relation to its states, and its central government is patterned after the British 
parliamentary system. Regarding the former, “the Centre", the national 
government, can and has dismissed state governments if no majority party or 
coalition is able to form a government or under specific Constitutional clauses, 
and can impose direct federal rule known as President's rule. Locally, the 
Panchayad Raj system has several administrative functions.

The central government exercises its broad administrative powers in the 
name of the President, whose duties are largely ceremonial. The president and 
vice president are elected indirectly for 5-year terms by a special electoral college. 
The vice president assumes the office of president in case of the death or resignation 
of the incumbent president.

The constitution designates the governance of India under two branches 
namely the executive branch and Real national executive power is centered in 
the Council of Ministers, led by the Prime Minister of India. The President appoints 
the Prime Minister, who is designated by legislators of the political party or coalition 
commanding a parliamentary majority. The President then appoints subordinate 
ministers on the advice of the Prime Minister. In reality, the President has no 
discretion on the question of whom to appoint as Prime Minister except when no 
political party or coalition of parties gains a majority in the Lok Sabha. Once the 
Prime Minister has been appointed, the President has no discretion on any other 
matter whatsoever, including the appointment of ministers. But all Central 
Government decisions are nominally taken in his/her name.

The constitution designates the Parliament of India as the legislative branch 
to oversee the operation of the government. India's bicameral parliament consists 
of the Rajya Sabha (Council of States) and the Lok Sabha (House of the People). 
The Council of Ministers is held responsible to the Lok Sabha.

The President of India

The President of India is the head of state and first citizen of India, as well 
as the Supreme Commander of the Indian Armed Forces.. Despite Article 53 of 
the Constitution stating the President can exercise their powers directly, widi few 
exceptions, all of the authority vested in the President is in practice exercised by 
the Council of Ministers, headed by the Prime Minister.

The President is elected by the elected members of the Parliament of India 
(Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha) as well as of the state legislatures (Vidhan Sabhas), 
and serves for a term of five years. Incumbents are permitted to stand for re- 
election. A formula is used to allocate votes so there is a balance betw'een the 
population of each state and the number of votes assembly members from a state 
can cast, and to give an equal balance between State Assembly members and

NOTES
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National Parliament members. If no candidate receives a majority of votes there 
is a system by which losing candidates are eliminated from the contest and votes 
for them transferred to other candidates, until one gains a majority. The Vice- 
President is elected by a direct vote of all members (elected and nominated) of 
the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha.

Powers and Duties 

Legislative Powers
T he President summons both houses of the Parliament and prorogues them. 

He or she can even dissolve the Lok Sabha. These powers are formal, and by 
convention, the President uses these powers according to the advice of the Council 
of Ministers headed by the Prime Minister.

They inaugurate the Parliament by addressing it after the general elections 
and also at the beginning of the first session each year. Their address on these 
occasions is generally meant to outline the new policies of the government.

A bill that the Parliament has passed, can become a law only after the 
President gives his/her assent to it. The President can return a bill to the Parliament, 
if it is not a money bill, for reconsideration. However, if the Parliament sends it 
back to tliem for the second time, the President is obliged to assent to it.

When the Parliament is not in session and the government considers it 
necessary to have a law, then the President can promulgate ordinances. These 
ordinances are submitted to the Parliament at its next session. They remain valid 
for no more than six weeks from the date the Parliament is convened unless 
approved by it earlier.

Article 52 Executive Powers
The Constitution vests in the President of India all the executive powers of 

the Central Government. The President appoints the Prime Minister the person 
most likely to command the support of the majority in the Lok Sabha (usually 
the leader of the majority party or coalition). The President then appoints the 
other members of the Council of Ministers, distributing portfolios to them on 
the advice of the Prime Minister.

The Council of Ministers remains in power during the 'pleasure' of the 
President. In practice, however, the Council of Ministers must retain the support 
of the Lok Sabha. If a President were to dismiss the Council of Ministers on his or 
her own initiative, it might trigger a constitutional crisis. Thus, in practice, the 
Council of Ministers cannot be dismissed as long as it commands the support of 
a majority in the Lok Sabha.

The President is responsible for making a wide variety of appointments. 
These include:

NOTES

Governors of States
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• The Chief Justice, other judges of the Supreme Court and High Courts of 
India.

• The Attorney Genera!
• The Comptroller and Auditor General
• The Chief Election Commissioner'and other Election Commissioners
• The Chairman and other Members of the Union Public Service 

Commission

NOTES

• Ambassadors and High Commissioners to other countries.
The President also receives the credentials of Ambassadors and High 

Commissioners from other countries.
The President is the de jure Commander in Chief of the Indian Armed

Forces.
The President of India can grant a pardon to or reduce the sentence of a 

convicted person for one time, particularly in cases involving punishment of death.
The decisions involving pardoning and other rights by the president are 

independent of the opinion of the Prime Minister or the Lok Sabha majority. In 
most other cases, however, the President exercises his or her executive powers on 
the advice of the Prime Minister.
Financial Powers

Money bills can be introduced in the Parliament only on the prior 
recommendation of the President. He/she also causes to be laid before the 
Parliament the annual financial statement which is the Union Budget. Further no 
demand for grant shall be made except on his recommendation.He/She can also 
make advances out of the Contingency Fund of India to meet any unforeseen 
expenditure.Moreover, he\she constitutes the Finance Commission every 5 years 
to recommend the distribution of taxes between the States and the Centre.
Judicial Powers

The president appoints the Chief Justice of the Union Judiciary and other 
judges on the advice of the Chief Justice. In practice, these judges are actually 
selected by the Union cabinet. The President dismisses the judges if and only if 
the two Houses of the Parliament pass resolutions to that effect by two-thirds 
majority of the members present.

If they consider a question of law or a matter of public importance has 
arisen they can ask for the advisory opinion of the Supreme Court. They may or 
may not accept that opinion.

He/She has the right to grant pardon. He/She can suspend, remit or 
commute the death sentence of any person.

He/She enjoys the judicial immunity:
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• No criminal proceedings can be initiated against him/her during his term 
in office.

• He/She is not answerable for the exercise of his duties.

Diplomatic Powers
All international treaties and agreements are negotiated and concluded on 

behalf of the President. However, in practice, such negotiations are usually carried 
out by the Prime Minister along with his Cabinet (especially the Foreign Minister). 
Also, such treaties are subject to the approval of the Parliament. The President 
represents India in international forums and affairs where such a function is chiefly 
ceremonial. The President may also send and receive diplomats like Ambassadors 
and High Commissioners.

Milium/ Powers
The President is the supreme commander of the defence forces of India, in 

this capacity the president can appoint Army, Navy & Air Chiefs, The President 
can declare war or conclude peace, subject to the approval of parliament only 
under the decision of the Council of Ministers

NOTES

Emergency Poivers
'Ihe President can declare three types of emergencies: national, state and

financial.

Niihonn! Eniergenci/
National emergency is caused by war, external aggression or armed rebellion 

in the whole of India or a part of its territory. Such an emergency was declared in 
India in 1962 (Indo-China war), 1971 (Indo-Pakistan war), 1975 to 1977 (declared 
by Indira Gandhi on account of "internal disturbance").

Under Article 352 of the India Constitution the President can declare such 
an emergency only on the basis of a written request by the Council of Ministers 
headed by the Prime Minister. Such a proclamation must be approved by the 
Parliament within one month. Such an emergency can be imposed for six months. 
It can be extended by six months by repeated parliamentary approval, up to a 
maximum of 3 Years.

In such an emergency. Fundamental Rights of Indian citizens can be 
suspended. The six freedoms under Right to Freedom are automatically 
suspended. However, the Right to Life and Personal Liberty cannot be suspended.

The Parliament can make laws on the 66 subjects of the State List (which 
contains subjects on which the state governments can make laws). Also, all money 
bills are referred to the Parliament for its approval. The term of the Lok Sabha can 
be extended by a period of up to one year, but not so as to extend the term of 
Parliament beyond six months after the end of the declared emergency.

j
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State Emcygenci/

State emergency, also known as President's rule, is declared due to 
breakdown of constitutional machinery in a state.

If the President is satisfied, on the basis of the report of the Governor of the 
concerned state or from other sources that the governance in a state cannot be 
carried out according to the provisions in the Constitution, he/she can declare a 
state of emergency in the state. Such an emergency must be approved by the 
Parliament within a period of six months.

Under Article 356 of the Indian Constitution, it can be imposed from six 
months to a maximum period of three years with repeated parliamentary approval 
every .six months. If the emergency needs to be extended for more than three 
years, this can be achieved by a constitutional amendment, as has happened in 
Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir.

During such an emergency, the President can take over the entire work of 
the executive, and the Governor administers the state in the name of the President. 
Tlie Legislative Assembly can be dissolved or may remain in suspended animation. 
The Parliament makes laws on the 66 subjects of the state list. All money bills 
have to be referred to the Parliament for approval.

On 19 January 2009, President's rule was imposed on the Indian State of 
Jharkhand making it the latest state where this kind of emergency has been 
imposed.

NOTES

A State Emergency can be imposed via the following:
1. By Article 356:-If that state failed to run constitutionally i.e. constitutional 

machinery has failed

2. By Article 365:-If that state is not working according to the given direction 
of the Union Government.

This type of emergency needs the approval of the parliament within 2 
months. This type of emergency can last up to a maximum of 3 years via 
extensions after each 6 month period. However, after one year it can be extended 
only if—

A state of National Emergency has been declared in the country or in the 
particular state.

2. The Election Commission finds it difficult to organize an election in that 
state.

I.

Financial Emergency

If the President is satisfied that there is an economic situation in which the 
financial stability or credit of India is threatened, he/she can proclaim financial 
emergency as per the Constitutional Article 360. Such an emergency must be 
approved by the Parliament within two months. It has never been declared. On 
a previous occasion, the financial stability or credit of India has indeed been
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threatened, but a financial emergency was avoided through the selling off of 
India's gold reserves.

A state of financial emergency remains in force indefinitely until revoked 
by the President,

In case of a financial emergency, the President can reduce the salaries of all 
government officials, including judges of the Supreme Court and High Courts. 
All money bills are passed by the State legislatures are submitted to the President 
for his approval. They can direct the state to observe certain principles (economy 
measures) relating to financial matters.

Selection Process

NOTES

Eligibilihj
Article 58 of the Constituion sets the principle qualifications one must meet 

to be eligible to the office of the President. A President must be ;
• a citizen of India
• of 35 yea»-s of age or above
• qualified to become a member of the Lok Sabha

A person shall not be eligible for election as President if he holds any office 
of profit under the Government of India or the Government of any State or under 
any local or other authority subject to the control of any of the said Governments.

Certain office-holders, however, are permitted to stand as Presidential 
candidates. These are;

• The current Vice President.
• The Governor of any State.
• A Minister of the Union or of any State.

In the event that the Vice President, a State Governor or a Minister is elected 
President, they are considered to have vacated their previous office on the date 
they begin serving as President.

Conditions for Presidency
Certain conditions, as per Article 59 of the Constitution, debar any eligible 

citizen from contesting the presidential elections. The conditions are :
•. The President shall not be a member of either House of Parliament or of a 

House of the Legislature of any State,and if a member of either House of 
Parliament or of a House of the Legislature of any State be elected President, 
he shall be deemed to have vacated his seat in that House on the date on 
which he enters upon his office as President.

• Tire President shall not hold any other office of profit.
• The President shall be entitled without payment of rent to the use of his 

official residences and shall be also entitled to such emoluments, allowances 
and privileges as may be determined by Parliament by law and until
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provision in that behalf is so made, such emoluments, allowances and 
privileges as are specified in the Second Schedule.

• The emoluments and allowances of the President shall not be diminished 
during his term of office.

Election of the President
Whenever the office becomes vacant, the new President is chosen by an 

electoral college consisting of the elected members of both houses of the Parliament 
and the elected members of the State Legislative Assemblies (Vidhan Sabha).

The election is held .in accordance to the system of Proportional 
Representation by means of Single Transferable Vote method. The Voting takes 
place by secret ballot system. The manner of election of President is provided by 
Article 55.

NOTES

Each elector casts a different number of votes. The general principle is that 
the total number of votes cast by Members of Parliament equals the total number 
of votes cast by State Legislators. Also, legislators from larger states cast more 
votes than those from smaller states. Finally, the number of legislators in a state 
matters; if a state has few legislators, then each legislator has more votes; if a state 
has many legislators, then each legislator has fewer votes.

The actual calculation for votes cast by a particular state is calculated by 
dividing the state's population by 1000, which is divided again by the number of 
legislators from the State voting in the electoral college. This number is the number 
of votes per legislator in a given state. For votes cast by those in Parliament, the 
total number of votes cast by all state legislators is divided by the number of 
members of both Houses of Parliament. This is the number of votes per member 
of either house of Parliament.

Constitutional Role .
Constitutional role of the Indian Constitution states "There shall be a 

President of India". Article 53(l)vests in the President the executive powers of 
the Union which are exercised either directly or through subordinate officers in 
accordance with the Constitution. Although the Constitution explicitly says that 
the president is the executive head of the state, real executive power is exercised 
by the Council of Ministers, headed by the Prime Minister. This is inferred from 
Article 74 of the Indian Constitution, providing for a "... council of ministers to 
aid and advise the President who shall, in exercise of his functions, act in accordance 
with such advice".

However, the Article 74(2) bars all courts completely from assuming even 
an existence of such an advice. Therefore from the courts' point of view, the real 
executive power lies with the President. As far as President's decision and action 
are concerned no one can challenge such decision or action on the ground that it 
is not in accordance with the advice tendered by the Ministers or that it is based 
on no advice.
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The president of India shall, before entering upon his office, make and 
subscribe in the presence of the Chief Justice of India or, in his absence, the 
senior-most Judge of the Supreme Court available, an oath or affirmation that 
he/she shall protect, preserve and defend the Constitution (Article 60).

Removal of the President
The President may be removed before the expiry of his/her term through 

impeachment. A President can be removed for violation of the Constitution.
The process may start in either of the two houses of the Parliament. The 

house initiates the process by levelling the charges against the President. The 
charges are contained in a notice which has to be signed by at least one quarter of 
the total members of that house. The notice is sent up to the President and 14 
days later, it is taken up for consideration,

A resolution to impeach the President has to be passed by a two-third 
majority of the total members of the originating house. It is then sent to the other 
house. The other house investigates the charges that have been made. During 
this process, the President has the right to defend himself/herself through an 
authorised counsel. If the second house also approves the charges made by two- 
third majority again, the President stands impeached and is deemed to have 
vacated his/her office from the date when such a resolution stands passed. Other 
than impeachment, no other penalty can be given to the President for the violation 
of the Constitution.

No President has faced impeachment proceedings. Hence, the above 
provisions have never been tested.

Succession

NOTES

In the event of a vacancy created for the President’s post due to death, 
resignation, removal, etc., Article 65 of the [Indian Constitution] says that the 
Vice President will have to discharge his duties. The Vice President reverts to his 
office when a new President is elected and enters upon his office. When the 
President is unable to act owing to his absence, illness or any other cause, the 
Vice President discharges the President's functions for a temporary period until 
the President resumes his duties.

When the Vice President acts as, or discharges the functions of the President, 
he has all the powers and immunities of the President and is entitled to the same 
emoluments as the President.

Parliament has by an enactment made provision for the discharge of tlie 
functions of the President when vacancies occur in the offices of the President 
and of the Vice President simultaneously, owing to removal, death, resignation of 
the incumbent or otherwise. In such an eventuality, the Chief Justice, or in ,his 
absence, the senior most Judge of the Supreme Court of India available discharges 
the functions of the President until a newly elected President enters upon his
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office or a newly elected Vice President begins to act as President under Article 65 
of the Constitution, whichever is the earlier.

The Vice President

The Vice-President of India is the second-highest ranking government 
official in the executive branch of the Government of India after the President. 
The Vice-President also has the legislative function of acting as the Chairman of 
the Rajya Sabha.

The current Vice-President of India is Hamid Ansari, who was elected on 
10 August 2007.

Article 63 of the Constitution of India provides for a Vice-President; "There 
shall be a Vice-President of India". While the Indian Vice-President could be 
elected for any number of terms, the Constitution requires that the Vice-President 
must be a citizen of India . The qualifications for Vice-President are the same as 
those for President,

The Vice-President acts as President in the event of the death, resignation, 
or removal of the President, until anew President is chosen by the electoral college. 
The Vice-President may also act temporarily as President during the absence or 
illness of the President.

The Vice-President is elected for a term of five years whenever the office 
becomes vacant, by an electoral college consisting of all the Members of both 
Houses of Parliament. Holds office for 5 yrs. Can be re-elected.

Term can be cut short if he resigns or by a resolution of the Rajya Sabha 
passed by a majority of all the then members of the Rajya Sabha and agreed to by 
the Lok Sabha.

The Vice President is the second highest dignitary of India, next to the 
President of India.

No formal functions are attached to the office of Vice President. He'is the 
ex-officio chairman of Rajya Sabha. Since he is not a member of Rajya Sabha, he 
has no right to vote.

Being the Vice President of India, he is not entitled for any salary, but he is 
entitled to the salary and allowances payable to the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha.

All bills, resolution, motion can be taken in Rajya Sabha after his consent. 
He/She can discharge the function of President if the post falls vacant. (For 
maximum 6 months).

The Vice President takes over the office of the President normally under 
these conditions:

Death of the President; Resignation of the President; Removal of the 
President; When President owing to absence, illness or any other cause, 
is unable to perform the functions of his office. When he discharges the

NOTES
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functions of the President, the Vice President shall not perform the duties 
of the office of the Chairman of Rajya Sabha and shall not be entitled to 
receive the salary of the Chairman.
During this period, he is entitled for the salary and privileges of the President NOTES

of India.
Vice President is elected by both the houses (Electoral College) in accordance 

with the system of proportional representation by means of single transferable 
vote and the vote being secret. Nominated members also participate in his election.

The Supreme Court has the final and exclusive jurisdiction for resolving 
disputes and doubts relating to the election of the Vice-President.

Vice President Qualifications
• Citizen of India.
• More than 35 yrs of age.
• Possess the qualification for membership of Rajya Sabha.
• Not hold any office of profit under union, state or local authority. However, 

for this purpose, the President, Vice-President, Governor of a State and a 
Minister of the Union or a State, are not held to be holding an office of 
profit.

• The constitution also provides a mechanism for the removal of the Vice- 
President (Article 67(b)) by a vote of the majority of the votes of all the 
members of both Houses of Parliament.

The Prime Minister and CouNai of Ministers

The most distinctive feature of the Indian Constitution is the parliamentary 
system of government. It provides the basic organisational setting in which public 
policies are formulated. Essentially this system ef government means that there 
is (?) a Parliament directly elected by the people on party lines; (if) and there is 
also a Council of Ministers with the Prime Minister at the need to aid and adivse 
the President who acts in accordance with such advice. The real executive is the 
Prime Minister and his Council of Ministers. In this Unit, we shall describe the 
various bodies, which provide institutional support to the Prime Minister in his 
official and policy-making functions.

Constitutional Framework and Position of Prime Minister
The Constitution envisages a scheme of affairs in which the President of 

India is the head of the executive in terms of Article 53 with office of the Prime 
Minister as heading the Council of Ministers to assist and advise the President in 
the discharge of the executive power. To quote. Article 53 and 74 provide as 
under;

The executive powers of the Union shall be vested in the President and 
shall be exercised either directly or through subordinate officers, in 
accordance with the Constitution. — Article 53(1), Constitution of India
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There shall be a Council of Ministers with the Prime Minister at the 
head to aid and advise the President who shall, in the exercise of his 
functions, act in accordance with such advice.— Article 74(1), 
Constitution of India
Like most parliamentary democracies the Head of State's duties are only 

ceremonial, the Prime Minister of India is the head of government and has the 
responsibility for executive power. With India following a parliamentary system 
of government the Prime Minister is generally the leader of a party (or coalition 
of parties) that has a majority in the Lok Sabha, the lower house of the Parliament 
of India. The Prime Minister either has to be a current member of one of the 
houses of Parliament, or be elected within six months of being appointed.

A council of ministers, or cabinet, is headed by a prime minister and wields 
executive power at the national level. The council, which is responsible to 
parliament, is selected by the president upon the advice of the prime minister. 
Each council member heads an administrative department of the central 
government. In most important respects, the Indian cabinet system is identical to 
that of Britain. There is a constitutionally fixed division of responsibilities between 
national and state governments, so that the national government has exclusive 
powers over areas such as foreign affairs, while the states are responsible for health
care systems and agricultural development, among other areas. Some areas are 
the joint responsibility of both the national and state governments, such as 
education.

Role of the Prime Minister
The Prime Minister, leads the functioning and exercise of authority of the 

Government of India. They are invited by the President as leader of the majority 
party in the Parliament of India to form a government at the federal level (known .- 
as Central or Union Government in India) and exercise its powers. In practice the 
Prime Minister nominates the members of their Council of Ministers to the 
President. They also work upon to decide a core group of Ministers (known as 
the Cabinet) as in-charge of the important functions and ministries of the 
Government of India.

The Prime Minister is responsible for aiding and advising the President in 
distribution of work of the Government to various ministries and offices and in 
terms of the Government of India (Allocation of Business) Rules, 1961. The co
ordinating work is generally allocated to the Cabinet Secretariat which in turn , 
acts as a nodal agency for the functioning of die various Ministries. While generally 
the work of the Government is divided into various Ministries, the Prime Minister 
may retain certain portfolios.

The Prime Minister, in consultation with the Cabinet, schedules and attends 
the sessions of the Houses of Parliament and is required to answer the question 
from the Members of Parliament to them as the in-charge of the portfolios in the

NOTES
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capacity as Prime Minister of India. The Prime Minister is also the ex officio 
Chairman of the Planning Commission of India. They also appoint the Deputy 
Chairman of the Commission, who is responsible for the functioning of the 
Commission and reports to the Prime Minister.

The Prime Minister represents the country in various delegations, high 
level meetings and international organizations that require the attendance of the 
highest government office and also addresses to the nation on various issues of 
national or other importance. They also have exclusive jurisdiction over disposal 
of two national funds, (i) the PM's National Relief Fund, and (ii) the PM's National 
Defence Fund, which they use at their discretion attain the objectives behind the 
establishment of these funds.

Powers and Functions of Prime Minister
Being the head of the Council of Ministers, and therefore of the Cabinet, 

the Constitution authorises the Prime Minister to advise the President about the 
appointment of ministers and to act as a link between him and the administration. 
As the leader of the political executive, the Prime Minister is expected to provide 
direction in policy formulation to ensure administrative efficiency, and to establish 
liaison with the people and Parliament.

As the chief executive, his functions may briefly be described as 
determining the main lines of administrative policy, issuing necessary directions 
and orders, coordinating organisational details, controlling the management of 
finance, appointing and removing of personnel, supervising and controlling 
administrative operations, and conducting public relations.

The Prime Minister's main role in regard to administrative management in 
government consists in identifying capabilities of his colleagues and senior officials, 
and stimulating action and teamwork in organisation and method.

/nsttlufforcal Support to the Prime Minister
Institutional arrangements have evolved over the years in the form of 

secretarial agencies or thinking cells to give direct assistance to the Prime Minister 
in his oficial functions. The main institutions involved in helping the Prime 
Minister in decision-making in the realm of politics and administration have, 
since Independence, been the Cabinet Committees, the Cabinet Secretaries and 
the Prime Minister's Ofice.

Identifying Policy Proposals: Some Techniques
The problems and issues which, ultimately, find place in the policy agenda 

are known as policy proposals. However, all these proposals, may, not find the 
shape of a policy as the political executive still enjoys the choice of accepting or 
rejecting a particular proposal though, it might have included the same in the 
agenda under severe pressure. Therefore, it cannot be categorically stated tiiat 
every policy proposal is going to be converted into a public policy. Converting-a

NOTES
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policy prop.osal into a policy needs a decision by the institution established under 
the law. The institution(say Cabinet or its committees) has a number of individuals, 
who at times, may have different or conflicting viewpoints on a given issue. 
However, even in such a situation where there is a plurality of decision makers 
having conflicting parameters, certain decisions are taken as the leader may adopt 
a style that may clinch (he issue lor him. The styles which are used in such cases 
are bargaining, competition, command, conflict and cooperation. These are also 
called techniques of converting police proposals into policies. Let us discuss them 
briefly.

Bnr^nining: The policy decision, usually, are the result of active interactions among 
several individuals and organisations. Objectives and preferences of all these 
persons are diverse though there may be some commonalities between some of 
them. The similarity of interests can be brought about in the majority of those 
involved in the policy making process. Hence, a forum is established where the 
majority view prevails, i.e., a process of give and take operates t o a n extent that 
an agreed alternative beconies acceptable to most of the persons. Since the majority 
has agreed, the minority also gives in, though in the process it might get some 
other major or minor benefits or promises. The Prime Minister in India, while 
formulating his/her Council of Ministers adopts bargaining as a technique for 
reaching an acceptable decision. This technique is very c ommo n in modern 
times be it political decisionmaking or administrative policy making. 

Competition : The existence of very strong values and preferences among various 
individuals and groups lead to B situation where more than one party starts 
competing for a policy decision that will protect their interests the most. This is 
known as competition, a technique of reaching decisions in policy making. The 
various political parties try to use their strength for getting the best possible gains. 
However, in real competition, strength is, generally, equal and, as such, the gains 
or losses do not vary significantly. In the developing countries, such a stage of 
competition comes very rarely, as one or a combination of parties enjoy political 
power for a longer period of time.

Command: It is a technique which refers to the assertive use of the Constitutional/ 
legal and extra-Constitutional authority by the leader. In a controversial'or 
complicated situation the leader issues a command and a decision is, accordingly, 
reached. This technique is largely used in the authoritarian political systems where, 
the word of the supreme leader is taken as final and his dictates are reflected in 
the decisions. It is also used in democracies like U.S.A. and India. The leader of 
the party in power issues commands, which become quite handy in resolving 
problems. In India, we have seen that the order of the central leadership of the 
party has resulted in the change of Chief Ministers, though it is the prerogative of 
the concerned legislative party. The concept of 'Issuing Whips' is based on the 

I discussions and consensus reached in the party meetings. However, it has also

NOTES
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been used by the leader as a command without going into proper discussions at 
the relevant party forums. The command establishes a hierarchy which is bound 
by chain of command. It is the system of establishing superior-subordinate 
relationship. Those subordinates who comply with the command are, suitably, 
rewarded in due course of time and those who oppose or are passive t o the 
command are deprived of some major benefits.

Conflict : It is also a mealis of reaching decisions at the organisational level. A 
conflict situation is one when the parties concerned are adamant on protecting 
the interests of the organisation though the perception of interests varies from 
group to group. Clash of interests is quite visible but all the cor~cemed are very 
much interested in finding an acceptable solution. Such a situation.can be tackled 
through domination, compromise and integration, as suggested by Mary Parker 
Fotlett.

Cooperation : A policy decision is to serve the best interests of the people at large. 
Therefore, it must take into account the socio-economic environment and the 
cultural factors. It is due to these factors that it becomes very essential for the 
decision-makers to cooperate in reaching the ultimate decision. The demands 
are many and resources are limited. It is through cooperation and proper 
understanding- that priorities are reached and policy decisions are taken 
accordingly. However, it is not easy to reach such an understanding. It requires 
all out coordinated efforts on the part of all concerned with the process of the 
policy rnaking.

It may be mentioned that any one of the above techniques is just not enough. 
A combination of more than one is, generaly, put into operation for reachirrg on 
agreed policy decisions. Besides, substantiating policy proposal by the government 
becomes very essential.

The government in a democratic system has to have legitimacy for its policies 
and programmes. In other words, the people, by and large, should not only be 
appreciative of the Governmental actions but should also extend distinct support 
for such actions. Such a situation can be attained by substantiating the policy 
proposals with all the relevant data.

For example, if the Government intends to frame a policy with regard to 
the development of agriculture, it shall have to collect the data and information 
regarding total availability of the cultivable land, different types of cultivable 
land available, the crop that can give best yield in a given soil, availability of 
irrigational facilities, type of fertilisers to be used and their availability, marketing 
of the produce, and the basic requirements, both for the domestic and exports 
purposes, of the country. In order to make people aware of the policies, in order 
to make them understand and support policies, this exercise is a must.

NOTES
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Cabinet

A Cabinet is a body of high-ranking members of the government, typically 
representing the executive branch. It can also sometimes be referred to as the 
Council of Ministers, an Executive Council, or Executive Committee.

In some countries, particularly those that use the Westminster system, the 
Cabinet collectively decides the government's policy and tactical direction, 
especially in regard to legislation passed by the parliament. In countries with a 
presidential system, such as the United States, the Cabinet does not function as a 
collective legislative influence: rather, their primary role is as an official advisory 
council to the head of government. In this way, the President gets opinions and 
advice in upcoming decisions. The second role of cabinet officials is to administer 
executive branch government agencies or departments (in. the United States, 
these are the federal executive departments).

In most countries, including those that use the Westminster system. Cabinet 
ministers are appointed from among sitting members of the legislature and remain 
members of the legislature while serving in the cabinet. In other countries, 
especially countries with a presidential system, the opposite is true: Cabinet 
members must not be sitting legislators, and legislators who are offered 
appointments must resign if they wish to accept.

In most governments, members of the Cabinet are given the title of minister, 
and each holds a different portfolio of government duties ("Minister for the 
Environment," etc). In a few governments, as in the case of the United States, the 
Philippines and the United Kingdom, the title of secretary is also used for some 
Cabinet members ("Secretary of Education," etc). Attorneys general also sit in 
the cabinet. The day-to-day role of most cabinet members is to serve as the head 
of one segment of the national bureaucracy to whom all other employees in that 
department report.

The size of cabinets varies, although most contain around ten to twenty 
ministers. Researchers have found an inverse correlation between a country's 
level of development and cabinet size: on average, the more developed a country 
is, the smaller is its cabinet.

All Cabinet members are mandated by the constitution to be members of 
either House of the Parliament of India. In a departure from the norm the current 
Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh, is a member of the Upper House, the Rajya 
Sabha. He remained so for the duration of his entire first term (2004-2009) too. 
Most, but not all, previous Prime Ministers have been elected members of the 
Lok Sabha.

NOTES

'There are three categories of ministers, in descending order of rank:
• Union Cabinet Minister - senior minister in-charge of a ministry. A cabinet 

minister may also hold additional charges of other Ministries, where no 
other Cabinet minister is appointed.
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• Minister of State (Independent Charges) - with no overseeing Union 
cabinet minister for that portfolio.

• Minister of State (MoS) - junior minister with an overseeing cabinet 
minister, usually tasked with a specific responsibility in that ministry. For 
instance, an MoS in the Finance Ministry may only handle taxation.

NOTES

UNIT - III

Bureaucracy has become a universal phenomenon. It is a pre requisite of 
modernization of every society. Most developing countries are engaged in the 
process of nation building and bringing about rapid socio-economic development, 
i.e., providing social services such as health, education, infrastructure like roads, 
electricity, productive activities in agriculture, industry etc. The complex of such 
formidable activities connected with the development enterprise is essentially 
government's re.sponsibility. Here, public administration becomes the key agency 
of development. Bureaucracy can immensely contribute to development by 
serving as an adviser, as an inventor, and a decision-maker. It can vitalize 
administration by building up a social environment emphasizing responsibility 
by creating incentives, by encouraging healthy competition and self-development, 
by organizing institutional management under competent and progressive 
leadership and by delegating authority to lower levels for maximizing 
development.

Bureaucracy constitutes the apparatus and mechanism through which the 
state realizes its purposes. It has been rightly said that a country's life is largely 
shaped by the quality of administration. A plan can succeed only if its 
administrative implications have been worked out in detail. Hence, a high degree 
of bureaucratic competence is essential to push through speedy development 
measures. In most developing countries, the problem is not the inability of the 
governments to devise rational programmes for development, but their incapacity 
to carry them out. Here in this Unit, we will discuss the structure of civil services 
of USA, UK, France and India.

2.11 CIVIL SERVICES OF USA
In the United States, the civil service was established in 1872. The Federal 

Civil Service is defined as "all appointive positions in the executive, judicial, and 
legislative branches of the Government of the United States, except positions in 
the uniformed services." Ln the early 19th century, government jobs were held at 
the pleasure of the president—a person could be fired at any time.'The spoils, 
system meant that jobs were used to support the political parties. This was 
changed in slow stages by the Pendleton Civil Service Reform Act of 1883 and 
subsequent laws. By 3909, almost two-thirds of the U.S. federal work force was
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appointed based on merit, that is, qualifications measured by tests. Certain senior 
civil service positions, including some heads of diplomatic missions and executive 
agencies are filled by political appointees. Under the Hatch Act of 1939, civil 
servants are not allowed to engage in political activities while performing their 
duties.

NOTES

The U.S. civil service includes the Competitive service and the Excepted 
service. The majority of civil service appointments in the U.S. are made under 
the Competitive Service, but certain categories in the Diplomatic Service, the 
FBI, and other National Security positions are made under the Excepted Service.

U.S. state and local government entities often have competitive civil service 
systems that are modeled on the national system, in varying degrees.

Federal Agencies

Employees in the civil services work under one of the independent agencies 
or one of the 15 executive departments.

In addition to departments, there are a number of staff organizations 
grouped into the Executive Office of the President. These include the White House 
staff, the National Security Council, the Office of Management and Budget, the 
Council of Economic Advisers, the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, the 
Office of National Drug Control Policy and the Office of Science and Technology 
Policy.

There are also independent agencies such as the United States Postal Service, 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID). In addition, there 
are government-owned corporations such as the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) and the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

US Civil Service Commission

The United States Civil Service Commission was created by the Pendleton 
Civil Service Reform Act, which was passed into law on January 16, 1883. The 
commission was created to administer the civil service of the United States federal 
government in response to the assassination of President James Garfield. The law 
required certain applicants to take the civil service exam in order to be given 
certain jobs; it also prevented elected officials and political appointees from firing 
civil servants, removing civil servants from the influences of political patronage 
and partisan behavior.

2.12 CIVIL SERVICES OF UK
Civil Service of United Kingdom, also known as just the Home Civil Service,

•/ ' *'*''*.
is the permanent bureaucracy of Crown erhployees that supports’Her Majesty's
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Government - the government of the United Kingdom, composed of a Cabinet 
of ministers chosen by the prime minister, as well as the devolved administrations 
in Wales {the Welsh Assembly Government) and Scotland (the Scottish 
Government).

Under the principle of responsible government, ministers are accountable 
to the Sovereign (The Crown - the monarch of the United Kingdom) and the 
Parliament of the United Kingdom (and, in the devolved administration in 
Scotland, the Scottish Parliament) in administering the United Kingdom. 
However, their executive decisions are implemented by Her Majesty's Civil Service, 
the British civil service. Civil servants are employees of the Crown and not 
Parliament. Civil servants also have some traditional and statutory responsibilities 
which to some extent protect them from being used for the political advantage of 
the party in power. Senior civil servants may be called to account to Parliament.

In general use, the term civil servant in the United Kingdom does not include 
all public sector employees; although there is no fixed legal definition, the term is 
usually defined as "a servant of the Crown working in a civil capacity who is not 
the holder of a political (or judicial) office; the holder of certain other offices in 
respect of whose tenure of office special provision has been made; or«a servant of 
the Crown in a personal capacity paid from the Civil List". As such, the Civil 
Service does not include government ministers (who are politically appointed), 
members of the British Armed Forces, police officers, local government officials, 
members of the National Health Service, or staff of the Royal Household, As of 
2007, there are approximately 532,000 (499,000 full-time equivalent) civil servants 
in the Home Civil Service.

There are two other administratively separate civil services in the United 
Kingdom. One is for Northern Ireland (the Northern Ireland Civil Service); the 
other is the foreign service (Her Majesty’s Diplomatic Service). The heads of these 
services are members of the Permanent Secretaries Management Group.

Establishment

Offices of state grew in England, and later the United Kingdom, piecemeal. 
Initially, as in other countries, they were little more than secretariats for their 
leaders, who held positions at court. In the 18th century, in response to the growth 
of the British Empire and economic changes, institutions such as the Office of 
Works and the Navy Board grew large. Each had its own system and staff were 
appointed by purchase or patronage. By the 19th century, it became increasingly 
clear that these arrangements were not working,

In 1806, the Honourable East India Company established a college, the 
East India Company College, near London. The purpose of this college was to 
train administrators; it was established on recommendation of officials in China 
who had seen the imperial examination system. The civil service, based on

NOTES
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examination similar to the Chinese system, was advocated by a number of 
Englishmen over the next several decades.

A permanent, unified and politically neutral civil service, in which 
appointments were made on merit, was introduced on the recommendations of 
the Northcote-Trevelyan report of 1854, which also recommended a clear division 
between staff responsible for routine ("rhechanical") work, and those engaged in 
policy formulation and implementation in an "administrative" class. The report 
was well-timed, because bureaucratic chaos in the Crimean War promptly caused 
a clamour for the change. A Civil Service Commission was accordingly set up in 
1855 to oversee open recruitment and end patronage, and most of the other 
Northcote-Trevelyan recommendations were implemented over some years. This 
system was broadly endorsed by Corrimissions chaired by Playfair (1874), Ridley 
(1886), MacDonnell (1914), Tomlin (1931) and Priestley (1955).

The Northcote-Trevelyan model remained essentially stable for a hundred 
years. This was a tribute to its success in removing corruption, delivering public 
services (even under the stress of two world wars), and responding effectively to 
political change.

NOTES

2.13 FRENCH CIVIL SERVICES
The French Civil Service is the set of civil servants (fonctionnaires) working 

for the French government.
Not all employees of the state and public institutions or corporations are 

civil servants; however, the media often incorrectly equate "government 
employee" or "employee of a public corporation" with fonctionnaire. For instance, 
most employees of RATP and SNCF (road and rail transport authorities) are not 
civil servants. The Civil Service is also sometimes incorrectly referred to as the 
administration, but, properly speaking, the administration is the compound of 
public administrations and public administrative establishments, not their 
employees.

About half of the civil servants are employed in the French public education
system.

Most employment positions in the French civil service are open to citizens 
of Are European Union. Others, especially in police and justice, are specifically 
reserved for nationals, while a minority are open regardless of citizenship.

Divisions

The Civil Service is divided into:
• the civil service of the State (fonction publique de I'Etat, see particular 

statutes);
• the judiciary (magistrature) (see particular statutes);
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• the civil service of public hospitals (fonction publique hospitaliere, see 
particular statutes);

• the civil service of local governments (fonction publique territoriale, see 
particular statutes).

Technically, fonction publique may also refer to fonction publique militaire, 
the personnel of military status. They arc generally counted apart. There also 
exist ouvriers d'etat - that is. State Workers - for industrial functions.

Corps and Ranks

NOTES

Civil servants of the State arc divided into corps (administration), which 
may themselves be divided into ranks (grades) (called classes in certain corps). 
Corps are grouped in 3 categories (formerly 4) named A to C, in decreasing order 
of educational knowledge theoretically required, A meaning "college graduate". 
Por instance, the corps of professors of the universities is a category A corps divided 
into 3 classes, in increasing order of seniority: second class (equivalent to an 
American associate professor), first class (full professor), exceptional class (leading 
full professor in his area). Generally, to avoid rank inflation, the number of civil 
servants in the higher ranks (especially "exceptional class") is contrained by a 
maximal percentage of the total number of civil servants of the corps. Each corps 
has a set of possible job or task descriptions and may have its own particular 
statutes.

Other French Civil Services have different organisations; for instance the 
Fonction Publique Territoriale is not divided between rigid "corps" but between 
"cadres d'emploi" (type of job).

Duties

Civil servants have duties; failure to carry them out may result in disciplinary 
action, up to discharge. The main duties are:
Full Commitment to Professional Activity

A civil servant should devote his full professional activity to his appointed 
task. By exception, a civil servant may in addition to his regular activities write 
books; he may also accomplish certain tasks (teaching...) with the permission of 
his hierarchical supervisor.
Morality

One cannot be a civil servant if one has been convicted of a crime
incompatible with one's functions.

In certain exceptional cases, certain aspects of the private life of a civil servant 
may be termed incompatible with his functions. For instance, it is inappropriate 
for a member of the police or the judiciary to live with a delinquent partner or a 
prostitute. Appreciation of what is appropriate or not is largely a matter of 
jurisprudence.
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• adapting the administrative system or procedure to the demands of 
developmental functions or tasks;

• improving efficiency, effecting economy and raising administrative 
standards;

• maintaining a balance between the demands of the present and needs of 
the future, as well as between innovative change and administrative 
stability;

• promoting responsiveness of the administration to the people.
Tlie Commission, aided and advised by three study teams, made fervent 

plea for professionalism and specialism in the civil services. It made 
recommendations for systematic planning for cadre management in civil services, 
new systems of performance appraisal and promotion. Civil Service Tribunals, 
training etc. One of the important recommendations, which was expected to 
make a profound impact on the human resource management system in the 
central government related to the setting up of a central personnel agency in the 
form of a separate Department of Personnel functioning directly under the Prime 
Minister. This structural reorganisation was expected to systematise and rationalise 
the management of human resources from a central point with a uniform 
directional focus.

NOTES

2,15 COMPARISON OF POSITION OF BUREAUCRACY
There are different personnel systems in different countries. Indeed, it is 

difficult to find uniformity in the matter of personnel practices, civil service laws, 
bureaucratic structure and other dimensions of bureaucracy. Every country has 
its own societal tradition, environmental compulsions, economic and institutional 
influences which shape the administrative and personnel system of the 
government. Bureaucracy occupies an important place in every system. What is 
important is to know the basis of position of bureaucracy from where does it 
derive its authority, since all the administrative powers are vested in bureaucracy. 
Regarding this there is neither a common practice or theory. The French 
Constitution laid down that the fundamental principles governing the civil service 
fall within the domain of law and authority of legislature. But application fell 
within the sphere of regu lation of authority of the executive i.e.; the parliamentary 
legislation and rules and regulations made by the executive there under constitute 
the basis of bureaucracy.

In the United Kingdom, civil service had been regarded as 'Sovereign's 
Service'. The Parliament being sovereign, it can make any law that it deems fit 
regarding the organisation and regulation of matters concerning bureaucracy. In 
USA, part of the civil service is controlled by Statutes/Acts passed by the Congress 
and the other part by the President through instructions and orders within the 
framework of laws.
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In India, the bureaucracy derives authority from the Constitution, 
parliamentary legislations, rules, regulations issued within the framework of 
statutes. Parliament may create AH India Services common to the Union and the 
States and also regulate the recruitment and conditions of service of members of 
such services. The Indian Administrative Service (I.A.S.) and the Indian Police 
Service {I.P.S.) which came into being prior to the commencement of the 
Constitution were deemed to be services created by Parliament under Article 
312. Parliament has enacted the All-India Services Act to regulate the recruitment 
and other conditions of service of the All-India Services in consultation with the 
states. There is a large number of rules and regulations concerning the various 
aspects of service conditions of the members of All-India Services, framed in 
pursuance of the authority given under the State Acts.

So far as the Central Services are concerned. Parliament has not framed 
any act so far. The conditions of service including recruitment of the Central 
Service Officers are regulated by a large number of rules as well as regulations 
made in pursuance of the authority given under Article 309 of the Constitution.

In a parliamentary democratic system where ultimate power belongs to 
the people and is exercisable through their representatives in the Parliament, 
pure discretionary and arbitrary rules concerning bureaucracy are not possible 
and also not encouraged. In such a system, unlike in monarchical and feudal 
systems of administration, right from recruitment and selection to their 
retirement, everything is governed by specified rules, executive instructions, 
orders etc., issued by the executive organs of the government from time to time. 
The position of bureaucracy is not exposed to vagaries of individual whims or 
personal predilections. Patronage,, nepotism and other forms of corruptive 
influences and norm deviations are sought to be reduced. In other words, where 
the Constitution is supreme and parliamentary legislation is the authority and 
the rules and regulations exist as governing guidelines for bureaucracy, there is a 
greater scope for not only positive fairplay but also equitous opportunity is 
afforded to all members of the society to join the bureaucracy through prescribed 
procedures. Obviously, the base of bureaucracy becomes not only Constitutionally 
ordained and legally well-defined, but also gets broad based and representative.

Representative Nature of Bureaucracy

Bureaucracies in most of the countries till about the middle of the nineteenth 
century comprised men drawn from a numerically small upper classes as it was 
felt they tvere more capable to occupy administrative positions. But slowly the 
introduction of merit for appointment to civil services and the growth of 
representative institutions, emphasised the need for having a representative 
bureaucracy. This interest derived, in the first instance, in the U.K. from sporadic 
charges made about (he unrepresentative character of the British Civil Service

NOTES
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and its domination by the middle ci^ss. It was against this background that - ' 
Kingsley's work on representative bureaucracy (the term representative 
bureaucracy was first used by Donald Kingsley in 1944) and Kelsall's detailed 
study of the social composition of the British administrative class (1955) were 
undertaken. The social base of bureaucracy, particularly the Administrative Class 
in Britain, had earlier been highly 'elitist'. The landed aristocracy, the feudal lords, 
those who studied in Oxford and Cambridge Uniyersities used to be attracted to 
and formed the central core of the civil service which had high prestige and 
status. But with passage of time, there has been broadening of the base, as more 
and more people from working classes, are now entering the higher civil service 
through open competition, besides being promoted from subordinate grades.
For instance, in Britain in 1966, a significant component of the total membership 
of the administrative class to the extent of 40% were promoted from lower ranks. 
With the introduction of 'Method IF examination for recruitment to civil services, 
people with adequate learning capabilities are entering bureaucracy which is now 
becoming more representative than before.

In France, Bottomore's researches (1954) into the French higher Civil Service 
were in part inspired by conremporary accudations against it as an unprogressive, 
urban middle class monopoly. Likewise, the Warner Groups, in America in their 
study on 'The American Federal Executive' (1963) intended to find out whether 
the bureaucrats were representative of the kinds of citizens ordinarily found in 
America. The social base of the American Civil Service is broader as compared to 
India or the UK. Paul P. Vanriper attributed the success of American democracy, 
in part at least, to the representative character of the Federal Civil Service.

The objective of all these studies as discussed above was to find out how 
representative a higher civil service of the particular country is of the respective 
regions, occupational groups and classes. It is felt that the more representative 
the bureaucracy is of the various sections of society, it will be more responsive to 
their needs.

NOTES

UNIT - IV

In a democracy, the citizens make the government and hold it accountable. 
Government is operated by bureaucracy for whom the rules and regulations are 
more important than helping the citizens. Also, it tends to keep things secret and 
department like electricity and water-supply, railways and telephones etc. exercise 
their own power. Citizens register many complaints against government 
machinery. The grievances of citizens against government machinery need to be 
heard and redressed otherwise, citizens will tend to withdraw their loyalty towards 
it. Hence, democracy sets up appropriate machineries for the redressal of citizen's 
grievances.
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The offices of the most senior executives /officials within the political system, 
such as the Prime Minister, President or chief ministers normally receive 
complaints and petitions, which they may address directly or pass to public 
servants to investigate and follow-up. Similarly at the local / municipal / district 
level elected representatives may handle complaints, grievances and suggestions 
through a roster system or as a part of their representative duties. Government 
departments frequently have established complaint handling individuals or units, 
supplemented by internal appeal processes staffed by more senior officials. 
Statutory bodies, such as equal opportunity agencies, which have been established 
to promote fairness, fight discrimination, or provide enhanced opportunities also 
manage complaints relating to such matters.

Probably the best known independent citizen complaint-handling authority 
is the Ombudsman, whose office has the power to investigate grievances and 
often to initiate direct investigations into administrative actions without any 
complaint being received. New Zealand first established the office in 1962 and it 
became a precedent for many other Commonwealth countries, though in some 
jurisdictions the Ombudsman's functions are carried out under a different name. 
For example, in South Africa the Public Protector receives and investigates 
complaints against government agencies or officials, has the power to recommend 
correctiv’e action and to issue reports.

Appeals boards and tribunals may be established under various 
administrative directives or pieces of legislation to hear complaints not resolved 
satisfactorily by public organizations. They often hear appeals against decisions 
on potentially contentious issues such as income security or immigration.

Judicial channels provide for applications by aggrieved parties to a court of 
law for adjudication on disputes or for judicial review of an administrative decision. 
Ajudicial review, unlike an ordinary appeal, is concerned with the decision-making 
process rather than the merits of a particular administrative decision. The courts 
in their discretion will notnormally make judicial review available where there is 
an alternative remedy by way of appeal.
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NOTES

2.16 IMPORTANCE OF REDRESSAL OF GRIEVANCES IN
A DEMOCRACY

In a developing country like ours. Government has to perform many 
functions. The citizens depend on the services provided by various government 
agencies. To levy rice, wheatand sugar from a ration shop, a citizen has to have a 
ration card issued by the Government. To obtain a ration card is not very difficult, 
but the quality of services is far from satisfactory. For most things in life, citizens 
depend on the services and facilities provided by government agencies.

It is a common experience that the citizens often face difficulties in dealing 
with government agencies. Too many rules and regulations are there, resulting in
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unncessary delay, Trains or buses may not run on time. The banks, the hospitals, 
the police are often not co-operative.

Delay or harassment and unhelpful altitude of government departments 
and agencies create a bad image of government. At the same time, it has to be 
accepted that government has to undertake many functions in the interest of the 
public. The difficulties that the members of the public face in getting services, 
make the people unhappy and dissatisfied.

The poor people suffer most. They badly need government support and 
services, but they are the ones who are often harassed and turned down. This is 
obviously bad for the healthy democracy. The average citizen wants sympathetic, 
courteous and helpful public administration. If there are too many public 
grievances against the government agencies, corrective measures have to be taken' 
to redress those grievances.

The Administrative Reforms Commission was set up by the Government 
of India in 1966. On the "Problems of Redress of Citizens' Grievances", the 
commission said the following:

"When the citizen can establish the genuineness of his case, it is plainly 
the duty of the state to set right the wrong done to him. An institution 
for redress of grievances must be provided within the democratic system 
of government. It has to be an institution in which the average citizen 
will have faith and confidence and through which he will be able to 
secure quick and inexpensive justice".

NOTES

2.17 INSTRUMENTS OF REDRESSAL OF GRIEVANCES
To deal with administrative-corruption and to redress citizens' grievances, 

simplification of rules and procedures has been suggested and carried on in 
practice. Besides these, new institutions have also been recommended and actually 
set up in many countries. Created for the redressal of public grievances, the 
institution of "Ombudsman" is typically Scandinavian. The office of Ombudsman 
has been in existence in Sweden since 1809 and in Finland since 1919. Denmark 
introduced the system in 1955. Norway and New Zealand adopted it in 1962, 
and the United Kingdom appointed the Parliamentary Commissioner for 
Administration in 1967. Several countries in the world have since adopted the 
Ombudsman-like institidion.

Ombudsman, a Swedish word, stands for an officer appointed by the 
legislature to handle complaints against administrative and judicial action. As an 
impartial investigator, the ombudsman makes investigations, gets at the facts 
objectively, and reports back to the legislature. The complainant has simply to 
write to the ombudsman appealing against an administrative decision. The 
ombudsman system has been popular because of its simple and speedy nature. 
It is a cheap method of handling appeals against administrative decisions.
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When a citi2en or consumer finds good and service defective he/she can 
take the shelter of Consumer Protection Act enacted in 3986. The Right to 
Information Act (RTI) has also been passed by. the Parliament of our country to 
know what has happened in regard to his/her complaint.

Indian Instrumentation

In India, it has been observed by many committees and commissions that 
special machinery should be set up to deal with public complaints against the 
administration. Various institutions exist to redress public grievances. For instance, 
a citizen can move the court to seek remedy against any wrong done to him by a 
public servant or a public agency in the course of discharge of public duty: This 
is called Judicial remedy. Many kinds of administrative tribunals have been set 
up to provide cheap and speedy justice to the complainant. The Income Tax 
Appellate Tribunal, Labour Tribunals etc. are instances of this type of institution.

Secondly, Parliamentary procedure provides for opportunities to raise 
questions in Parliament by the elected representatives concerning-their 
constituencies. Also, there is a Parliamentary Committee called the Committee 
on Petitions. A citizen may submit petitions to secure redress against an act of 
injustice. So, even though a distant body. Parliament or State Legislature can 
take up the cause of an aggrieved citizen.

Thirdly, under the provisions of the Public Servants (Enquiries) Act, 
departmental as well as public agencies can be instituted against a public servant 
for his misconduct. Not day-to-day dealing but more serious matter of 
maladministration come under the purview of this Act.

Fourthly, complaint forums have been set up at different levels to deal with 
public complaints. For example, in a public bus or in a railway station, there are 
complaint boxes to receive complaints from public. Consumers' Fora are now 
available to deal with complaints against any supplier of goods and services such 
as telephone services. Within large public organization such as Railways and
Telecommunication etc., there are complaint cells to deal with public complaints.

%
The government has also created Department of Adminstrative Reforms 

and Public Grievances. This is the nodal agency of the government for 
Administrative Reforms as well as redressal of public grievances.

The enactment of Administrative Tribunal Act 1985 opened a new chapter 
in the sphere of administrating justice to the aggrieved government servant and 
in some cases public members.
Lokpal and Lokayukta

The machineries and procedures for handling public grievances, as 
mentioned above, have been found to be too distant or expensive and time- 
consuming. They have not been very successful to provide effective redressal of 
an individual citizens' grievance against government agencies and political

NOTES
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leadership. Against this background, the Administrative Reforms Commission 
(ARC, 1966) made the following observation:

"We are of the view that the special circumstances relating to our country 
can be fully met, by providing for two special institutions for the 
redressal of citizens' grievances. There should be one authority for 
dealing with complaints against the administrative acts of ministers or 
secretaries to government both at the centre and in the states. There 
should be another authority in each state and the centre for dealing 
with complaints against the administrative acts of other officials. All 
these authorities should be independent of the executive as well as the 
legislature and judiciary".
The ARC .called the first authority the Lokpal and the second authority the 

Lokayukta. Inspite of several attempts the Lokpal Bill has again and again fallen 
through in Parliament. It appears that both the Congress; and non-Congress 
Governments have not been sincere and serious enough about the enactment of 
the Lokpal Bill despite their public pronouncements to that effect and promise to 
give to the people a clean administration. There are two fundamental issues 
involved. Firstly, there is clearly the hidden unwillingness of political leadership 
to submit themselves for enquiry by an independent authority other than 
Parliament to which they are already responsible in a parliamentary democracy. 
Secondly, the functional jurisdiction of the proposed Lokpal is also debatable. 
Should the Lokpal take up the cases of corruption only or it should also be 
entrusted with the task of redressing citizens' grievances in respect of injustice 
caused by maladministration of officials. The citizen is interested in redressal of 
his little problems and individual grievances but the existing avenues do not 
provide him easy, speedy and cheap redressal. Hence, what is needed is an agency, 
independent of government control, to redress the common grievances of people. 

The Lokayukta
Although no institution of Lokpal has yet been established at the Centre, 

there are states like Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Karnataka, Bihar, 
Orissa, Himachal Pradesh and National Capital Territory of Delhi which have 
appointed Lokayukta for dealing with the public grievances on the lines suggested 
by the ARC. Maharashtra was the first state to enact such legislation in 1971. The 
other state legislations were based more or less on the Maharashtra lines which 
provide the Lolkayukta with exclusive powers to look into complaints against 
state ministers, secretaries and other senior officers. Section 12 of the Himachal 
Pradesh Lokayukta Act, 1983, provides, "If, after enquiry in respect of a complaint, 
the Lokayukta is satisfied that all or any of the allegations made in the complaint 
have or have been substantiated either wholly or partly, he shall, by report in 
writing, communicate his bindings and recommendations to the competent 
authority and intimate the complaint and the public servant concerned about his

NOTES
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having made the report". The competent authority examines the report and has 
to communicate to the lokayukta within a period of three months of the receipt 
of such report, the action taken thereon. It may be noted that the Lokayukta is 
only a recommending authority. Its recommendations have no legal sanctity, nor 
are these binding. The final judgement in respect of the offence lies with the 
competent government authority.

The Central Vigilance Commission
Being alarmed at increasing rate of corruption; a high-power committee 

was set up by Government of India in 1962 under the Chairmanship of K. 
Santhanam. The Santhanam Committee recommended, setting up of Vigilance 
Commissions at the Centre and in the various States. Vigilance Cells have since 
been created in several government departments and public sector undertakings. 
At the highest level there is a Central Vigilance Commission (CVC).

The CVC is headed by the Central Vigilance Commissioner, appointed by 
the President of India, for a period of six years or until he attains the age of 65 
years, whichever is earlier. The Commission's office is located in the Ministry of 
Home Affairs having an autonomous status. In addition to the Commissioner, it 
consists of a Secretary, one Officer on Special Duty, one Chief Technical 
Commissioner, 3 Commissioners for departmental enquiries, 2 Undersecretaries 
and 6 Technical Commissioners. Its jurisdiction extends to all employees of the 
central government and the employees in public undertakings, corporate bodies 
and other organisations dealing with matters falling within the executive powers 
of the central government. However, it cannot probe cases of corruption against 
ministers and members of parliament.

The CVC receives complaints directly from the aggrieved party. It also 
gathers information about corruption and malpractices or misconduct from other 
sources such as press reports, audit objections, information through parliamentary 
debates and other forms etc. The complaints about Central Government 
employees received by the State Vigilance Commissions are forwarded by them 
to the CVC. On receiving complaints, the Commission may ask:

(i) the concerned ministry/department to inquire into them;
(ii) the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) to make an inquiry; and
(Hi) the CBI direction to register a case and conduct an investigation. 

Prosecution, however, depends on the approval by the appropriate 
sanctioning authority.

The CVC has laid clown procedures to be followed by the administrative 
ministries/departments in the case of complaints received by them. These 
complaints are to be dealt with by the ministries/departments concerned. The 
CVC may advise the ministries/departments in respect of all matters relating to 
integrity in administration. It may also call for reports, returns or statements

NOTES
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from all ministries/departments so as to enable it, to exercise a general check and 
supervision over vigilance and anti-corruption work in the ministries/departments. 
It can also take over under its direct control any complaint or case for further 
action.NOTES

Besides these, the CVC has a role to play in the case of the appointment of 
Chief Vigilance Officer of each ministry/department. The CVC is to be consulted 
before giving such an appointment. Moreover, the CVC has been empowered to 
assess the work of the Chief Vigilance Officer. This assessment is recorded in the 
character rolls of the officers. Finally, all proposals for re-organising or 
strengthening the Vigilance Organisation by the Chief Vigilance Officers are to 
be referred to the CVC for scrutiny.

The role of CVC is, however, limited because it is not a statutory commission 
and has only advisory role. Further, the procedure of investigation is so vexatious 
that people do not desire to be involved in long and unpleasant proceedings. 
Thus it has been commented that the Central Vigilance Commission is not at all 
a substitute for an Ombudsman. As it is constituted, the Commission is virtually 
an extension of the bureaucratic apparatus of the Central Government and its 
operations are very much hedged in by the overpowering ministries/departments 
and the political forces at the Centre.

2.18 REDRESSAL OFCITIZEN'S GRIEVANCES IN USA
the United States, the U5. Congressman has long performed the unofficial 

function of an Ombudsman, at the Federal level. This informal job has become 
increasingly time consuming. It is subject to criticism on the grounds that it 
interferes with a legislator's primary duty, namely to read and be knowledgeable 
about a bill before casting his or her vote. Nonetheless, as Morris Fiorina points 
out, the involvement of Congress in the ombudsman process carries one major 
advantage: members of the Legislative Branch exercise "control over what 
bureaucrats value most - higher budgets and new program authorizations."

In 1979 the Taxpayer Ombudsman Office, and later in 1996 as the Office of 
the Taxpayer Advocate, was created within the Internal Revenue Service that acts 
as an ombudsman for the taxpayer. Also, the Advocate has a unique role with the 
Treasury Department as having the responsibility to submit annual reports to 
Congress without any prior review or comment from the IRS Commissioner, the 
Secretary of the Treasury, any other officer or employee of the Department of the 
Treasury, or the Office of Management and Budget.

2.19 REDRESSAL OF CITIZEN^S GRIEVANCES IN UK
In the UK, the office of the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration 

was created in 1967, covering the activities of central government departments. 
A separate (National) Health Service ombudsman was subsequently created, but
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this has to date always been the same person and the two offices are combined. 
The Local Government Ombudsman (formally the Commission for Local 
Government Administration - there are three Commissioners) for England and 
Wales was created in 1973, and for Scotland in 1974; since then, a variety of other 
public and private sector-specific ombudsmen have been created, along with the 
Northern Ireland Ombudsman. UK critics claim that the Ombudsmen appear 
independent while actually being recruited from the ranks of officials and that 
their function tends to entail little more than the rubber stamping of official 
decisions. Use of the ombudsman schemes is becoming increasingly common. 
One must however contact their local MP (who acts like a filter) who then askes 
the Parliamentary Ombudsman to take up the case against a public authority.

TR/BUN/ILS

NOTES

Tribunal in the general sense is any person or institution with the authority 
to judge, adjudicate on, or determine claims or disputes —whether or not it is 
called a tribunal in its title. For example, an advocate appearing before a Court on 
which a single Judge was sitting could describe that judge as 'their tribunal'. Many 
governmental bodies that are titled 'tribunals' are so described to emphasize the 
fact that they are not courts of norma! jurisdiction. For example the International 
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda is a body specially constituted under international 
law; in Great Britain, Employment Tribunals are bodies set up to hear specific 
employment disputes. Private judicial bodies are also often styled 'tribunals'. The 
word 'tribunal'isnot conclusive of a body's function. For example, in Great Britain, 
the Employment Appeal Tribunal is a superior court of record.

The tribunal system of the United Kingdom is part the national system of 
administrative justice. Though it has grown up on an ad hoc basis since the 
beginning of the twentieth century, from 2007 reforms were put in place to build 
a unified system with recognised judicial authority, routes of appeal and regulatory 
supervision.

2.20 REPRESSAL OF CITIZEN'S GRIEVANCES IN TRANCE
The French Ombudsman is named Mediator of the Republic. According to 

.the terms of the law of January 3,1973 that has created this institution; the Mediator 
of the Republic is an "independent authority" in charge to improve, by its actions, 
relations between citizens and administration. The mediator intervenes within 
disputes that oppose parties by suggesting to both of them solutions of friendly 
settlement of their disputes.

The French Ombudsman is a member of Club of mediators of public service. 

The Function

The French Ombudsman is a special independent administrative authority, 
qualified by the law of independent authority. Law of January 3, 1973.
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Inspired by the Swedish Ombudsman and the English Parliamentary 
Commissioner, his role is to denounce the failings and shortcomings of the 
administration. He is appointed bv the Council of Ministers for a non-renewable 
6-year term.

This non-renewable aspect is a condition of his independence, which is 
also characterized by his removal from the hierarchical authorities: he does not 
receive any order and can only be relieved from his duties in case of duly noted 
inabilities.

NOTES

He cannot be directly solicited by individuals but only through a Member 
of Parliament (a congressman or senator according to the choice of the citizen). 
In facts, the ombudsman can be solicited directly; in which case he forwards the 
complaint to a Member of Parliament, so that the official procedure can be 
followed.

If the Ombudsman is directly solicited because of a case of emergency or 
particular importance, the official referral is retrospectively regularized.

His jurisdiction is wide spread and includes the activities of state and local 
authorities, public institutions and organisms entrusted with a public service 
mission.

Since the text of 1973, 5 laws have extended the responsibilities of the 
Ombudsman:

• The law of December 24, 1976: strengthens the links with Parliament, 
specifies the relations with jurisdictions, expands the bases of his action in 
equity and allows him to propose legislative reforms;

• The law of January 13,1989: strengthens the Ombudsman's independence;
• The law bn the February 6,1992: specifies that legal entities can solicit the 

Ombudsman;
• The law of April 12, 2000; specifies that the' Ombudsman is allowed to 

initiate a procedure reform, finalizes the existence of the delegates and 
defines their roles and specifies the modalities of the annual report of the 
ombudsman’s activities to Parliament;

• The ordinance of March 25, 2004: stipulates that the delegates of the 
ombudsman must perform as volunteers.

Powers AND Responsibilities

The Ombudsman's strength is to be freed from any proceedings to protest 
the illegality or inefficiency of the public administration. He has no power to 
sanction; he is only allowed to recommend an appropriate solution a specific 
case. He has instructional rights. He is also allowed, although he never did, to . 
appeal to the public prosecutor. Finally with his collected information, he can 
propose complete reforms.
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He has no power to interfere with the legal Courts, in the sense that he is 
unable to intervene during legal proceedings or to question the decisions 
pronounced by a Court.

However, if he does not reach a solution agreed with the Administration, 
he has the following special powers:

• A disciplinary power of substitution: he is allowed to initiate a disciplinary 
proceeding against an officer clearly faulty if his hierarchical authority 
refuses to sanction him.

• A power of injunction: he is allowed, "in case of the non-implementation 
of a court order", to require the Administration to comply with it within 
a specified deadline. If this injunction is not respected, the non- 
implementation of the court decision can be subject to a special report 
issued in the Official Publication.

• A power of investigation: The ministers and all public authorities must 
facilitate the task of the Ombudsman and their contribution can be valuable 
within complex and sensitive cases. The Ombudsman, for example, can 
request the Court of Auditors in order to initiate investigations and provide 
a technical expertise.

• A power of reform: The Ombudsman can request the amendment of a 
law or regulation by a reform proposal, beyond the individual cases 
submitted to him, in order to improve the functioning of the 
Administration or to prevent unfair situations to recur.

All these powers guarantee the independence and effectiveness of the 

Ombudsman's action.

CoNSTmnroNAt Council

Neither judicial nor administrative courts are empowered to rule on the 
constitutionality of acts of Parliament. While technically not part of the judicial 
branch, the Constitutional Council examines legislation and decides whether or 
not it violates the Constitution or France's international treaties. This applies, prior 
to their enactment, to all forms of organic laws, but only by referral from the 
Frerich President, President of the Senate, President of the National Assembly, 
the Prime Minister, or any of the 60 senators or 60 assembly members of the 
other types of laws.

After their enactment, laws can all be reviewed by referral from the highest 
administrative court, the Conseil d'Etat, or by the highest judicial court, the Cour 
de Cassation, The Constitutional Council may declare acts to be unconstitutional, 
even if they contradict the principles of-ihe 1789 Declaration of the Rights of 
Man and of the Citizen (cited in the Preamble of the Constitution) or the European 
Convention on Human Rights (accepted by treaty).

NOTES
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Council members to the Constitutional Council are appointed for nine years 
(three every three years); three are appointed by the President, three by the 
President of the National Assembly, and three by the President of the Senate.

NOTES Summary

The U.S. system of government is called a presidential system even though 
Congress, the judiciary, and the president are at least in principle equally 
powerful branches of the federal government
The politics of the United Kingdom of Great Britain has taken place in the 
framework of a constitutional monarchy, in which the Monarch is head 
of state and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom is the head of 
government.

The government of the French Republic is a semi-presidential system 
determined by the French Constitution of the fifth Republic. The nation 
declares itself to be an "indivisible, secular, democratic, and social 
Republic".
The Government of India, officially known as the Union Government 
and also known as the Central Government, was established by the 
Constitution of India, and is the governing authority of a union of 28 
states and seven union territories, collectively called the Republic of India. 
In the United States, the civil service was established in 1872. The Federal 
Civil Service is defined as "all appointive positions in the executive, judicial, 
and legislative branches of the Government of the United States, except 
positions in the uniformed services."
After Independence the structure of the civil services underwent a change 
in India. Three types of services viz., All India Services, central services 
and state services were created.

Ombudsman, a Swedish word, stands for an officer appointed by the 
legislature to handle complaints against administrative and judicial action. 
As an impartial investigator, the ombudsman makes investigations, gets 
at the facts objectively, and reports back to the legislature.

Review Questions

Compare the political and policy making institution of USA with 
parliamentary institutions.

What are the important organs of French administrative system?
What are the characteristics of civil services in India and France?
How does the citizen’s grievances redressal machinery function?

What are the principal organs of citizen's grievances redressal machinery 
in India?

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
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Learning Objectives

After going through this chapter, students will be able to:

discuss the personnel administration of USA, UK, France and India;
describe the method of planning and budgeting in USA, UK, France and 
India;
explain the basic characteristics of developed and developing countries;
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People of a country are an important asset for it, so is the case with 
organisations. The successful functioning of an organisation depends on its 
manpower and quality of leadership. The manpower by itself does not contribute 
to the development of an organisation, it has to be converted into human resources 
through systematic planning, adequate training and proper education. Without 
the growth of human resources called the human capital, goals and objectives of 
an organisation can never be achieved. Human capital can be defined as the sum 
total of knowledge, skills and aptitudes of the people in the society. Development 
of human resources poses a major challenge for the developing countries like 
India. Manpower planning is an important too! for developing human resources. 
Investments in manpower planning whether made by government or a, private 
organisation belong to the individual and do not depreciate. In fact they increase 
with the passage of time.

Thus human resources are an important part of the total resources of an 
organisation. Though financial resources, physical resources (the work place,. 
machiner)' etc.) and technological resources are also very important, it is the human 
resources which are most vital as they generate the other resources. Adequate 
utilisation of human resources would automatically lead to optimum utilisation 
of financial, physical and technological resources. No organisation can achieve 
the desired goals without effective management of all its resources, but human 
capital is the most essential element of an organisation. As personnel 
administration deals with the management of the human resources, the study of 
its concept, nature, scope and development assumes importance.

NOTES

UNIT - I

The tasks of government are increasing everyday. Development and welfare 
orientations have led to the expansion of government and its administrative 
machinery. As the tasks, responsibilities and activities of organisations whether 
public or private multiply, the demands on personnel, at every level, in terms of 
efficient discharge of their duties also rise. Thus the task of personnel administration 
is to, assure a steady source of people who can contribute to the success of an ’ 
organisation and meet the growing demands of development.

While the evolution and development of personnel administration in U.K. 
and U.S.A. was largely voluntary, in India, the growth of ersonnel administration 
can be attributed to the efforts made by the government. Chile in the West, the 
pioneering work in the field of .personnel management was motivated by the 
managerial preoccupation with'the concept of welfare, in India, unsystematic 
recruitment practices, growing labour unrest, loss of production etc., initiated 
some interest in personnel management.
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In U.K., personnel administration had its origin in the concept of welfare 
as propounded and practised by some of the enlightened entrepreneurs, who 
sought the establishment of modem personnel administration. The term persoimel 
management actually originated in the U.S.A.

It was F.W. Taylor's scientific management which laid the foundation for 
the development of personnel administration. Taylor laid emphasis on scientific 
selection and systematic training and development of the individual worker. H.L. 
Gantt, a close associate of Taylor, in scientific management movements, foresaw 
the need for obtaining the willing cooperation of the worker. He maintained that 
it was not enough to tell the worker how t o do a job, but it was also necessary to 
promote the ability and willingness to do a job. Mary Parker Follet also laid stress 
on training and development aspects of management. The pioneers of scientific 
management, apart from increasing efficiency, aimed at fighting fatigue and 
monotony among the workers.

Most important breakthrough for personnel administration was Elton 
Mayo's Hawthorne experiments and the human relations movement. These 
experiments paved the way for using the disciplines of sociology, psychology, 
industrial psychology, social psychology etc., with a view to understanding 
employees and organisational behaviour and influencing them through a 
motivational approach. All this led to the gradual evolution and development of 
a theory and practice of personnel management.

There were also other events and influences which led to the growth of 
personnel management. Various revolutionary concepts’like mass production, 
mass distribution and mass financing were evolved by industrial and business 
empires. The labour shortages during the world wars and various labour problems 
posed a challenge to management. With the Great Depression in 1929, big 
business suffered a severe setback. The State, the public and the trade unions, 
aimed at efficient professional management. Their demands were, elimination of 
waste and maximum utilisation of resources, particularly human resources.

All these developments in America emphasised the fact that management 
of people or personnel management is just as important as the management of 
production. Thus the entrepreneurial interest, apart from other events in the 
sphere of worker welfare provided the source of inspiration for the' evolution of 
modem dynamic personnel administration.

The history of the evolution and growth of personnel management in our 
country is not very old. It was the Royal Commission on Labour which 
recommended in 1931 the appointments of Labour Officers to deal with the 
recruitment of labour to settle their grievances. The industrial disputes of 1920s 
forced the government and businessmen to think in terms of labour problems 
and promotion of personnel management. The recognition of trade unions in 
India gave a new perspective to the employer and employee relationship.

NOTES
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Entrepreneurs like the Tatas, Calico Mills, British India Corporation etc. had 
appointed Welfare Officers as early as 1920. These Labour Welfare Officers 
performed the functions of redressal of employee grievances and promotion of 
industrial harmony.

In 1937 in Bengal, on the suggestion of the Government, the Indian Jute 
Mills Owners' Association appointed a Labour Officer to bring- about a settlement 
of employee grievances with the mills and by 1939 five more Labour Officers 
were appointed. Other Employers' Associations like Indian Engineering 
Association, Indian Tea Association, the Engineering Association of India etc., 
also followed the example of Indian Jute Owners' Association in appointing labour 
officers. In 1941, the Government of India initiated the Tripartite Labour 
Conference with the representatives of Government, labour'and employees in 
order to promote uniform labour legislation, determine a procedure to settle 
industrial disputes, and promote consultations on industrial matters affecting 
the country. Now they have become permanent and regular features of labour 
policy. In 1948, the Factories Act Rules laid down the appointment, duties and 
qualificarions of a new statutory officer inindustry called the Welfare Officer. 'The 
following years saw the emergence of yet another officer called the Personnel 
Officer. The Personnel Officer deals with labour welfare, industrial relations and 
personnel administration. Many companies in India now have specialised 
personnel departments and a full-time Personnel Officer in charge.

Now the number of personnel is increasing at a very fast rate, expenditure 
on personnel is also correspondingly increasing. There has also been a trend in 
regard to the diversification in the personnel as more and more specialists, experts 
and technicians are being appointed in government departments, public and 
private organisations. Contemporary personnel does not just deal with welfare of 
employees but also aim at achieving profits for the organisation. The motive is to 
earn profits as well as benefits for the organisation and its employees.

NOTES

3.2 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION OF USA
The Office of Personal Management (OPM) is the federal government 

human resource agency and works with the President, Congress, departments 
and agencies, and other stakeholders to implement human capital policies that 
assist Federal agencies in meeting their strategic goals. This is accomplished by 
recruiting citizens to Federal service, by serving as the main portal for employment 
information and connecting job applicants with Federal agencies and departments. 
OPM connects people and their skills and talents to Federal agencies that need 

. specific human resources and provides these agencies with policies and guidance 
\that enable them to capitalize on these skills and talents, The goals of this 
organ izat±»n are: O') federal agencies adopt human resources management systems 
that| improve their ability to build successful, high performance organizations;
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(ii) federal agencies use effective merit-based human capital strategies to create a 
rewarding work environment that accomplishes the mission; and (in) meet the 
needs of Federal agencies, employees, and annuitants through the delivery of 
efficient and effective products and services.

Legal Basis

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 reformed the civil service of the United 
States federal government. One provision of the act was the conversion of the 
United States Civil Service Commission to the Office of Personnel Management

Recruitment

The civil service consists of: (i) the Competitive Service; (ii) the Excepted 
Service; and (Hi) the Senior Executive Service. The primary differences between 
tire three services are in the areas of appointment procedures and job protections. 
In the competitive service, appointment procedures, merit promotion 
requirements, and qualification requirements are prescribed by law or by the 
Office of Personnel Management and apply to all agencies. In the excepted service, 
only basic requirements are prescribed by law or regulation and each agency 
develops specific requirements and procedures for its own jobs.

The general merit principles of the competitive service apply to the Senior 
Executive Service (SES), with some adaptations during the course of its 
development. Appointment procedures and qualification requirements are 
determined by individual agencies, based on minimum requirements prescribed 
by law and the Office of Personnel Management. Provisions for compensation, 
performance evaluation, and removal from the SES are significantly different 
from those governing the other systems. Appeal rights available to competitive 
employees are generally not available to excepted employees unless the excepted 
employees are veterans preference eligibles.

Promotion

NOTES

Competitive status is an employee's basic eligibility for noncompetitive 
assignment (e.g., by transfer, promotion, reassignment, demotion, or 
reinstatement) to a position in the competitive service9 without having to compete 
with members of the general public in an open competitive examination. 
Competitive status belongs to an'employee, not to a position. A person on a career 
or career-conditional appointment acquires competitive status upon satisfactory 
completion of a probationary period. It may also be granted by statute. Executive 
Order, of the civil service rules without competitive examination, for example, 
former overseas employees.

Promotion of exceptional positions may also be in the excepted service as 
directed by the President, by law or Executive Order, because of their confidential, 
policydetermining, or policy-advocating character. The most common use of
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Executive Orders has been to authorize Schedule G appointments or noncareer 
executive assignments for regional directors, regional representatives, and 
'comparable positions in various agencies.

Remuneration

The Office of Person Management (OPM) plays a coordinating role in 
remuneration by setting special salary rates. The OPM coordination is required 
as departments establishes its occupational clusters and paybands, including their 
minimum and maximum rates of pay, especially with respect to job families that 
are common to other agencies; OPM coordination is also required as the 
Department sets nationwide and locality-based pay adjustments each year. The 
Defense Department's includes similar OPM coordination points.

Although individual agencies have their ovm human resources system, OPM 
• reserves the ultimate authority to intervene when the exercise of one agency's 
flexibility has the potential for adversely affecting others across Government and 
if necessary, to veto flexibility.

In addition, there is a Federal Wage System (FWS) that is a uniform pay- 
setting system that covers Federal appropriated fund and nonappropriated fund 
blue-collar employees who are paid by the hour. The system's goal is to make 
sure that Federal trade, craft, and laboring employees within a local wage area 
who perform the same duties receive the same rate of pay. The FWS includes 131 
appropriated fund and 125 nonappropriated fund local wage areas. Successful 
labor-management partnership is the hallmark of the FWS, with labor 
organizations involved in all phases of administering the pay system. Under this 
uniform pay system which harmonizes federal blue collar jobs as well as be similar 
to wages in private sector for a the same occupation.

Training

Agencies have the authority to administer their own training programs— 
the law, funding authority, and related federal requirements. The Government 
Employees Training Act (GETA) became law in 1958 giving Federal agencies general 
authority for employee training. Among its provisions, this law authorized the 
use of non-Govemment training resources to meet identified training needs which 
otherwise could not be met with existing Governmental programs and facilities.

The GETA establishes a flexible framework for the training and development 
of the Federal workforce. Specifically, it allows agencies to fund employee training 
to assist in achieving their mission and performance goals by improving employee 
and organizational performance. Amended in 1994, the Act permits agencies to 
take advantage of the existing training marketplace, Government or non 
Government.

NOTES
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3.3 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION OF UK
The civil service has no separate constitutional responsibility in UK. The 

constitutional and practical role of the evil service in Great Britain is to help the 
Government of the United Kingdom, the Scottish Executive and the National 
Assembly for Wales formulate their policies, carry out decisions and administer 
public services for which they are responsible. A separate Northern Ireland Civil 
Service was created in 1921 to serve the local administration. Its present role is to 
support the Northern Ireland Executive in the administration of public services 
for which it has responsibility.

The UK Civil Service commissioners derive their responsibilities and powers 
from the Civil Service Order in Council 1995 and the Diplomatic Service Order 
in Council 1991, as amended. They have two responsibilities: (i) to maintain the 
fundamental principle in recruitment to the Civil Service of selection on merit 
on the basis of fair and open competition, including the approval of appointments 
by recruitment to the most senior levels in the Civil Service; and (ii) to hear and 
determine appeals under the Civil Service Code.

Legal Basis

The public administration is entirely subject to the law but there is no specific 
Civil Service Act or legal provision that prescribes specific duties or rights to 
public servants. The Civil Service Code, introduced in 1996, is a concise statement 
of the role and responsibilities of civil servants. It was revised in 1999 to take 
account of devolution. The Code includes an independent line of appeal to the 
Civil Service Commissioners on alleged breaches of the Code.

The Commissioners derive their responsibilities and powers from the Civil • 
Service Order in Council 1995 and the Diplomatic Service Order in Council 1991, 
ar: amended.

Recruitment

Recruitment is the responsibility of individual departments, with the 
exception of senior civil servants. The role of the Civil Service Commission is to 
provide a framework based on the civil service recruitment principles. Recruitment 
into the Civil Service is regulated by the Civil Service Order in Council 1995 and 
the Diplomatic Service Order in Council 1991. Both of these Orders have been 
amended. The Orders in Council require the Civil Service Commissioners to: (i) 
maintain the principle of appointment on merit on the basis of fair and open 
competition in recruitment to the civil service; (ii) prescribe and publish a 
recruitment code on the interpretation and application of the principle; (in) 
incorporate in the code certain restricted circumstances in which exceptions to 
the principle can be made; approve appointments at the most senior levels in the 
Civil Service; and (iv) audit the recruitment systems of departments and agencies

NOTES

■d-
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for compliance with the code. In addition, the Commissioners are empowered 
by the Orders to require departments and agencies to publish information about 
their recruitment.

Furthermore, a new system of recruitment audits -the Recruitment 
Compliance Monitoring - following a review in 2003-2004 of our approach to 
audit and the retendering of the audit contract.

Promotion

Promotion of junior officers are the responsibility of Department or agencies. 
However, there are fast career tracks such as the In-Service Fast Stream which 
aims at people currently working in the Civil Service - those with the potential to 
rise to the highest levels of management.

Recruitment is by department, after examination and interview in many 
cases, There is no educational restriction but to reach the higher levels usually 
requires university training.

The United Kingdom has no class system for officials, but there is a series 
of grades (varying in detail between departments) from Administrative Assistant 
up to Permanent Secretary. Usually a lower number signifies a higher grade (a 
Permanent Secretary is grade one) and any official may in theory rise to the top 
of the system the Senior Civil Service. There is also a "fast stream" of specially 
selected and trained officials.

Remuneration

All Government departments and executive agencies have responsibility 
for their own pay and grading systems for all civil servants outside of the Senior 
civil service. In-addition to this departments also have responsibility for their 
own recruitment although there are some websites that deal with recruitment 
across the civil service as a whole.

The Performance and Reward Division is situated within the Civil Service 
Corporate Management group of the Cabinet Office. It supports best practice 
personnel management policies within the Civil Service. The division is organised 
into three branches. The first deals vv'ith delegated Civil Service performance 
management and pay systems. The second deals with future perforrfrance 
management and pay systems for the Senior Civil Service, and the third deals 
with the maintenance of Senior Civil Service pay systems. Special Advisors pay 
and Parliamentary pay.

The current median starting salary in London is £23,700. Starting salaries 
depends the location of work and the overall package can vary from department 
to department. There is also a pension provision, which costs maximum of 3.5% 
of salary.

NOTES
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Training

The Cabinet Office's Corporate Development Group acts as a'central 
coordination centre for training to ensure standards across the CiviPService and 
supports government departments' training requirements. In addition, the 
National School of Government is responsible for providing the public sector 
with core skills training and professional development aligned to the requirements 
of the Government. There are also e-learning possibilities as well as European 
Awareness Network.

The Public Sector Leader Scheme (PSLS) organises learning events which 
bring people together from across all parts of the Public Sector. This network 
enables members to share good practice and develop leadership skills for the 
Public Sector. It is the only scheme that embraces the whole of the Public Sector 
and seeks to develop individuals and organisations. The scheme is open to 
individuals in the Public Sector organisations within the UK. Learning about 
different cultures is given further impetus through the Interchange module where 
participants have the opportunity to work in a different part of the Public Sector. 
This scheme is based on action learning underpinned with theoretical study.

NOTES

3.4 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION OF FRANCE
The French public service consists of three main sections - State civil service 

(central administrations, regional and departmental services of the State, public 
establishments of the State), ^ territorial civil service (civil servants of the 
municipalities, departments and regions), - hospital civil service (administrative 
and nursing staffs of the public hospitals. The total number of public agents is 
approximately 4.8 million (officials, contractual agents, magistrates and military), 
of which 2.3 million for the State civil service, 1.1 million for the territorial civil 
service and 800,000 for the public hospital civil service. The remainder corresponds 
to the personnel of public establishments or Agencies, like the National Agency 
for Employment, the National Centre of the Scientific Research, Offices for 
housing, etc. The structure of the French civil service is characterised by its 
fragmentation, due to several factors. First, the large range of hiring bodies 
(ministries, local governments, health facilities, branch offices, etablissements 
publics) and the existence of three different sections of civil service (State, Local 
governments. Health). Second, within the State civil 'service stricto sensu (i.e., 
with tenure), corps, grading and hierarchy are precisely defined and strengthen 
the esprit de corps, while contract employees belong to another structure.

Legal Basis

The current French civil service system is based on four civil service laws. 
Together these form the general civil service statute. The statute consists of a 
basic law providing for the rights and obligations of all civil servants as well as of
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three laws that relate to the three civil service groups. These laws concern the 
French State civil servants (la Fonction publique de I'Etat), the public servants 
working in regional and local government (la fonction publique territoriale) and 
the public servants working in the public hospitals, in particular nursing staff (la 
fonction publique hospitaliere). Civil service law consists further mostly of 
government decrees. The central legal text that organises the career of civil servants 
in France is the Civil Service General Statute (CSGS). The CSGS applies to all 
civil servants. It embodies the rights and obligations of civil servants and 
emphasises the concepts of career and hierarchy.urthermore, particular statutes 
have also been developed for each corps, each a complement to the CSGS. They 
aim at organising the career of civil servants within a corps. Dispositions include 
details about categories, classes and steps, promotion, performance evaluation 
disciplinary, etc. for that corps. Only few particular statutes derogate to the rules 
of the General Statute.

Recruitment

NOTES

The firstcompetitiveentryexams were organised in the 1850s, for the grands 
corps. Competitive examinations take place each year. They are widely advertised, 
as well as the number of positions available. Two types of exams are organised: 
external exams, open to everybody, provided they fulfil the requirements (age, 
nationality, degree) and internal exams, tor public-sector employees who seek 
promotion and meet the criteria (age, seniority). Application criteria and exam 
content depend on the given corps for which the exam is organised.

The very high selectivity rate of competitive exams demonstrates the power 
of attraction of the civil service in France, for varied reasons, notably, job security.. 
The number of candidates (and female candidates in particular) to civil service 
entry exam appears to be significantly influenced by the unemployment rate 
amongst young people. Candidates with high qualification may also be attracted 
by higher salaries in the civil service at the beginning of the career, compared 
with privatesector. As a consequence of this high selectivity, there is an increase 
in overqualified candidates and then, personnel, which implies real difficulties 
for less qualified persons to pass entry exams, and later, internal promotion exams.

It is worth noting that entry to French civil service is open to all nationals of 
the European Union member States. However, French nationality is required to 
fill positions linked to tlie exercise of national sovereignty and prerogatives of 
public power (e.g.. Foreign service or Army), whereas no nationality restrictions 
exist for other positions such as high-schpol teacher or hospital doctor.

Promotion

A majority of employees of central or local administrations are civil servants 
who are guarant^d a career in the administration. Civil servants start their career 

as trainees (stagiaires), generally for a period of one year, At the end of this
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probation and on-the-job training period, if they properly filled their duties, they 
are granted confirmation (titularisation) and tenure.

In the course of their career, civil servants may access to superior grades, 
corps or jobs; or within the same grade or corps, they may take up different jobs. 
In all cases, they are guaranteed to climb the steps within a grade, on the basis of 
seniority. Civil servants are given a grade within the corps hierarchy. As a rule 
and as a practice, grade (assigned to the individual and confers him/her rights) 
and job (the function) are different and independent from each other. The career 
system is valued as protection against political changes.

The system of career progression within the civil service is based 
automatic mechanisms and merit-based selection. There is step progression and 
class progression. Step progression are particular statutes define the minimum 
seniority required, though flexibility may apply. Most are automatic, every x year. 
In most corps, time spent in a step can either be shortened, as a good performance 
reward, or increased, as a sanction for bad performance. Class progression consist 
of civil servants who wish to be promoted in the superior grade are registered, 
each year, in the promotion roster, in order of merit, as agreed within the corps. 
Merit appreciation is at the discretion of managers, with the joint administrative 
committee as an appeal court. Some corps can also require a professional exam. 
Finally, an internal competitive exam can be necessary to access the last class of a 
corps. As a general principle, class progression means change of job.

For civil servants who wish to change of corps, they may opt for mobility 
procedures such as secondment (detachement) or reassignment out of one's 
administration (mise a disposition); in practice only, civil servants of Category A 
use these. There is always the possibility to pass an internal competitive exam, 
such as the entry exam to civil service schools.

Remuneration

Each year, the government and civil service unions negotiate salary levels, 
based on a wage framework. Bonuses have been the answer to the issue of how to 
increase salaries without increasing the pensions and how to attract highly qualified 
individuals in a corps, All State civil servants are classified in a unique salary 
scale. The different elements used to calculate the total pay consist of a basic 
index in euros, a multiplier corresponding to the civil servant’s corps and grade, 
diverse benefits and indemnities relating to family situation {e.g., housing), as 
well as deductions, such as contributions to pension and taxes, and bonuses 
varying by corps.

This egalitarian system entails that civil servants at the same hierarchy level 
receive the same basic pay, within the same corps in the same Ministry, irrespective 
of the quality of their individual work. It is a global system, in which each grou^ 
pay is related to all other groups' pay. These patterns make the system difficult to 
reform.

NOTES

on
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Training

France has an elaborated network of civil service schools. These schools are 
higher education institutions separate from public universities. Each of them is 
run under the supervision of the Minister whose competence. The most well 
know is the Ecole Nationale d'Administration (ENA) and is supervised by the 
Prime Minister (but managed by the Ministry of civil service).

The ENA was created in 1945 by the interim Liberation government headed 
by Charles de Gaulle, in order to rationalize and demderatize the recruitment of 
personnel for the grand corps and higher civil service. ENA organizes three kinds 
of competitive entry examination every year: external exam, open to holders of a 
university degree or equivalent (many are first graduated from the Institute of 
Political Studies); internal exam for civil servants in activity wishing to get 
promoted; and a third competitive exam for people with work experience or 
holding elective functions. Selectivity is high: only 15% of the candidates sitting 
at the entry exam were accepted in 2004. Each promotion consists of about 100 
students.

NOTES

in addition, there is the right to in-service training is defined by the corps 
statute; it is managed by the personnel service, or the corps itself. As a generalrule, 
it is optional, but may be mandatory in specific cases. Traditionally, in-service 
training was the prerogative of technical corps. However, in 2002, 55% of the 
training expenditure went to personnel working in the fields of youth, education 
and research. Every State civil servant has spent, on average, 3.5 days in continued 
training in 2002, against 4.1 in 2001. In-service training mainly aims at developing 
and improving skills; 17% of training is dedicated to preparing for internal 
competitive exams.

3.5 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION OF INDIA
Public personnel administration in India comprise the public services of 

the country. By now you must be familiar with the meaning and scope of public 
services in India, their role in the administrative system must have also become 
clear. The public personnel administration has certain characteristics which are 
different from the private administration in many ways. Public personnel 
administration has to cater to the needs of larger number of people and is engaged 
with the supply of varied services.

Public personnel administration does not exist in a vacuum. It is the product 
of basic public policy, it operates under public scrutiny, it mirrors general social 
and economic conditions, and it has a continuous impact upon the general welfare. 
The government is dependent on the public personnel system for the 
implementation of its programmes, without proper utilisation of human services, 
no policy, programme or rule can be made successful.
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Present Public Personnel Administration is a Legacy of the Past
The bureaucracy in India, especially the top bureaucracy is a spillover of 

British rule. The East India Company promoted a service structure for meeting 
their commercial and trading interests. In 1858 when the British Government 
took over the reigns of administration in India, the political consolidation of the 
country arid exploitation of the country's resources to serve its own interests 
became its aims. This called for minimum economic, social and developmental 
activities but maximum administrative stranglehold. The superior civil services 
that is the higher civil services were manned by either British or Indians recruited 
from higher economic and feudal strata of society. The lower subordinate levels 
comprised only the Indians. The whole system was an excellent example of high 
and low, top and bottom, master and servant.

The preponderant characteristics of public personnel system were:
• it was 'eliHst', exclusive in outlook and approach
• it displayed despotism in action and behaviour
• it maintained safe and wide distance from the people
• it developed structural rigidity and functional rigidity
• it was too hierarchic and precedent adherent
• it had no human relations orientation
• it had feudalistic, and separatist attitude and temper
• it had no welfare or development motivation.

India became independent in 1947, but could not develop or structure a 
novel public personnel system. Our Independence was accompanied by painful 
partition of the country, communal riots, massive migration of displaced persons 
and influx of refugees. Moreover we had to tackle with the complicated problems 
of integration of states, depletion of administrative personnel due to voluntary 
retirement of British ICS officers and transfer of Muslim ICS officers to Pakistan. 
If the health of the economy was bad on account of the after effects of the second 
world war and partition, the condition of administration, particularly persormel 
administration was worse. The basic administrative structure remained the same. 
There were gaps in the cadre, experienced.senior level officers were very few in 
number and competent personnel were just not available.

With the adoption of the Constitution in 1950 and commencement of our 
first five Year Plan, lot of pressure came to be laid on the persormel system. The 
elitist hierarchic authoritarian and rigid administration now had to be revamped 
in order to meet the Constitutional objectives of liberty, equality, fraternity and 
justice. Our plan objectives viz., economic development, industrialisation, 
modernisation, and social justice put the administration under considerable strain, 
the administration had to be converted into a development and welfare oriented 
administration. We can say that after Independence, two basic changes took place

NOTES
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which greatly affected the role of civil service. First, with the adoption of the 
system of parliamentary democracy, the civil service became accountable to the 
political execulive. Secondly, civil serx'ice became an instrument of development.
Public Personnel System Aims at Fulfilment of the Goals of the Government 

Personnel system, for that matter any system must have a purpose which 
has to be related to the objectives of the organisation. In the case of public personnel 
administration in India, its basic aim is the facilitation and fulfilment of the goals 
of government. This is the rationale for creating the government services, this is 
the justification for their existence. Once the goals have been formulated, the 
public personnel system must rise to implement the programmes and achieve 
the qualitative and quantitative targets by judiciously harnessing the available 
resources, keeping two dimensions in view, time and cost. For this purpose, public 
personnel system is involved with the functions of recruitment, selection, 
placement, training, health, safety, performance-rating, promotions and general 
welfare of the employees.
Increase in Development Functions

The extension of social security benefits and an enlarged public aid to 
education have become very important functions of the government. The 
government has assumed the larger responsibility of achieving security and well
being of all citizens. Implementation of these changes is not an easy task. The 
skills and experience of public service is required for this purpose. TTie public 
service is an essentia! social instrument, it bridges the gaps between legislative 
content and its fulfilment. Public service can help to establish and strengthen the 
minimum conditions required for economic development. It is responsible for 
laying down conditions for the maintenance of law and order, development of 
infrastructural facilities and favourable administrative structure. The public 
services by fixing certain general or specific output objectives, play an important 
role in modifying the resource structure of the country. TTie public services have 
now taken control of government undertakings or semi-government bodies.
Growing Number of Public Personnel

Due to the increase in the social and economic functions of the government, 
the number of public personnel is increasing at a very fast rate. As the tasks of the 
government are increasing, the need for personnel to perform these tasks is also 
growing. A large number of new departments, corporations, commissions and 
boards are now being set up. The Second Pay Commission had estimated that on 
April 1, 1948, there were 14,45,050 employees in the Central Government. On 
June 30, 1957, this figure had increased to 17,73,570. On January 1, 1965, it 
increased to 22,64,795. On January 1,1981, it further increased to 32,27339. This 
shows that with every new acti%'ity of government that alms at providing new 
services for the welfare of people, the number of government employees is 
constantly increasing.
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Growing Number of Specialists in Public Services
The concept of Welfare State, increase in the aspirations of people and the 

growth of science and technology has brought forth the demand for increasing 
role of specialists in administration. New specialism, new techniques, new 
methods are now being expected from the civil servants. The role of the specialists 
in public services has thus become very crucial and their number in the services 
is constantly increasing.
Low Rate of Turnover of Employees in Government Service

TTie rate of turnover of government employees is quite low in India. 
According to Glenn Stahl, the employees leave their jobs for a variet)' of reasons 
like voluntary resignation, optional retirement, instances of death or frequent 
transfers. In India people accept the government service as a career and do not 
resign on their own due to permanency and Tnoderate]y good conditions of service. 
Reasonable hours of work, good leave entitlements, provident fund and retirement 
benefits, housing and health facilities attract the people to public services and are 
even able to retain them. Sound promotion policy is another factor which 
encourages public personnel and fosters a feeling of belongingness in them. In 
addition, an adequate retirement and pension system also encourage personnel 
to continue in service till their retirement. Thus the turnover of public personnel 
is quite low. Most references of turnover are confined to the vacancies occurring 
due to death, removal, dismissal and retirement.
Prevalence of Rank Classification in the Services

Classification of governmental position is a must for a career service based 
on merit. It enables rational standards or norms to be set up for the selection of 
personnel, permits uniformity in the method of describing different types of 
jobs and establishes an alike basis for giving equal status and equal pay for equal 
work. There are two well-known systems of classification, one is Rank 
Classification and the other is Duties orposition Classification. India follows the 
system of rank classification. In India, the public personnel are classified into 
'classes' as well as 'services'. We have four classes of service, class 1, class 2, class 
3, class 4, these are now called Group A, B, C and D services, corresponding to 
differences in the responsibility of the work performed and the qualifications 
required. .

NOTES

Another way of classification is into 'services'. Public personnel in India are 
directly recruited to different services e.g.. Archaeological Service, Engineering 
Service, Post and Telegraphs Traffic Service etc. Once the public personnel are 
recruited to these services, they continue to be the members of the particular 
service until they retire or resign. At presedt public services are classified into the 
following classes:

(1) All-India Services
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(2) Central Ser\’jces, Group A, B, C & D
(3) State Services
(4) Specialist Services
(5) Central Secretariat Services, Group A, B, C & D

Rank classification system is very easy to understand and administer, it 
promotes mobility by facilitating transfers within the services, it is flexible in 
operation, it opens more career opportunities for individuals. But this type of 
system violates the principle of 'equal pay for equal work’, it does not define the 
contents of any job in detail, it does not explain what is expected of a post. This 
system is not conducive to the formulation of scientific standards on which 
selection of personnel, training, posting, transfer, career development, promotion 
etc. may be organised. The position classification system prevalent in the USA, 
Chada, Philippines etc. has various advantages over rank classification system 
prevalent in our country.

Limited Political Rights of Civil Servants
Extremely limited political rights of the civil servants have been regarded 

as one of the essential conditions to maintain the discipline, integrity and political 
neutrality of the services. To ensure political neutrality of the public services, the 
civil servants are denied direct participation in the political activities. The 
Government of India's Civil Services Conduct Rules for ensuring neutrality of 
the service in politics provide the following ;

Rule 5 of the Central Civil Service (Conduct) Rules, 1964, prohibits civil 
servants from taking part in politics. They cannot be members of any 
political party or any organisation which takes part in politics nor can 
subscribe in aid of or assist in any other matter, any political movement or 
activity.

(2) Clause 2 of Rule 5 of the Central Civil Services (Conduct) Rules requires 
the civil servants to endeavour to prevent any member of their family 
from taking part in, subscribing in aid of or assisting in any manner any 
movement or activity which tends, directly or indirectly, to be subversive 
of the government as established by law. In case the civil servant fails to 
prevent a member of his family from indulging in any of the aforesaid 
actiohs, he has to make a report to the effect to the government.

(3) Article 326 of the Constitution of India guarantees the right of franchise 
to every citizen of India, whose age is 18 years or above and who does not 
suffer from other disqualifications. But under the Conduct Rules the civil 
servants are not free to give an indication to the public of the manner in 
which they propose to vote or have voted.

(4) Rule 4 of the All India Services (Conduct) Rules, 1954, civil servants are 
forbidden to canvass or use their influence in an election to any legislature 
or local authority.

NOTES

(1)
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(5) Civil servants cannot express themselves on political issues. According to 
Rule 8 of the Central Civil Services (Conduct) Rules they are prohibited 
to communicate any official document or information to any one whom 
they are not authorised to communicate.

Thus we can conclude that the political rights of the civil servants are 
extremely limited. The higher civil servants must be above politics, as they have 
to serve the changing governments drawn from different political parties with 
the same vigour and honesty. According to Masterman Committee Report, "the 
public interest demands the maintenance of political impartiality in the Civil 
Service and confidence in that impartiality is an essential part of the structure of
Government....Therefore, it is necessary that political rights of the civil servants
are limited.

Role of Public Service Commission in Public Personnel Administration
The Public Service Commission is an independent statutory body. In India, 

the Public Service Commission has been so designed as to function only as an 
advisory body. All rights regarding the appointments of personnel are vested in 
the Government. The Constitution does not envisage vital role fat the Commission 
in personnel administration. The Constitution of India provides for a Union Public 
Service Commission and for State Public Service Commissions along with a Joint 
Public Service Commission on the request of two or more state governments. ' 

The functions of the Union and State Public Service Commissions may be ! 
summarised as follows:

(1) To advise the Government on matters regarding the method of recruitment 
and principles to be followed in making appointments to the civil services 
either directly or by promotion.

(2) To conduct examinations, written as well as personality tests, for 
appointments to the civil services of the respective governments.

(3) To advise the government on matters relating to the suitability of candidates 
for promotion and transfer. Recommendations for such promotions are 
made by the concerned departments and Commission is requested to 
ratify them.

(4) The Commission is consulted on matters relating to temporary 
appointments for periods between one to three years, grant of extension 
of services and re-employment of certain retired civil servants.

(5) The Commission is also consulted on matters relating to regularisation of 
appointments, claims for the award of pension, claims for reimbursement 
of legal expenses incurred by the Government servants in defending legal 
proceedings instituted against them relating to acts done in the execution 
of their official duties, claims for pension, or compensation in respect of 
injuries sustained on duty.

NOTES
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(6) The Commission is also consulted while making of an order in any 
disciplinary case in the conditions like, (i) censure; (ii) withholding of 
increments or promotions; (in) reduction to a lower service, grade or post; 
(iv) compulsory retirement; and (v) removal or dismissal from service. .

(7) The Commission has to present to the President or the Governor, as the 
case may be, its annual report, with its recommendations.

There is a provision that the Parliament and the State legislatures, as the 
case may be, may confer additional functions on their respective Public Service 
Commissions.

Thus the Public Service Commission is a recruiting agency with purely 
advisory role, consulted also in certain disciplinary and other matters. There are 
some statutory restrictions on the powers of the Public Service Commissions. 
According to an amendment in Article 320, which was effected in 1961, it is not 
necessary for the President to consult the UPSC in a case where he proposes to 
make an order for the removal, dismissal or reduction in rank of a civil servant 
after he is satisfied that such action is necessary in the interest of the security of 
the State.

NOTES

UNIT - II

Law concerning the powers and control of government agencies or those 
agencies granted statutory powers of administration. These powers include those 
necessary to operate the agency or to implement its purposes, and making quasi
judicial decisions (such as determining tax liability, granting licences or permits, 
or hearing complaints against the agency or its officers).

Accountability is a kind of Administrative Control. Control is the process 
of ensuring that actual activities conform to established standards and laid done 
procedures. Control helps administrators to monitor the effectiveness of 
bureaucracy.

There are two types of accountability mechanism that make organizations 
to continue to achieve goals. These are discussed below:

1. Internal Control, is exercised either by superior over the subordinates 
within the chain of hierarchy or by other parallel agencies in the executive 
branch of government. It consists of directing, regulating, supervising, 
advising, inspecting and evaluating. It should be continuously done; 
without being felt. This mechanism of accountability has positive results 
also.

2. External control, is fitted outside the administrative machinery and works 
within the general constitutional framework of the system. It is exercised 
by the external bodies such as legislature and judiciary.

i
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Administrative law (or regulatory law) is the body of law that arises from 
the activities of administrative agencies of government which is distinguished 
from private law which originates from the activities of private individuals, 
corporations, and non-governmental entities. Government agency action 
include rulemaking, adjudication, or the enforcement of a specific regulatory 
agenda. Administrative law is considered a branch of public law. As a body of 
law, administrative law deals with the decision-making of administrative units of 
government (including tribunals, boards, and commissions) that are part of a 
national regulatory scheme in such areas as international trade, manufacturing, 
the environment, taxation, broadcasting, immigration, and transport.

As governments grew in size and power, there came the necessity of 
developing a framework of laws governing the administration of the public to 
keep order, ensure efficiency, preserve the economy, and to maintain a control 
over a burgeoning bureaucracy. As a framework which uses constitutional, judicial 
and political powers, administrative law expanded greatly during the twentieth 
century, as legislative bodies world-wide created more governmental agencies to 
regulate the increasingly complex social, economic, and political spheres of human 
interaction and to enhance the development of individuals, families, and 
communities.

Rulemaking

In administrative law, rulemaking refers to the process that executive 
agencies use to create, or promulgate, regulations. In general, legislatures first set 
broad policy mandates by passing laws, then agencies create more detailed 
regulations through rulemaking.

By bringing detailed scientific expertise to bear on policy, the rulemaking 
process has powered the success of some of the most notable government 
achievements of the twentieth century. For example, science-based regulations 
are critical to modem programs for environmental protection, food safety, and 
workplace safety. However, explosive growth in regulations has fueled criticism 
that the rulemaking process reduces the transparency and accountability of 
democratic government.

Ad/udication

Adjudication is the legal process by which an arbiter or judge reviews 
evidence and argumentation including legal reasoning set forth by opposing 
parties or litigants to come to a decision which determines rights and obligations 
between the parties involved.

Three types of disputes are resolved through adjudication:
Disputes between private parties, such as individuals or corporations.

2. Disputes between private parties and public officials.
3. Disputes between public officials or public bodies.

NOTES can
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Enforcement

Coming into force (also called enforcement or enactment) refers to the 
date and process by which legislation, or part of legislation, comes to have legal 
force and effect.

It is important to note that the process whereby a Bill becomes an Act is an 
entirely different process from that of bringing the Act into force. A Bill, even 
though passed by law makers, which does not amount to an Act cannot be of any 
force and effect.

Of course it may be that a country's law determines that on being passed 
by the law makers, a Bill becomes an Act without further ado. However, more 
usually, the process whereby a Bill becomes an Act is well prescribed in general 
constitutional or administrative legislation. This process varies from country to 
country, and from political system to political system

Typically, the process by which a Bill becomes an Act would include that 
the Bill be signed by the head of state, and that it be published in the Official 
Gazette, so that people know the law exists and generally releases it in the public 
domain.

NOTES

3.6 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL IN INDIA
Indian law refers to the system of law which operates in India. It is largely 

based on English common law because of the long period of British colonial 
influence during the British Raj period. Much of contemporary Indian law shows 
substantial European and American influence. Various acts and ordinances first 
introduced by the British are still in effect in modified form today. During the 
drafting of the Indian Constitution, laws from Ireland, the United States, Britain, 
and France were all synthesized to get a refined set of Indian laws as it currently 
stands. Indian laws also adhere to the United Nations guidelines on human rights 
law and environmental law. Certain international trade laws, such as those on 
intellectual property, are also enforced in India.

Indian civil law is complex, with each religion having its own specific laws 
which they adhere to. In most states, registering of marriages and divorces is not 
compulsory. There are separate laws governing Hindus, Muslims, Christians, 
Sikhs, and followers of other religions. The exception to this rule is in the state of 
Goa, where a Portuguese uniform civil code is in place, in which all religions have 
a common law regarding marriages, divorces, and adoption.

3.7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW IN THE UNITED STATES
In his book, "Administrative Law & Regulatory Policy ", U.S. Supreme 

Court Justice Stephen Breyer divides the history of administrative law in the 
United -States into'six:discrete;periods;!-j.i".
uv* f. It English Antecedents &"the American experience to’il875'c (■'ruiui..- .....
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• 1875 -1930: the rise of regulation &c the traditional model of administrative .
law

• The New Deal
• 1945 - 1965: the Administrative Procedure Act & the maturation of the 

traditional model of administrative law
• 1965 - 1985: critique and transformation of the administrative process
• 1985 - present: retreat or consolidation

It is the culmination of the advances in these six periods which give the 
American legal system the power over many government agencies which are 
organized under the executive branch of government, rather than the judicial or 
legislative branches. The departments under the control of the executive branch, 
and their sub-units, are often referred to as executive agencies. The so-called 
executive agencies can be distinguished from the many important and powerful 
independent agencies, that are created by statutes enacted by the U.S. Congress. 
Congress has also created Article I judicial tribunals to handle some areas of 
administrative law,

The actions of executive agencies independent agencies are the main focus 
of American administrative law. In response to the rapid creation of new 
independent agencies in the early twentieth century. Congress enacted the 
Administrative Procedure Act (APA) in 1946. Many of the independent agencies 
operate as miniature versions of the tripartite federal government, with the 
authority to "legislate" (through rulemaking; see Federal Register and Code of 
Federal Regulations), "adjudicate" (through administrative hearings), and to 
"execute" administrative goals (through agency enforcement personnel). Because 
the United'States Constitution sets no limits on this tripartite authority of 
administrative agencies. Congress enacted the APA to establish fair administrative 
law procedures to comply with the requirements of Constitutional due process.

NOTES

3.8 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW IN FRANCE
The basis of French civil law was formed from the Code Civil or Code 

Napoleon which incorporated some of the freedoms gained by the people because 
of the French Revolution. Moreover, Napoleon introduced administrative law 
codes which fostered efficient governments and created public order.

Most claims against the national or local governments are handled by 
administrative courts, which use the Conseil d'Etat as a court of last resort. This 
court acts as an arm of the French national government and is the supreme court 
for administrative justice as well as assisting the executive with legal advice.

French 'droit administratif'

Administrative law governs the relationship between the State (in its various 
manifestations) and private citizens or organizations. The rules of administrative
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law are set forth in particular in the Code administratif, or Administrative Code, 
although - as with criminal law - there are also a large number of legislative and 
regulatory texts that stand alone, such as the texts governing the status and powers 
of industry regulators (most of which have the status of autorite administrative 
independante or AAI).

Administrative law in France can be considered to comprise two main 
categories: general administrative law and sector-specific administrative law.

NOTES

3.9 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL IN UK
English administrative law is a branch of English public law. In the United 

Kingdom a post of Ombudsman is attached to the Westminster Parliament with 
additional posts at the Scottish Parliament, the Welsh Assembly and other 
government institutions. The Ombudsman's role is to investigate complaints of 
maladministration.

Judicial review is a procedure in English administrative law by which English 
courts supervise the exercise of public power, A person who feels that an exercise 
of such power by a government authority, such as a minister, the local council or 
a statutory tribunal, is unlawful, perhaps because it has violated his or her rights, 
may apply to the Administrative Court (a division of the High Court) for judicial 
review of the decision and have it set aside (quashed) and possibly obtain damages. 
A court may also make mandatory orders or injunctions to compel the authority 
to do its duty or to stop it from acting illegally. Unlike the United States and some 
other jurisdictions, English law does not know judicial review of primary legislation 
(laws passed by Parliament), save in a few cases where primary legislation is 
contrary to EU law and the European Convention of Human Rights. A person 
wronged by an Act of Parliament therefore cannot apply for judicial review unless 
this is the case.

3.10 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Generally speaking, most countries that follow the principles of common 

law have developed procedures for judicial review that limit the review ability of 
decisions made by administrative law bodies. Often these procedures are coupled 
with legislation or other common law doctrines that establish standards for proper 
rulemaking.

Administrative law may also apply to review of decisions of so-called quasi
public bodies, such as non-profit corporations, disciplinary boards, and other 
decision-making bodies that affect the legal rights of members of a particular 
group or entity.

While administrative decision-making bodies are often controlled by larger 
governmental units, their decisions could be reviewed by a court of general 
jurisdiction under some principle of judicial review based upon due process
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(United States) or fundamental justice (Canada). Judicial review of administrative 
decision, it must be noted, is different from an appeal. When sitting in review of 
a decision, the Court will only look at the method in which the decision was 
arrived at, whereas in appeal the correctness of the decision itself will be under 
question. This difference is vital in appreciating administrative law in common 
law countries.

The scope of judicial review may be limited to certain questions of fairness, 
or whether the administrative action is ultra vires. In terms of ultra vires actions 
in the broad sense, a reviewing court may set aside an administrative decision if 
it is patently unreasonable (under Canadian law), Wednesbury unreasonable 
(under British law), or arbitrary and capricious (under U.S. Administrative 
Procedure Act and New York State law). Administrative law, as laid down by the 
Supreme Court of India, has also recognized two more grounds of judicial review 
which were recognized but not applied by English Courts viz. legitimate 
expectation and proportionality.

The powers to review administrative decisions are usually established by 
statute, but were originally developed from the royal prerogative writs of English 
law, such as the writ of mandamus and the writ of certiorari. In certain Common 
Law jurisdictions, such as India or Pakistan, the power to pass such writs is a 
Constitutionally guaranteed power. This power is seen as fundamental to the 
power of judicial review and an aspect of the independent judiciary.

NOTES

UNIT - III

g.,jj^.jBudget Pjlannlngbasicany guides the allocation of funds in different sectors 
• of a country. Soon after the preparation of a country's financial budget for the 
. current fiscal year. Budget Planning is essential for making equal distribution of 
the available funds, to meet variot?^revtSiue^ai^d 5cpef^iture*ifiirpos5. A Of.f 

: nomnC^Ypmm^n^BudgetP!anning|pf,.a,naH^^ a.summanzed,
plann_ed,yersipn,of,the^nticipated,exp^s^esand reyenues^of^thegO|Ver^ent.jIUs^ 
moreor less a lawful document,-which requires .the approval of.the chiefexecutive 
qntgoyemmentalleyels,,afteT>yhij:^isbecqmesrMdy,J:p,bepassedjby^the^legislature. 
in most cases. Budget Planning concentrates mainly on the spendings andiricomes

I • ‘ id*, Ifl t t i

oLthe. government,.,which form the two.fundamental elements of a country's, tit H It-J j-t ,,t Or;!*. Vf.lK v/.ii ^
financial,budget. Under Government Budget Planning, allocation of funds occurs
'7':iu .jilij ..-Vir.iM ,• ii.ilnql./'Uj ,eri(i|:fj lO'J r;i, rOU'! '-Mrlljn

; not,only to meet the ^onomic necessities of a nation, but in technical and politicalioiu 1. iir ii.r^vj otn JTiiii; tf.fij i-'jinoo ;;ri;;-;r,r;i-Voixi nb
; spheres as well, on demand. These budgetary plannmgs are meant for disbursing
sufficient, funds for best use in the economic spheres. In political'spliei’es,'
Government Budget Plarming has altogether a different connotation,. In this case,
It is utilized for pushmg the interests and pulmg them m, in an effort to denve 
r-.-'-imq '•IJD do jij t,y.;P(j w <iv?i (f.i'dh.q lo '}rnn<^ •ivtijid iiuiJjibr i'iuj
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maximum benefits and evade all the difficulties. In the technical field, these 
budgetary plannings predict the potential levels of the spendings and incomes.

3.11 PLANNING AND BUDGETING
NOTES

Planning refers to economic planning — "the process by which key economic 
decisions are made or influenced by central governments". It is in contrast to the 
laissez-faire approach of economic development in which government avoids all 
attempts to guide the economy, "relying instead on market forces to determine 
the speed, direction, and nature of economic evolution".

Planning as thus defined was not the regular pattern in the economic 
developmen't in western countries since the start of the Industrial Revolution in 
the 18th century. Free market forces dominated. Thus, it was small wonder that 
at the dawn of the American budgetary reform movement in the early 20th 
century, an urgent issue was recognized to the lacking of "careful, understandable, 
responsible planning" (Cleveland 1915). In that movement, the budget began to 
be taken as a financial plan.

Germany was the first country in the world to conduct "planning" by 
adopting economic regulation and rationing during the First World War; it 
conducted much more comprehensive economic planning between the two World 
Wars. European countries have been actively endorsing the planning idea, with 
numerous experiments in economic planning. Besides Germany where planning 
has remained a theme, Sweden and other northern European countries used 
national planning in recent decades. Britain also mingled its annual budget with 
economic planning. Poor and developing countries had always found it imperative 
to plan carefully the use of their extremely limited revenue and international 
aids. Theoretical differences among scholars still remain to be solved; however, 
the planning perspective has been almost universally recognized in government 
practice. Almosta century later, it was proclaimed that "even in a market economy, 
the budget presents the basic national economic plan" (Mikesell 2003). This more 
recent re-definition equals the two..bnij /)»pi>,]riioqc't)] yr;s uj ti Oi .....
SPAN~A}<rD'TYP.EOFPlJ/CNl<nNGi Inomab rif; ai Jl .vjilidclnuo-i^B lo ■‘iWJitx

Comprehensive economic planning fallsjinto seyerahcatego'riesfbyi'.theit 
time span; the most common are five-year plans. Planning.comes in differentr..i ii.r/iii.tm !:i n'iut^vniuu in. .‘r..v mopoJ/.
types by its context of occurrence. For resource-scarce.countries, planning may.y r.i.ij-'jf, urn. •'.iiivinuiq •jirfiufiu'ju-oiju.r oj Inyrfimuvtj;* vo aoanoqa'ji
be for quite differentipurposes as.for resource-rich.countries. A poor country oi i.jii ijio ‘mm la .V'lxi ni .ynjairf lo cJnuiiiOiiT
may plan primarily for resource mobilization so .that its .limited resources can be ouii.w-*i III.•^oajuTtj njijiv* iiio jinui obijif, nr. in'jifuunn'i orcJ yd ear.cj
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spme.sectgrs,qfme^spciety,o/^fer,^du^^
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process of development. Even in a country where people are disciplined and 
determined, resource mobilization often is done with coerce rather than 
voluntarily; the policy generates impact quickly. For a rich country, planning 
may often be for coordination of policy priorities. Planning is comprehensive 
and implemented without coercion, often through regulation or tax incentives 
for policy impacts on the economy. The expectation from such planning execution 
is that though the policy will take some time to materialize, the effect lasts long. 
Planning of this category is to link resources to programs, to bridge service 
demands to finances. It may be more appropriately called long-term financial 
planning or programming.

Planning AND Centralization

Comprehensive, long-range planning is best done top-down, in a 
centralized fashion because the top leadership has the best panoramic idea while 
agencies occupy a better position for daily management. Studies of public 
budgeting in France and the former Soviet Union have noticed this issue. 
Centralization is a natural phenomenon, a management principle, always present 
to a greater or lesser extent. It is positively correlated with the size and structural 
complexity of organizations. The more hierarchical an organization is in structure, 
the more centralized its power-control mechanism tends to be. Thus, centralization 
is a phenomenon of degrees varying from case to case. The core of centralization 
is power. Any useful analysis of centralization is necessarily an examination of the 
allocation of decision-making power in the organization and the methods of 
influence employed by the higher levels to affect the decisions at the lower levels. 
The objective is the optimum utilization of all faculties of the human factor in 
organizations. The same pursuit of optimum utilization of the human factor in 
organizations gives rise to decentralization — dispersion of decision-making power, 
which is also a natural phenomenon, automatically assuming momentum with 
the increase of layers in the hierarchy of the organization. In other words, the 
bigger and the more complex an organization is, the greater the need for, and 
momentum of, decentralization. To decentralize is to fix responsibility and 
maintain means of accountability. It is an element in most policy questions.

Origin AND Nature of Budgeting

Modem public budgeting was an innovation in financial administration as 
responses by government to socio-economic problems and challenges at critical 
moments of history. In 1789, British Prime Minister William Bit! managed to 
pass by the Parliament an allied fund bill which placed all revenue and 
expenditures into one document. This is the beginning of the official budget 
document. Early 19th century: Finance minister annually proposes a list of 
government revenues and expenditures to be approved by the Parliament. 
Meanwhile, a treasury accounting department was established to be responsible

NOTES
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to the Parliament, and this department supervises the government to make outlays 
in accord to the appropriations. In France, it was not stipulated until 1817 that 
the legislature has the power to allocate government revenues, which established 
the French budgeting system.

The budget is characterized as a means for focusing public attention on the 
realities of administration. Budgeting was "re-invented” in the U.S. to improve 
governance. At the municipal level first, it was invented to curb (and cure) 
corruption, political spoils and over spending. Then at the state level, it was used 
to restrain political spoils and legislative incompetence in controlling total spending 
and debt levels. At the federal level, budgeting was adapted from the state and 
local sector to control then legislatively uncontrollable overspending and high 
debt. In all these scenarios, budgeting fulfilled expectation.

Budgeting AND Governance

In its course of evolution, reforms of public budgeting have always targeted 
emerging problems in government capacity. Whenever governance was intolerably 
ineffective, a budget reform was prompted in tandem with administrative 
reforms. First, executive line-item budget was introduced in the United States to 
cure incapacity of legislative budgeting in handling fiscal administration, in 
conjunction with the progressive movement (1895-1915). Line-item budgeting 
has been effective in controlling spending. In Mikesell's words, "traditional budgets 
have been structured to facilitate spending control, not resource allocation. This 
emphasis exists largely because public budgeting emerged in the U.S. in a period 
when the concern was, purely and simply, prevention of theft” (2003,182). Then, 
performance budgeting was introduced in the late 1940s and early 1950s to bring 
in the management perspective, as a by-product of the reorganization movement. 
It drew concerted attention to management and efficiency. In the 1960s, with the 
Great Society Movement came the need for program planning; thus, planning 
programming and budgeting systems (PPBS) shifted management's attention to 
comprehensive planning. Though this reform failed as a whole-scale effort, it left 
lot of room for later reforms.

Finally in the mid-1990s, with the "Reinventing Government", movement 
and Government Performance and Review Act, performance-based budgeting 
(PBB) became the buzzword. PBB locks more attention than ever to accountability 
and outcome of public spending.

Budgeting and Decentrauzation

Budgeting is oriented toward not only control of spending but also 
management for efficiency and effectiveness of spending. For control, 
centralization is necessary; for management, decentralization is called for. Here 
lies a conundrum. The relationship between the two is a matter of degree, to be 
readjusted by the context and circumstance of policy priority.

NOTES
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3.12 BUDGETING AND PLANNING IN USACfimporative and 
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Administration The process of creating the budget for the United States Government is 
known as the budget process. The framework used by Congress to formulate the 
budget was established by the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, the 
Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, and by other 
budget legislation.

Prior to 1974, Congress had no formal process for establishing a coherent 
budget. When newly-elected President Richard Nixon began to refuse to spend 
funds that the Congress had allocated. Congress needed a more formal means by 
which to challenge him. The Congressional Budget Act created the Congressional 
Budget Office and directed more control of the budget to CBO and away from 
the President's Office of Management and the Budget. The Act passed easily as 
the administration was embroiled in the Watergate scandal and unwilling to 
provoke Congress.

ThePresjdent's BudgetRequest

Congressional consideration of the federal budget begins once the President 
of the United States submits a budget request, which is formulated over a period 
of months with the assistance of the Office of Management and Budget, the largest 
office within the Executive Office of the President. The budget request includes 
funding requests for all federal executive departments and independent agencies.

The President submits the budget request each year to Congress for the 
following fiscal year, as required by the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921. 
Current law (31 U.S.C. n05(a)) requires the President to submit a budget no 
earlier than'the first Monday in January, and no later than the first Monday in 
February. Typically, Presidents submit budgets on the first Monday in February.

The President's budget request constitutes an extensive proposal of the 
administration's intended spending and revenue plans for the following fiscal 
year. The budget proposal includes volumes of supporting information intended 
to persuade Congress of the necessity and value of the budget provisions. In 
addition, each federal executive department and independent agency provides 
additional detail and supporting documentation to Congress on its own funding 
requests.

BUDGErRESOLUnON

'The next step is the drafting of a budget resolution. The United States House 
Committee Sn^theTBucl^eVanH’&ie United'States'^Senate'CdiTimitt&&'8fi’th'e’Budget 
areresponsiblefo^'draffingljudgerf^l^lutionsi'Fdllowih'g'th^e'traditibhal'caleridar,* 
byeyrly^Apnl'S^fli coi^mitt'^es^ihalize'tlieir'dra'fSan'^^'bmitit'tb'AeirrespecHve

'an'a'i.'aiPtiorir-''.,rlT a p.il
.ytitonq v^ilcq lu i-jnr.1<:mi;oii-j bnr, grlj yd buJ^'uibf.ui
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A budget resoiution, which is one form of a concurrent resolution, binds 

Congress, but is not a law, and so does not require the President's signature. The 
budget resolution serves as a blueprint for the actual appropriation process, and 
provides Congress with some control over the appropriations process. No new 
spending authority, however, is provided until appropriation bills are enacted.

Once both houses pass the resolution, selected Representatives and Senators 
negotiate a conference report to reconcile differences between the House and the 
Senate versions. The conference report, in order to become binding, must be 
approved by both the House and Senate.

DlSCRE770N/tRY VS. MANDATORY SPENDING

Each function within the budget may include "budget authority" and 
"outlays" that fall within the broad categories of discretionary spending or direct 
spending.
Discretionary Spending

Discretionary spending requires an annual appropriation bill, which is a 
piece of legislation. Discretionary spending is typically set by the House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees and their various subcommittees. Since the spending 
is typically for a fixed period (usually a year), it is said to be under the discretion 
of the Congress. Some appropriations last for more than one year (see 
Appropriation bill for details). In particular, multi-year appropriations are often 
used for housing programs and military procurement programs.

There are currently 12 appropriation bills that must be passed each fiscal 
year in order for continued discretionary spending to occur. The subject of each 
appropriations bill corresponds to the jurisdiction of the respective House and 
Senate appropriation subcommittees:

• Agriculture
• Commerce, Justice and Science
• Defence
• Energy and Water
• Financial Services
• Homeland Security
• Interior and Environment
• Labor, Health and Education
• Legislative Branch
• Military Construction and Veterans Affairs
• State and Foreign Operations
• Transportation, Housing and Urban Development

NOTES
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A continuing resolution is often passed if an appropriations bill has not 
been signed into law by the end of the fiscal year.

Direct Spending
Direct spending refers to spending enacted by law, but not dependent on 

an annual or periodic appropriation bill. Most "mandatory" spending consists of 
entitlement programs such as Social Security benefits, Medicare, and Medicaid. 
These programs are called "entitlements" because individuals satisfying given 
eligibility requirements set by past legislation are entitled to Federal government 
benefits or services. Many other expenses, such as salaries of Federal judges, are 
mandatory, but account for a relatively small share of federal spending. The 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates costs of mandatory spending 
programs on a regular basis. Congress can affect spending on entitlement 
programs by changing eligibility requirements or the structure of programs. 
Certain entitlement programs, because the language authorizing them are 
included in appropriation bills, are termed "appropriated entitlements." This is a 
convention rather than a substantive distinction, since the programs, such as 
Food Stamps, would continue to be funded even were the appropriation bill to 
be vetoed or otherwise not enacted.

Planning

NOTES

The United States utilized economic planning during the First World War. 
The Federal Government supplemented the price system with centralized resource 
allocation and created a number of new agencies to direct important economic 
sectors; notably the Food Administration, Fuel Administration, Railroad 
Administration and War Industries Board. During the Second World War, the 
economy experienced staggering growth under a similar system.of planning.

From the start of the Cold War to the present, the United States Federal 
Government directs a significant amount of investment and funding into research 
and development, often initially through the department of defense. The 
government performs 50% of all R&D in the United States, with a dynamic state- 
directed'public-sector developing most of the technology that later becomes the 
basis of the private sector economy. Examples include laser technology, the 
internet, telecommunications and computers.

3.13 BUDGETING AND PLANNING IN FRANCE
Financing Acts and the Social Security Financing Acts are special Acts of 

Parliament of France voted and approved through specific procedures.
Because of the importance of allowing government and social security 

organizations to proceed with the payment of their suppliers, employees, and 
recipients, without risk of a being stopped by parliamentary discord, these bills 
are specially constrained. In the past, parliamentarians would often add unrelated
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amendments (cavaliers budgetaires) to the finance bills, in order to get such 
amendments passed - because of the reduced time in which the budget is 
examined. However, these are nowadays considered unconstitutional. If Parliament 
cannot agree on a budget within some specified reasonable bounds, the 
government is entitled to adopt a budget through ordinances: this threat prevents 
parliamentarians from threatening to bankrupt the executive.

Planning

NOTES

Under dirigisme, France practiced indicative planning and nationalized or 
established a number of state enterprises in "strategic" sectors of the economy. 
The concept behind indicative planning is the early identification of oversupply, 
bottlenecks and shortages so that state investment behavior can be modified in a 
timely fashion to reduce the incidence of market disequilibrium, with the goal 
being a concerted economy.

Indicative planning is a form of central economic planning implemented 
by a state in an effort to solve the problem of imperfect information in economies 
and thus increase economic performance. When utilizing indicative planning, 
the state employs "influence, subsidies, grants, and taxes [to affect the economy], 
but does not compel." Indicative planning is contrasted with directive or 
mandatory planning, where a state (or other economic unit) sets quotas and 
mandatory output requirements.

This method of economic planning originated in France after the Second 
World War and was carried out by the Commission General du Plan. The 
underlying concept behind indicative planning is the early identification of 
oversupply, bottlenecks and shortages so that state investment behavior can be 
modified in a timely fashion to reduce the incidence of market disequilibrium, 
with the goal being a concerted economy. Indicative planning was'one aspect of 
dirigisme.

3.14 BUDGETING AND PLANNING IN UK
Perhaps, the starkest contrast between the United States' polity and its 

British counterpart is the lack of a formal separation of powers. The British 
Executive has relatively few checks on its powers. For much of Britain's history. 
Parliament has often struggled with the Monarchy over control of the country; 
but as the Monarchy slowly ceded its powers to government ministers, no other 
checks were put in place to balance the government's executive power. Further, 
with proverbial sun setting on the British empire after World War I, Britain has 
been in continuous economic crisis, making economic and fiscal policies the 
dominant issues. Consequently, governments that were seen as economically 
competent {e.g., the Conservatives) reigned for most of the 20th century. The 
combination of a lack of checks and balances and the constant threat of economic
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crisis has created a political culture where economic decision making in the UK is 
highly centralized.

The Parliamentary process for budgeting decisions plays out in two events: 
First, the Annual Budget Statement delivered in Parliament contains all the 
revenue legislation for the year, along with a few spending plans that reflect 
government priorities and grab headlines. Second, the Spending Reviews then 
allocate discretionary spending among government departments. The most recent 
spending review, negotiated in 2004, is biennial, but previous reviews have been 
both triennial and biennial, but mostly annual.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer

The British Parliament has no ways and means committees, no budget 
committees, no appropriations committees. The committees that do scrutinize 
government departments lack the power to authorize new government programs 
and spending. Britain has one dominant figure who controls most of these 
functions: the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Roughly speaking, the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer is the Treasury/Finance Minister for the British Government, yet 
he has unparalleled power compared to the US Treasury Secretary.

The Chancellor has sole responsibility for setting lax rates. He does not 
preside over a tax committee. Rather he makes all of his tax decisions in an annual 
statement to Parliament, which is referred to as the annual Budget Statement. In 
essence, the Chancellor is a one-man Ways & Means Committee. The Budget 
Statement he presents outlines not only tax rates, but also the total amount of 
money that will be spent on all government activities (both mandatory and 
discretionary). Thus, the Chancellor is also a one-man Budget Committee. One 
could compare his annual Budget Statement roughly to the annual Congressional 
Budget Resolution.

The Prime Minister

The only real check on the Chancellor's power is the Prime Minister, who 
is both the leader of the majority political party in Parliament an^ the Head of the 

British Government. The Prime Minister has the power to hire and fire the 
Chancellor along with all the members of his Cabinet and Government. Often 
Prime Ministers play a significant role in economic and budget policy. In fact, 
one of the Prime Minister's official titles is First Lord of the Treasury. This title 
emphasizes the historical importance of the Treasury in British politics.

Yet the influence of the Prime Minister over economic policy depends on a 
variety of political circumstances. Michael Portillo, a former advisor to Margaret 
Thatcher, and former Chief Secretary to the Treasury, noted that Prime Ministers 
who are perceived to be politically stronger can exact more influence on economic 
policy.

NOTES
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The Chief Secretary to the Treasury

The Chief Secretary to the Treasury is the Chancellor's Deputy. Although 
he does not run his own government department, he is a member of the British 
Cabinet, emphasizing again the importance of the Treasury in British political 
affairs. Officially, the traditional duty of the Chief Secretary is to allocate and 
negotiate funding for government departments during the Spending Reviews. 
And although this position underwent significant changes from 1992-1998, its 
primary responsibility has always been to implement fiscal restraint against 
government ministers who wish to "bring home the bacon" for their department.

The Cabinet

The Cabinet plays a small role in overall British budgetary matters. Broad 
or general economic management issues may be discussed in the Cabinet, but 
Cabinet ministers are never involved in the core decision making. They will, of 
course, lobby the Treasury during spending negotiations, or make the case for 
their department in other Cabinet discussions. More recently, a few members of 
the Cabinet may be selected to sit on a Cabinet sub-committee that is involved 
with Spending Reviews.

However, individual Cabinet Ministers, who preside over government 
departments, have the power to initiate new government programs, making each 
Cabinet Minister a de facto one-man (or one-woman) authorization committee. 
But any program or initiative that requires new funds must get its appropriations 
from the Treasury.

Comparative 
Administrative System

NOTES

3.15 BUDGETING AND PLANNING IN INDIA
The Indian Constitution requires the government to present to Parliament 

a statement that shows separately the expected revenues and expenditures, both 
current and capital by heads of account.

The Budget-making process, in normal times, gets set in motion by the 
third qi^arter of the Hnancial year.

On the expenditure side, initial estimates are provided by the various 
ministries. There are two components of expenditure - plan and non-plan. Of 
these, plan expenditures are estimated after discussions between each of the 
ministries concerned and the Planning Commission.

Apart from allocations for continuing plan programmes initiated in earlier 
fiscal year, the Planning Commission decides on the new programmes that can 
be undertaken on the basis of a tentative estimate or resources available for plan 
expenditure that is provided to it by the finance ministry.

Non-plain expenditure for various ministries are prepared by their financial 
advisors. These are sent to the expenditure secretary who, after exhaustive
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discussions with financial advisors, makes an assessment of the likely expenditures 
for the ensuing fiscal year.

In one sense, the assessment of likely non-plan expenditure is comparatively 
simple. Nearly 90 per cent of the non-plan expenditure is accounted for by interest 
payments, subsidies (mainly on food and fertilisers) and wage payments to 
employees.

NOTES

1. Estimates of Revenue: Parallel to the exercises on the expenditure side, an 
assessment is made of the revenues which are likely to flow into the government 
kitty. Revenue receipts, like expenditure, are of two types - capital and current 
receipts.

Capital receipts include repayment of loans made by the federal government, 
receipts from divestment of public-sector equity and borrowings - both domestic 
and external.

Current receipts, by and large, include tax revenues, receipts by way of 
dividends from public-sector units aiid interest payments on loans given out by 
the federal government.

While both dividends from public-sector units and interest receipts are fairly 
easy to assess, the amounts received by way of tax revenues is estimated on the 
basis of existing rates of taxation and an assessment of the likely growth and 
inflation rate over the ensuing fiscal year,

On the capital receipts side, targeted amounts to be realised through 
divestment of public sector equity and amounts to be realised by way of 
repayments of loans is made. AH the estimates flow to the revenue secretary.

2. First estimates of deficit: Once this exercise is completed expenditure estimates 
are matched with revenue estimate to arrive at a first estimate of the shortfall in 
revenue to meet projected expenditure.

Following this the government, in tandem with its chief economic advisor, 
determines the optimum level of borrowings that the government can resort to.

The level of external borrowings is an easily estimated figure because much 
of the external borrowing on government account consists of bilateral and 
multilateral assistance which is known by the time budget exercises are 
undertaken.

The level of domestic borrowing depends partly on the desired level of 
fiscal deficit that the government targets for itself. A part of the revenue gap is left 
unfilled to be met through the issue of ad hoc treasury bills. Over the past few 
years, this gap, called the overall budget deficit, is government by an understanding 
between the Reserve Bank of India and the finance ministry on the maximum 
level of ad hoc treasury bills that can be issued during a fiscal year.

This has been done to ensure that the issue of ad hoc treasury bills to fill 
revenue gaps does not lead to problems of monetary management.
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3. Narrowing of the deficit: After the targets for the fiscal deficits and the overall 
budget deficit have been decided by the government, any remaining shortfall is 
filled through a revision in tax rates where considered feasible and in keeping 
with fiscal incentive structure the government wishes to put in place to stimulate 
the grondh in different sectors.

Subsequently adjustments are made in expenditures, should it be required, 
to ensure that the fiscal and overall deficit remain at targeted levels. Such 
adjustments in expenditure are usually'made on the plan side - the only item of 
expenditure that offers any scope for adjustments. With nearly 90 per cent of 
non-plan expenditure being accounted for by interest payments, subsidies and 
administrative expenditure and the political sensitivities involved in reducing 
subsidies, non-plan expenditure of the Indian government is characterised by an 
extraordinary degree of rigidity.

Inevitably, therefore, plan expenditures are determined as a residual after 
pre-emptions have already been made for non-plan expenditure.

4. The Budget: The presentation of the Budget for the ensuing fiscal year 
(beginning April 1) is usually done on the last working day of February. 
Parliamentary scrutiny of proposals and the passage of the budget does not 
normally get completed until the second week of May, well after the 
commencement of the new fiscal year.

Since expenditures cannot be incurred in a new fiscal year without 
Parliamentary approval, the government usually seeks an interim approval to 
meet emergent expenditures that have to be incurred pending the approval of 
the budget. This is called the vote-on-account and the sanctions given by the 
passage of the vote-on-account get automatically overridden once the Budget is 
approved by Parliament.

Planning

NOTES

Planning in India has been done in various areas such as sports, education, 
labor, health, village industry, urban development, rural development, agriculture, 
industry, information technology, environment, real estate, infrastructure, and 
finance. The India Planning Commission has been set up in March, 1950 and it 
undertook to draw up 5 year plans for developing the Indian economy. In these 
plans the Planning Commission of India, emphasized particular spheres such as 
industry, employment, agriculture, education, and health. Till 2007, there have 
been 10 five year plans. All these plans have helped improve the quality of life of 
the people of India. In 2007, eleventh five year plan was prepared which is under 
execution.

In order to improve sports in India, the Sports Authority of India has been 
set up by the Indian government. This body sees to it that the infrastructure 
required for sports is upgraded regularly and kept in good condition. It also
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formulates new projects and gets funding from the government in order to 
promote sports in the country. Under India planning, education forms the most 
important area for it determines the future growth of the country. The department 
of higher education oversees all levels of education in India and is subsidized by 
the government of India heavily

For rural planning, India planning has set up a Rural Planning and Credit 
Department which is under the Reserve bank of India. This department formulates 
polices which help in rural development. It also extends credit for employment 
programs and agricultural activities in rural areas. Under India planning, local 
bodies have been set up in all states in order to develop urban areas. These urban . 
local bodies such as the municipal corporation and the Panchayat see to it that the 
services and basic infrastructure are well maintained.

India planning has helped improve the quality of life of the people. The 
Indian government must make efforts so that it continues to do. India Planning 
has facilitated the utilization of the resources of the country for the common good 
of the people and also to develop the country.

Planning Commission
Rudimentary economic planning, deriving the sovereign authority of the 

state, first began in India in 1930s under the British Raj, and the colonial 
goverrunent of India formally established a planning board that functioned from 
1944 to 1946. Private industrialists and economist formulated at least three 
development plans in 1944.

After India gained independence, a formal model of planning was adopted, 
and the plarming commission, reporting directly to the Prime Minister of India 
was established. Accordingly, the Planning Commission was set up on 15 March 
1950, with Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru as the chairman.Planing Commission 
though is a non statutory as well extra constitutional body, i.e has been brought 
by an executive order.

The first Five-year Plan was launched in 1951 and two subsequent five-year 
plans were formulated till 1965, when there was a break because of the Indo- 
Pakistan Conflict. Two successive years of drought, devaluation of the currency, a 
general rise in prices and erosion of resources disrupted the planning process and 
after three Annual Plans between 1966 and 1969, the fourth Five-year plan was 
started in 1969. The Eighth Plan could not take off in 1990 due to the fast changing 
political situation at the Centre and the years 1990-91 and 1991-92 were treated as 
Annual Plans. The Eighth Plan was finally launched in 1992 after the initiation of 
structural adjustment policies.

For the first eight Plans the emphasis was on a growing public sector with 
massive investments in basic and heavy industries, but since the launch of the 
Ninth Plan in 1997, the emphasis on the public sector has become less pronounced 
and the current thinking on planning in the country, in general, is that it should 
increasingly be of an indicative nature.

NOTES
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The term developed country is used to describe countries that have a high 
level of development according to some criteria. Which criteria, and which 
countries are classified as being deveIoped,is a contentious issue and is surrounded 
by fierce debate. Economic criteria have tended to dominate discussions. One 
such criterion is income per capita; countries with high gross domestic product 
(GDP) per capita would thus be described as developed countries. Another 
economic criterion is industrialization; countiies in which the tertiary and 
quaternary sectors of industry dominate would thus be described as developed. 
More recently another measure, the Human Development Index, which combines 
an economic measure, national income, with other measures, indices for life 
expectancy and education has become prominent. This criterion would define 
developed countries as those with a very high (HDI) rating. However, many 
anomalies exist when determining "developed" status by whichever measure is 
used.

NOTES

Countries not fitting such definitions are classified as developing countries.
Kofi Annan, former Secretary General of the United Nations, defined a 

developed country as follows: "A developed country is one that allows all its citizens 
to enjoy a free and healthy life in a safe environment." But according to the United 
Nations Statistics Division,

"There is no established convention for the designation of "developed" 
and "developing" countries or areas in the United Nations system."

And it notes that—

"The designations "developed" and "developing" are intended for 
statistical convenience and do not necessarily express a judgement about 
the stage reached by a particular country or area in the development 
process."

Developing country is a term generally used to describe a nation with a low 
level of material well-being (not to be confused with third world countries). Since 
no single definition of the term developed country is recognized internationally, 
the levels of development may vary widely within so-called developing countries, 
with some developing countries having high average standards of living.

Countries with more advanced economies than other developing nations, 
but which have not yet fully demonstrated the signs of a developed country, are 
categorized under the term newly industrialized countries.

Kofi Annan, former Secretary General of the United Nations, defined a 
developed country as follows. "A developed country is one that allows all its 
citizens to enjoy a free and healthy life in a safe environment." But according to 
the United Nations Statistics Division,
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"There is no established convention for the designation of "developed" 
and "developing" countries or areas in the United Nations system."

And it notes that —

"The designations "developed” and "developing" are intended for 
statistical convenience and do not necessarily express a judgment about 
the stage reached by a particular country or area in the development 
process,"

Measure AND Concept of Development

The development of a country is measured with statistical indexes such as 
income per capita (per person) (GDP), life expectancy, the rate of literacy, et cetera. 
The UN has developed the HDI, a compound indicator of the above statistics, to 
gauge the level of human development for countries where data is available.

Developing countries are in general countries which have not achieved a 
significant degree of industrialization relative to their populations, and which 
have, in most cases a medium to low standard of living. There is a strong correlation 
between low income and high population growth.

The terms utilized when discussing developing countries refer to the intent 
and to the constructs of those who utilize these terms. Other terms sometimes 
used are less developed countries (LDCs), least economically developed countries 
(LEDCs), "underdeveloped nations" or Third World nations, and "non- 
industrialized nations". Conversely, the opposite end of the spectrum is termed

NOTES

developed countries, most economically developed countries (MEDCs), First World 
nations and "industrialized nations".\

To moderate the euphemistic aspect of the word developing, international 
organizations have started to use the term Less economically developed country 
(LEDCs) for the poorest nations which can in no sense be regarded as developing. 
That is, LEDCs are the poorest subset of LDCs. This may moderate against a 
belief that the standard of living across the entire developing world is the same.

The concept of the developing nation is found, under one term or another, 
in numerous theoretical systems having diverse orientations — for example, 
theories of decolonization, liberation theology, Marxism, anti-imperialism, and 
political economy.

3.16 CHARACTERISTICS OF DEVELOPED AND
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The low levels of living are manifested qualitatively and quantitatively in 
form of low incomes, inadequate housing, poor health, limited or no education, 
high infant mortality, low life and work expectancy, and in many cases, a general 
sense of malouse and hopelessness. For example in 1988,81% of the world's total
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income (US 12,650 billion) was produced by less than 23% of worlds total 
population living in the economically developed countries.

Developing countries have relatively low levels of labour productivity, i.e,, 
output per unit of labour. This is mainly due to the absence or severe lack of 
complementary factor inputs such as physical, capital and/or experienced 
management to raise laboun productivity, there is need to mobilize savings and 
foreign finance in order to generate new investments in physical capital goods, 
and build up the stock of human capital through investment in education and 
(raining.

NOTES

In addition, institutional changes in land tenure, credit and banking 
structures, honest and efficient administrations and the restructuring of 
educational and training programmes should be tailored to the needs of the 
developing societies.

High Rate of Population Growth and Dependence Burdens
In 1990, the world's population was estimated at 5.3 billion, of which more 

than 3/4 lived in the less developed countries. Almost all the developing countries 
possess high population growth potential characterised by high birth rate and 
high but declining death rate. Death rates in developing countries have fallen, 
compared to the past, due to improved health conditions and control of major 
infectious diseases. On the average annual population growth rate in developing 
countries is 2% as compared with about 0.7% in developed countries. Birth rates 
are generally high in the order of 30-40 per 1000 whereas those for advanced 
countries are less than half that figure.

An important consequence of high birth rate is that a larger proportion of 
the total population is the younger age groups. This leads to a higher economic 
dependency burden since about 40% of the population in developed countries. 
With many dependants to support, it becomes difficult for the workers to save 
and invest in productive assets.

Developing countries also have a shorter life expectancy averaging 51 years 
as compared with 75 years for developed countries, implying that a smaller fraction 
of their population is available as an effective labour force.

Substantial Dependence on Agricultural Produce and Export of Primary 
Products

The majority of the people in developing countries live and work in rural 
areas, Over 75% of the population in African and 63% in Asia are dependant on 
agriculture compared to only 5.5% in North America. Agriculture contributes 
well over 20% of GDP for most developing countries compared to only 3% in 
developed countries.

In Uganda agriculture contributes about 45% of GDP and close to 90% of 
the population like and work in rural areas, heavily dependent on subsistence 
agriculture for a livelihood and the production of a few cash crops for an income.
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The basic reasons for the concentration of people are basic needs of food, 
clothing and shelter.

Agriculture productivity is low because of primitive technology, poor 
organisation and limited physical and human capital inputs.

Primary products account for over 60% of all exports in developing countries 
and over 94% of total export earnings in sub- Saharan Africa.

Other factors include:

(i) Dominance, dependence, and vulnerability in international relations.

(ii) High and rising levels of unemployment and under employment.

(Hi) A dualistic economy.

(iv) Technological backwardness.

Developing countries have high birth rates because—
• Many parents will have a lot of children in the expectation that some will 

die because of the high infant mortality rate.
• Large families.can help in looking after the farm.
• The children will be able to look after their parents if they become old or. 

sick; there may not be a old age pension scheme.

• There may be a shortage of family planning facilities and advice. 

Developed countries have low birth rates because—

• It is expensive to look after large families.

• More women prefer to concentrate on their careers.

• Increasing sexual equality has meant women have more control over their 
own fertility.

• There is a ready availability of contraception and family planning advice. 

Developing countries have high death rates because, in many cases, there are—
• Dirty, unreliable water supplies.
• Poor housing conditions.
• Poor access to medical sevices.
• Endemic disease in some countries.

• Diets that are short in calories and/or protein.

Developed countries have low death rates because, in many cases, there are—

• Good housing conditions.

• Safe water supplies.

• More than enough food to eat.

• Advanced medical services which are easy to access.

NOTES

I V

}
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Summary

• The Oflice of Personal Management (OPM) of USA is the federal 
government human resource agency and works with the President, 
Congress, departments and agencies, and other stakeholders to implement 
human capital policies that assist Federal agencies in meeting their strategic 
goals.

• The UK Civil Service commissioners derive their responsibilities and 
powers from the Civil Service Order in Council 1995 and the Diplomatic 
Service Order in Council 1991, as amended.

• The French public service consists of three main sections - State civil service 
(central administrations, regional and departmental services of the State, 
public establishments of the State), - territorial civil service (civil servants 
of the municipalities, departments and regions), - hospital civil service 
(administrative and nursing staffs of the public hospitals.

• Generally speaking, most countries that follow the principles of common 
law have developed procedures for judicial review that limit the review 
ability of decisions made by administrative law bodies. Often these 
procedures are coupled with legislation or other common law doctrines 
that establish standards for proper rulemaking.

• The process of creating the budget for the United States Government is 
known as the budget process. The framework used by Congress to 
formulate the budget was established by the Budget and Accounting Act 
of 1921, the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, 
and by other budget legislation.

• Financing Acts and the Social Security Financing Acts are special Acts of 
Parliament of France voted and approved through specific procedures.

• Tlie India Planning Commission has been set up in March, 1950 and it 
undertook to draw up 5 year plans for developing the Indian economy. In 
these plans the Planning Commission of India, emphasized particular 
spheres such as industry, employment, agriculture, education, and health.

NOTES

Review Questions

1. What is the recruitment process of public personnel in USA?
2. How are public personnel trained in France?
3. Discuss the process of recruitment of civil servants in India.
4. What is the process of budgeting in UK? Explain.
5. Explain the planning process of India.
6. How are developed countries different from developing countries?
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Further Readings

• Jain R.B., 1983, Public Services in Democratic Context; IIPA: New Delhi.
• Maheshwari S.R. and Awasthi, 1987 Public Administration; Laxmi Narain 
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• Puri K.K. 1985, Public Administration-. Indian Spectrum; Kitab Mahal: 
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NOTES
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STRUCTURE

Introduction
Development Administration 

Sustainable Development
Administrative Governance for Sustainable Development at the Local, 
National and International Level 
Administrative Development for Development 
Bureaucracy and Development
— Development and the Role of Bureaucracy in Third World Countries 
Role of Bureaucracy in Plan Formulation and Its Implementation 

Bureaucracy's Problems
People’s Participation in Development
— Forms of Participation
— Advantages of Participation
Role of Information Technology in Administration
• Summary
• Review Questions
• Further Readings

4.1
4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5
4.6

4.7
4.8

4.9

4.10

Learning Objectives

After going through this chapter, students will be able to:

• discuss the interlinkage between development administration and 
sustainable development;

• describe the role of bureaucracy in the development administration;

• explain concept of people's participation in the development;

• state role of information technology in administration.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Although the beginning of comparative and development administration 

could be traced to late 40s and early 50s, it really became strong during the 60s. 
In 1962, the Comparative Administration Group (CAG) of the American Society 
of Public Administration received financing from the Ford Foundation.

During the heydays of the Comparative Administration (1960-70), the 
membership of CAG grew to more than 500 under the leadership of Fred W. 
Riggs.

NOTES

A sub-field of Comparative Administration also developed viz., Development 
Administration. But, the contributors to this sub-field have not been able to build 
any viable theory. In fact, the writings on the subject have not really been able to 
even bring it into proper focus. Although these sub-fields are not being pursued 
with the same vigour as in sixties, interest in them continues to some extent.

UNIT - I

An efficient administrative machinery is necessary for the timely completion 
of the nation's development and construction works in order to respond to the 
growing desire for development and to avail the fruits of development to every 
household of the people. In order to incorporate and coordinate the technological 
advances in development and construction activities in this fast shrinking world, 
the administrative machinery must be strengthened in order to make it capable, 
powerful, prompt efficient as well as effective in the execution of its functions. 
For this, the administrative and technological capabilities in the upper level should 
be enhanced. It is well known that it will be difficult to implement the 
development and construction works effectively as desired in the absence of 
coordination between the needs of the administrative machinery and development 
and construction works. In this context, it has become very essential to reform 
the administrative machinery in accordance with the time. .

Bureaucracy is the combined organizational structure, procedures, protocols, 
and set of regulations in place to manage activity, usually in large organizations. 
As opposed to adhocracy, it is often represented by standardized procedure (rule
following) that guides the execution of most or all processes within the body; 
formal division of powers; hierarchy; and relationships, intended to anticipate 
needs and improve efficiency,

A bureaucracy traditionally does not create policy but, rather, enacts it. Law, 
policy, and regulation normally originates from a leadership, which creates the 
bureaucracy to implement them. In practice, the interpretation and execution of 
policy, etc. can lead to informal influence - but not necessarily. A bureaucracy is 
directly responsible to the leadership that creates it, such as a government executive
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or board of directors. Conversely, the leadership is usually responsible to an 
electorate, shareholders, membership or whoever is intended to benefit. As a matter 
of pracficaJity, the bureaucracy is where the individual will interface ivith an 
organization such as a government etc., rather than directly with its leadership. 
Generally, larger organizations result in a greater distancing of the individual from 
the leadership, which can be consequential or intentional by design.

It is clear that the implementation of the country's development plan 
accord ing to its target has not been possible because, from the economic point of 
view, the administrative machinery is burdensome and unproductive; in its 
organizational aspects, difficult to manage and control; and from the service v'iew 
point, more government - oriented rather than people -oriented. Further, the 
absence of transparancy and permanence with regard to the proper use of civil 
servants in the country's development works through training, proper placement, 
transfers, promotions, job security, and career development opportunities has 
resulted in the loss of public confidence in and the emergence of an inefficient 
administration. The policy of implementing the recommendations of the 
administration reform commission will be gradually adopted with timely reforms 
in order to effect immediate reforms in a sick administration and to make it 
service oriented. The image of public administration is to be made neutral, fearless, 
impartial and it is to be rendered small and active.

Public bureaucracies play a key role in the process of nation building, socio- 
eco development, policy formulation and policy implementation, especially in 
the context of the developing societies. The maintenance of National integrity and 
the success and failures of various programs of socio-economic development in 
these countries have depended to the great extent on the capacities of these 
bureaucracies.

The bureaucracy in India is the product of two different sets of influences: 
British traditions of the past and the democratic welfare state of the present. The 
bureaucracy, created by the British to maintain the imperialist traditions of a 
colonial Government was a remarkable administrative legacy. However, since the 
end of the colonial period it has been persistently argued that Indian administrators, 
retaining negative aspects of the imperial legacy are maladjusted, lack dedication 
and tend to be authoritarian. In Indian, bureaucratic dysfunction has become a 
norm. The Indian bureaucracy suffers from certain strange paradoxes. A rigid 
adherence to procedure combined with a ready susceptibility to personal pressure 
and intervention.

One of the most undesirable characteristics of bureaucracy in India is that 
administration is treated as a secret even as esoteric process. There is no appreciation 
of the citizens view point and exercises in public relations are aimed more at 
publicity and propaganda than at establishing rapport with the community or 
making genuine attempts to improve the public in the administrative process.

NOTES
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The bureaucracy in India is so rigidly hierarchical that there is no mutual trust 
between Government units or even employees with in a particular department. 
When confronted with a difficult decision. The Indian bureaucrat seldom makes 
any attempt to tackle the problem with initiative and imagination.

The administrative and management culture prevalent in India today reflects 
the family atmosphere and the way people live at home. This rigid nature of ties 
in the family is reflected in the control that people adopt at the office. People are 
actually taught not to question but only to remember and follow. The superiors 
expect loyalty not to the project but to him. Corruption has almost become the 
way of life. A sort of cynicism seems to prevail that one has got to live with it. The 
officers excessive dependence upon notations entered by the junior clerks on 
every file, the out dated administrative procedures and formalism, the excessive 
delay in forwarding an application, the infinite time taken to pass the final order, 
the uncertainty and variance in the application of rules and regulations, methods 
of flattery that encourage subservience for obtaining service, from the 
administrators and the, lubrication required in the form, of payment to powerful 
political or bureaucratic functionaries to get the work done have all become a part 
of the administrative culture of India. Performance is at the level of the lowest 
common denominator.

Apart from its relations with the political leadership, the other factor which, 
influences the administrative culture of India is lack of morality in the 
administration, unethical conduct is not only responsible for carelessness and 
irresponsibility towards citizens. The prevailing political atmosphere, the falling 
standards of public life and the loss of moral values among the political leaders 
have bred a corresponding insensitivity, demoralization and unresponsiveness 
among public officials.

NOTES

4.2 DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
The meaning of development administration is still an issue. George Gant, 

an administrator who is known as an originator of the word "development 
administration", explained the origin and meaning of the word by classifying 
general administration into two aspects ; internal administration and external 
administration. By internal administration, he stressed efficiency in management. 
By external administration, he meant administration concerning all outside factors 
in relation to the organization. These two kind of administration, though different 
in purposes and processes, support each other and aim at the accomplishment of 
objectives. External administration is gaining significance especially in country 
development programs, since the major objectives of development must be taken 
into consideration.

Dr. Edward Weidner, another originator of the term, states that development 
administration is to mold administrative machinery to the objective of
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government. He divides the concept into tvv'O facets, process and area of study. 
By process, development administration means the process through which the 
determined organizational objectives can be accomplished : political, economic 
and social process or country development as a whole. The work of our National 
Economic Development Board may in this viewpoint be considered as a complete 
development administration agency.

Fred W. Riggs views development administration as administration 
according to dynamic social situations. Accordingly, administrative machinery 
must be adapted to the existing and new task.

In short, the ideas of the above three people can be divided as follows. The 
first one is goal oriented i.e., country development by means of development 
administration. The other puts the stress on the process by studying administrative 
problems in a changing period. It also includes administration which tries to 
change social condition in order to support national development.

NOTES

4.3 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Sustainability and sustainable development are concepts that are increasingly 

used in the field of public administration. In considering long-run planning, 
intergenerational equity, reduction of risk, and conservation of resources in 
administrative planning, sustainability may have a significant contributory role. 
ITiis section traces the link between the principles of sustainable development 
and the tenets of development public administration. In the application of broad- 
based sustainable development, it finds the reflection of efficiency, effectiveness, 
and citizen participation. By asking. Are the goals of sustainable development a 
match with public administration practice?, it finds that sustainable development 
may be applied to much of the work of the public sector, including to the provision 
of transportation, public housing, human services, and environmental protection. 
Finally, it suggests the unique contribution of sustainability to the field of public 
administration.

Development, most people would agree, is a term with a positive 
connotation; that is, development is associated with a better future. However, 
whether a given change is regarded as good or bad involves value judgements 
over which it is often difficult to come to agreement. This is not least because 
what we consider good or bad changes over time and is subject to different 
interpretations according to differences in perspectives.

Traditionally, economists have measured development in terms of increasing 
per capita income, or gross domestic product. But if the distribution of income is 
skewed and the poor part of the population is getting poorer even while average 
income increases, many people - including many economists - would hesitate to 
call this development.
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The UN Development Program (1994) defines development as processes 
that increase people's opportunity of choice. Ecologists, for their part, would tend 
to regard processes that threaten environmental robustness as negative even if 
they benefit people.

Others would highlight the state of education and health in the society as 
important factors in meeting basic needs. Education creates knowledge, skills 
and capabilities allowing greater individual choice and freedom and, as such, is 
an important part of development.

Finally, institutional arrangements and governance have important 
ramifications for individual freedom and choice and are, according to some, 
essential parameters by which the level of development should be judged. What 
all these ideas share in common is a focus on making humans better off in one 
way or another. Therefore, for the purposes of this report, development will be 
thought of as an increase in well-being across the members of a society between 
two points in time. While helpful, this definition raises the secondary question of 
what defines well-being.

It seems reasonable to interpret sustainable development as development 
that can continue "forever" or at least for a very long time; say, for several 
generations. Given the discussion in the previous sections, this statement can be 
put more fundamentally: sustainable development is increasing well-being over 
a very long time. Yet more fundamentally: sustainable development is increasing 
consumption, following its broadest economic interpretation, over a very long 
time.

NOTES

It is clear that the time dimension is crucial in sustainable development; it 
is a dynamic concept. It is a development path that can or cannot be continued 
over a very long time. Any given point along the path will be difficult, if not 
impossible, to characterise as sustainable. The reason is that innumerable 
alternative development paths follow from a given point. Some of these paths 
will be sustainable and others will not. However, simply being sustainable does 
not make a development path desirable. It also matters whether it is the sort of 
development path society wants to follow and this depends on what determines 
well-being for its members. Measuring well-being at points over time gives 
evidence whether the current development path is in line with societal goals and 
hence worth sustaining or not.

Sustainable development is a pattern of resource use that aims to meet 
human needs while preserving the environment so that these needs can be met 
not only in the present, but also for future generations. The term was used by the 
Brundtiand Commission which coined what has become the most often-quoted 
definition of sustainable development as development that "meets the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs."
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Sustainable development ties together concern for the carrying capacity of 
natural systems with the social challenges facing humanity. As early as the 1970s 
"sustainability” was employed to describe an economy "in equilibrium with basic 
ecological support systems." Ecologists have pointed to the Limits to'Growth, and 
presented the alternative of a "steady state economy" in order to address 
environmental concerns.

Susta{nablf.DevelopmentinA Globalizing World

NOTES

Globalization as it is taking place today is increasing the divide between the 
rich and the poor. It has to be steered so that it serves not only commercial interests 
but also the social needs of development.

Global business thrives on, and therefore encourages and imposes, high 
levels of homogeneity in consumer preferences. On the other hand, for 
development to be locally appropriate and sustainable, it must be guided by 
local considerations which lie in cultural diversify and tradition.s. Therefore 
recognition at the policy level, of the significance of diversity, and the need to 
preserve it, is an important precondition for sustainable development.

In an increasingly globalizing economy, developing countries, for want of 
the appropriate skills, are often at a disadvantage in negotiating and operating 
multilateral trade agreements. Regional cooperation for capacity building is 
therefore necessary to ensure their effective participation in all stages of multilateral 
trade.

Globalization is driven by a vast, globally spread, human resource engine 
involving millions of livelihoods. Their security is sometimes threatened by local 
events causing global distortions (e.g, the impact of the WTC attack on jobs in 
India or, in a wider context, sanctions against countries not conforming to 
'international' prescriptions in human rights or environment related maters). 
Mechanisms to safeguard trade and livelihoods, especially in developing countries, 
must be evolved and negotiated to make globalization an effective vehicle of 
sustainable development.

War and armed conflict are a major threat to sustainable development. It is 
imperative to evolve effective mechanisms for mediation in such situations and 
to resolve contentious issues without compromising the larger developmental 
goals of the conflicting parties.

Protecting and Managing the Natuelal Resource Base of Economic and 
Social Development

The integration of agriculture with land and water management, and with 
ecosystem conservation is essential for both environmental sustainability and 
agricultural production.
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An environmental perspective must guide the evaluation of all development 
projects, recognizing the role of natural resources in local livelihoods. This 
recognition must be informed by a comprehensive understanding of the 
perceptions and opinions of local people about their stakes in the resource base.

To ensure the sustainability of the natural resource base, the recognition of 
all stakeholders in it and their roles in its protection and management is essential. 
There is need to establish well-defined and enforceable rights (including customary 
rights) and security of tenure, and to ensure equal access to land, water and other 
natural and biological resources. It should be ensured that this applies, in particular, 
to indigenous communities, women and other disadvantaged groups living in 
povertyT

NOTES

Water governance arrangements should protect ecosystems and preserve 
or restore the ecological integrity of all natural water bodies and their catchments. 
This will maintain the wide range of ecological services that healthy ecosystems 
provide and the livelihoods that depend upon them.

Biomass is, and will continue for a long time to be, a major source of fuel 
and energy, especially for the rural poor. Recognizing this fact, appropriate 
mechanisms must be evolved to make such consumption of biomass sustainable, 
through both resource management and the promotion of efficient and minimally 
polluting technologies, and technologies which will progressively reduce the 
pressures on biomass, which cause environmental degradation.

The traditional approaches to natural resource management such as sacred 
groves and ponds, water harvesting and management systems, etc., should be 
revived by creating institutional mechanisms which recapture the ecological 
wisdom and the spirit of community management inherent in those systems.

PovertyEradicationand Sustainable Liveuhoods

Poverty and a degraded environment are closely inter-related, especially 
where people depend for their livelihoods primarily on the natural resource base 
of their immediate environment. Restoring natural systems and improving natural 
resource management practices at the grassroots level are central to a strategy to 
eliminate poverty.

The survival needs of the poor force them to continue to degrade an already 
degraded environment. Removal of poverty is therefore a prerequisite for the 
protection of the environment.

Poverty magnifies the problem of hunger and malnutrition. The problem 
is further compounded by the inequitable access of the poor to the food that is 
available. It is therefore necessary to strengthen the public distribution system to 
overcome this inequity. Diversion of common and marginal lands to 'economically 
useful purposes' deprives the poor of a resource base which has traditionally met 
many of their sustenance needs.
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Market forces also lead to the elimination of crops that have traditionally 
been integral to the diet of the poor, thereby threatening food security and 
nutritional status.

While conventional economic development leads to the elimination of 
several traditional occupations, the process of sustainable development, guided 
by the need to protect and conserve the environment, leads to the creation of 
new jobs and of opportunities for the reorientation of traditional skills to new 
occupations.

Women, while continuing to perform their traditional domestic roles' are 
increasingly involved in earning livelihoods. In many poor households they are 
often the principal or the sole breadwinners. A major thrust at the policy level is 
necessary to ensure equity and justice for them.

Literacy and a basic education are essential for enabling the poor to access 
the benefits offered by development initiatives and market opportunities. Basic 
education is therefore a precondition for sustainable development.

A sizeable proportion (about 60 per cent according to some estimates) of 
the population is not integrated into the market economy. Ensuring the security 
of their livelihoods is an imperative for sustainable development.

Changing Unsustainable Pattebns of Consumption and Production

With increasing purchasing power, wasteful consumption linked to market 
driven consumerism is stressing the resource base of developing countries further. 
It is important to counter this through education and public awareness.

In several areas, desirable limits and standards for consumption need to be 
established and applied through appropriate mechanisms including education, 
incentives and legislation.

Several traditional practices that are sustainable and environment friendly 
continue to be a regular part of the lives of people in developing countries. These 
need to be encouraged rather than replaced by more 'modern' but unsustainable 
practices and technologies.

Development decisions regarding technology and infrastructure are a major 
determinant of consumption patterns. It is therefore important to evaluate and 
make development decisions which structurally lead to a more sustainable society.

Technologies exist through which substantial reduction in consumption of 
resources is possible. Efforts to identify, evaluate, introduce and use these 
technologies must be made.

Subsidies often lead to wasteful and unsustainable consumption by 
distorting the value of a resource. All pricing mechanisms must be evaluated 
from a sustainable development point of view.

NOTES
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Health AND Sustainable Development

Human health in its broadest sense of physical, mental and spiritual 
wellbeing is to a great extent dependent on the access of the citizen to a healthy 
environment. For a healthy, productive and fulfilling life every individual should 
have the physical and economic access to a balanced diet, safe drinking water, 
clean air, sanitation, environmental hygiene, primary health care and education.

Access to safe drinking water and a healthy environment should be a 
fundamental right of every citizen.

Citizens of developing countries continue to be vulnerable to a double 
burden of diseases. Traditional diseases such as malaria and cholera, caused by 
unsafe drinking water and lack of environmental hygiene, have not yet been 
controlled. In addition, people are now falling prey to modern diseases such as 
cancer and AIDS, and stress-related disorders.

Many of the widespread ailments among the poor in developing countries 
are occupation-related, and are contracted in the course of work done to fulfil the 
consumption demands of the affluent, both within the country and outside.

The strong relationship between health and the state of the environment in 
developing countries is becoming increasingly evident. This calls for greater 
emphasis on preventive and social medicine, and on research in both occupational 
health and epidemiology.

Because of the close link, there needs to be greater integration between the 
ministries of Health and Environment, and effective coordination and cooperation 
between them.

Basic health and educational facilities in developing countries need to be 
strengthened. The role of public health services must give preventive health care 
equal emphasis as curative health care. People should be empowered through 
education and awareness to participate in managing preventive health care related 
to environmental sanitation and hygiene.

Most developing countries are repositories of a rich tradition of natural 
resource-based health care. This is under threat, on the one hand from modem 
mainstream medicine, and on the other from the degradation of the natural 
resource base. Traditional medicine in combination with modem medicine must 
be promoted while ensuring conservation of the resource base and effective 
protection of IPRs of traditional knowledge.

Developing countries should also strive to strengthen the capacity of their 
health care systems to deliver basic health services and to reduce environment- 
related health risks by sharing of health awareness and medical expertise globally.

NOTES
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AdministrationSUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AT THE LOCAL.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS
NOTES

Local

Effective management of resources requires participation by all stakeholders. 
At the local level, strengthening democratic institutions generally leads to better 
and more sustained management of natural resources,

To enhance effectiveness of people's participation in local governance, 
committees comprising both elected and executive members of local bodies and 
representatives of community groups, must be formed. Appropriate capacity 
building would enable them to undertake local development activities according 
to community priorities, monitor project implementation and manage 
community assets. Where the conditions for such community empowerment 
have already been created, as in India through the 73rd and 74tb amendments of 
its Constitution, effective implementation of the provisions should be ensured.

All members of society are the stakeholders of sustainable development. 
Women make up half of this group. Affirmative action to erisure representation 
and power to women in local governance, and appropriate capacity building, are 
necessary to make them effective and equal partners in the development process.

Social groups which have been traditionally discriminated against must be 
represented in local governance and empowered to ensure that they become 
effective and mainstream partners in development.

Children are a valuable asset of every society. It is the responsibility not 
only of the parents but of the community that children realize their potential 
fully, growing up in a healthy, enriching and fulfilling environment. Ensuring the 
provision of such an environment is a major challenge of governance afthe local 
level.

The occupational, cultural and economic heterogeneity of population is on 
the whole a major asset in making development sustainable; but there are times 
of crisis when the same heterogeneity can become the basis of conflict and social 
insecurity. It is imperative to evolve participatory mechanisms of governance 
involving citizen groups and local authorities which will provide effective means 
of conflict resolution.

National

Sustainable development is achieved through optimizing gains from several 
variables, rather than maximizing those from a single one. This requires 
government departments, by convention sectorally organized, to work together, 
or in some cases as a single multi-disciplinary authority. For this joint planning, 
transparency and coordination in implementation are required.
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The richness of skills available in society must be harnessed through 
partnerships involving institutions in civil society, such as NGOs, CBOs, corporate 
(including private) bodies, academic and research institutions, trade unions, etc., 
which must be made an integral part of planning and implementation for 
sustainable development

There is on the one hand a surfeit of laws, many of them outmoded and 
irrelevant On the other hand, effective enforcement is lacking in respect of laws 
relevant to contemporary concerns and cotnducive to governance. This calls for a 
thorough review of laws, elimination of those which are outmoded, and 
simplification of the procedures for implementing those which are relevant

Internal reviews as well as learnings from international experience should 
be the basis of identifying and filling gaps in existing laws. It must however, be 
recognized that laws in themselves do not provide solutions, unless there are 
mechanisms to effectively enforce them.

There are many traditional systems and practices whose value and validity 
needs to be recognized and brought into the mainstream of governmental 
development thinking and policy. Appropriate mechanisms for integrating them 
need to be created.

Many policies were framed either before sustainable development became 
a major concern or in a sectoral perspective. These need to be reviewed from the 
point of view of sustainable development. All future policies must be guided by 
considerations of sustainable development.

Areas lacking policies should be identified and adequate policies compatible 
with the imperatives of sustainable development framed, taking into account 
successful examples, of policies and initiatives in similar areas.

International

NOTES

There is both a need and a scope for regional and global cooperation in 
sustainabl^evelopment. Some 
riparian issues, transboundary environmental impacts, management of 
bioresources, technology sharing and sharing of sustainable development 
experiences.

of the areas of common concern are marine and

Efforts must be made, especially by developing countries, to work towards 
synergizing experiences and raising shared regional concerns as a strong united 
front in international forums. Mechanisms must be put in place to facilitate such 
international exchange of domestic and global experiences in sustainable 
development.

There must be mechanisms for monitoring the compliance of countries to 
their obligations under various environmental agreements. Currently there is a 
multiplicity of institutions with fragmented responsibilities. A better governance 
regime is required to ensure cooperation and compliance.
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We are living in an age of technological revolution where computers are 
now an integral part of our work processing. Inspite of this high technology 
development human resources remains the most important resource in an 
organisation. The earlier idea of personnel management in the sense of a 
manipulative resource management like financial or inventory management had 
since been replaced by a more dynamic and positive concept of human resource 
management.

Tlrerefore , the role of bureaucracy is a complex and challenging area of 
speaciaiisation. More so, in third world countries contemporaneous challenges 
and the nature of tasks which a bureaucrat faces have undergone changes of 
great magnitude, both in quality and diversity. In the developing countries, welfare 
orientation in administration has necessitated taking a new look at the existing 
bureaucratic policies and practices. In sharp contrast to the role of Public Service 
Commissions as solely examination conducting agencies, search has been going 
on to evolve a suitable model which takes care of various issues relating to other 
bureaucratic matters in a converted way. Central personnel agencies have been 
conceived as agencies to improve working of the services by a more methodical 
and unified control. They are also expected to coordinate action of various 
departments in the field of personnel policies.lt should be clear that personnel or 
human resource management is a staff function whose basic purpose is to help 
the organisation to achieve its goal. The significance of the personnel management 
system and bureaucracy has direct bearing on the evolving organisation designs 
and structures. In public administration, the role of bureaucracy constitutes a 
vital role for efficient administration. In other words, the efficiency of the total 
administrative system depends on the efficient working of its bureaucrats.

NOTES

4.5 ADMINISTRATIVE DVELQPMENT FOR
DEVELOPMENT

Management means getting things done with proper use of materials : 
human resource, financial resource and material and infrastructural resource. 
This involves enlisting human efforts and releasing human energy within an 
organization. Therefore, Human Resource management forms the core of 
management furrctions. Whatever be the position of the senior management 
people in an organization - it can be in financial management sector, or production 
management wing or any other sector of activities - a manager has essentially to 
look after two things: work management and personal management. Management 
of work is integrally connected with management of personnel. In a big 
organization, personnel functions are sought to be concentrated in a personnel 
department, which, then assumes the character of a staff agency.
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In administration, personnel administration constitutes a vital sector of 
administration. It is a truism that no administration can rise very high above the 
quality of its administrators. In ofherwords, the efficiency of the total administrative 
system depends on the efficient working of its personnel subsystem.

After the second world war, many of the Afro-Asian states emerged out of 
the colonial experience and embarked on radical socio-economic reconstructions 
in a planned manner.

The main focus of state activity changed from revenue collection and law 
and order maintenance to speedy development of human and natural resources, 
removal of povert)’ and malnutrition and upgrading of the quality of life of the 
common man. The role of administration changed from 'Executive' mode to 
'managerial' mode. Pai Panandiker says 'the executive' type of admihnistration is 
largely designed to carry out the directions of the government; it seeks to fulfil all 
the legal requirements of public service. By and large, the functions of this type 
are to maintain law and order, to regulate social and economic life of the society 
in accordance with statutory requirements, and to carry our governmental 
directions. In contrast, the 'management' oriented development administration 
is programmatically inclined and it focuses its attention not merely on 'carrying 
out' of the various governmental directions but rather on securing programmatic 
values or, in other words, on the achievement of goals and successful completion 
of programmes. Mr. K. Hanumanthaiya made the following remark which is 
very relevant "The British left behind an administrative machine which was meant 
for colonial administration. We have not, however, during the last fiftynine years 
since we attained Independence, made any substantial changes in the system so 
as to reorient it to the goals of development and welfare.

In the contemporary world, it is not possible for anyone to avoid 
confrontation with governmental agencies such as police, tax municipal authorities, 
authorities dealing with public utilities like public transport sanitation, supply of 
electricity, supply water, pollution etc. many times a day within our normal daily 
routine. The realm of bureaucratic authorities has gained in size and importance 
owing to the enormous horizon of the modern political regimes, which tends to 
encompass manifold activities with a view to achieving goals in a more scientific 
way. No modem state can think of surviving without the minimum support of 
the bureaucratic structures, as these agencies are capable of achieving objectives 
in an extremely efficient manner for big governmental organisations and other 
public sector institutions.

Civil service and other administrative agencies-dominate modem societies 
and political regimes. These agencies comprising the members of the executive 
branch below the chief political executive are normally responsible for not only 
implementing public policies but also influence the process of policy making. 
'There has been an increase in the size of government bureaucracies all over the

NOTES
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world as a result of the proliferation in the governmental functions. But the growth 
of the modem state and the demands of the social and economic development 
have given rise to administrative structures and their multiplication. These 
bureaucratic structures have assumed immense importance and power in view 
of their technical, intellectual superiority and expertise compares to their amateur 
less educated political executives.

Relationship between Political and Permanent Executives

Power is the most important variable in the study of the bureaucracy. The 
control of bureaucracy by political leaders has of late diminished due to the growth 
in the size and discretionary powers of bureaucracies. The relationship between 
the political leaders and bureaucracy is very intricate and complex, symbiotic as 
far as the formation and implementation of policies is concerned. Bureaucratic 
help, guidance and support are vital to the political leadership and bureaucrats 
have many assets : their permanence, freedom from electoral worries,their 
knowledge of the files, and their control of communication - which they can use 
to get their way in encounters with political masters. .

Relationship between the bureaucracy and the politicians shows that there 
is a general trend towards strengthening of bureaucracies vis-ci-vis the political 
structures. But to generalize this is not easy, keeping in view the fact that the 
specific situation varies from country to country. In Britain, bureaucrats are 
recruited and trained to show political sensitivity, their influence will, therefore, 
be interpretative. But French political system, being characterised by greater 
political instability and the traditions of stronger political authority, makes too 
much use of bureaucracy. Bureaucratic power is concentrated in the two wings 
of the administrative system ; grands corps and the polytechnicians. Due to their 
broad based education, highly elitist character, the bureaucrats are well equipped 
to exercise power and keep a grip over administrative machinery.

It appears the bureaucracy occupies a relatively subordinate position vis-a- 
vis the political executives in the USA. There is a system of appointment of political 
executives on a very large scale at the will of the American President. But these 
appointments are done in a hasty manner. Besides, there are short tenured and 
temporary in nature and sometimes the lack of party discipline and programmes 
make these appointees less significant in the political system. As a result, the 
permanent executive emerge more powerful and influential.

NOTES -

UNIT - III

In modem democratic political nations, bureaucracy is entrusted with the 
function to implement the rules and policies made by the legislature. Rule 
implementation is considered to be 'mechanical' and a 'quasi-automatic process'.
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But this view is 'oversimplified' as administrators help heir ministers to prepare 
the decisions as they cannot draft all the rules and regulations without the help of 
the bureaucrats. Therefore, the help given by the administrators to their ministers 
is great magnitude in view of the fact that even rule-making has become a very 

• complex function. The political regimes are involved in the preparation of both 
short and long-term socio-economic development plans and policies. Hence it 
would be ironical to say that the administrators just play a role in the 
implementation of the rules and programmes formulated by the state from time 
to time, instead, their contribution in the filed of formulation of the rules, 
regulations, policies, and programmes is very important and of far reaching 
consequences.

But, even the process of implementation should not be considered as 
“automatic and mechanical". Rule implementation is also a decision making 
process as the administrators have to choose one path from among various 
alternatives available to them.

NOTES

4.6 BUREAUCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT
Bureaucracy has become a universal phenomenon. It is a pre-requisite of 

modernization of every society. Most developing countries are engaged in the 
process of nation building and bringing about rapid socio-economic development, 
i.e., providing social services such as health, education, infrastructure like roads, 
electricity, productive activities in agriculture, industry etc. The complex of such 
formidable activities connected with the development enterprise is essentially 
government's responsibility. Here, public administration becomes the key agency 
of development. Bureaucracy can immensely contribute to development by 
serving as an adviser, as an inventor, and a decision-maker. It can vitalize 
administration by building up a social environment emphasizing responsibility 
by creating incentives, by encouraging healthy competition and self-development, 
by organizing institutional management under competent and progressive 
leadership and by delegating authority to lower levels for maximizing 
development.

Bureaucracy constitutes the apparatus and mechanism through which the 
state realizes its purposes. It has been rightly said that a country's life is largely 
shaped by the quality of administration. A plan can succeed only if its 
administrative implications have been worked out in detail. Hence, a high degree ^ 
of bureaucratic competence is essential to push through speedy development 
measures. In most developing countries, the problem is not the inability of the 
governments to devise rational programmes for development, but their incapacity 
to carry them out.

Recent trends indicate that in the emerging developing societies, 
bureaucracy has come to acquire the following features:
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Bureaucracy has been regarded as an important instrument for 
modernisation, growth and development. But experiences generally in third world 
shows that bureaucracy has not been able to deliver goods as effectively as the 
theorists on bureaucracy had desired and expected. Infact,the structural and 
behavioural characteristics of bureaucracy proved to be instrumental in impeding 
development.

Secondly, unlike the developed countries there is less differentiation of 
functions in the developing countries as a result of which the powers and 
importance of bureaucracy crossed its legitimate limits.

Tliirdly, appointments are done on the ground of merit, which is judged 
through a public competitive examination comprising both written and personality 
tests. But the intervention of primordial factors such as personal, caste, tribal, 
ethnic or religious considerations is still a tragic reality. Favours are bestowed on 
the basis of non-merit factors to those who qualify the written tests. Appointment 
to important posts is done mainly on the nonmerit considerations. Ethnic 
considerations have emerged as a strong basis for public appointments. In states 
like India, there is a system of reservation of seats to the members of most and 
other backward castes and classes in the matters of public appointments. This is 
done with a view to make bureaucracy a representative bureaucracy. Such practices 
tend to limit the ability of slates to make effective rules for the society. There is 
absence of uniform procedures regarding the selection and recruitment of 
bureaucrats. This adversely effects bureaucratic efficiency which results in 
administrative inefficiency.

Fourthly, the politicisation of bureaucracy is another characteristic in the 
developing countries like India. The concept of "committed bureaucracy" was 
mooted by the Late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in the late 1960s implying that 
bureaucrats should be committed to the party in power. But due to great public 
cry, Mrs. Gandhi had to later revise her stance clarifying that what she wanted 
was commitment to the basic law of the land rather than the government. But 
the fact is that there has been erosion of the principle of bureaucratic neutrality 

■ in India. The appointment to top officials both at the centre and the states are 
done on the basis of personal,ethnic,caste and party considerations. The 
reshuffling and transfers of civil servants before and after the elections have become 
a common phenomenon. The situation in African states is still worse than the 
situation in Asia. In Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Nigeria, and Uganda as the policy 
of political mobilisatioin became an established feature of p olitical systems, the 
political parties felt it necessary to look for the support of the bureaucratic 
machinery. As a result, a variety of pattern of links between the political parties 
and the bureaucracy came into play in these nations. CHving to these relationships, 
the bureaucracies in these states appear to function in a subservient status vis-a- 
vis the office of the Presidency within the framework of African socialist ideology

NOTES
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and benevolent welfare capitalism. The enmity between the political p arties and 
the state bureaucracies have at times become quite intensive, giving more impetus 
to the office of Presidency and to the institutionalisation of patrimonalism and 
personal rulership. Such phenomenon is present in the Latin American countries 
also.

NOTES

Fifthly and finally another feature of bureaucracy in developing countries 
is the existence of large scale corruption within its ranks. In a recent survey, it was 
found that Indians tops in paying the bribes and kick backs'even in foreign 
countries to gain favour in business.

Development AND the Role of Bureaucracy in Third World Countries

After 1945 War, the former colonies were to attempt a mammoth exercise 
to bring about development in their respective countries.The goals of the rapid 
economic development were to be combined with the democratic political 
development. Development meant nation-building, growth, equity, democracy, 
stability and autonomy. These countries had inherited a colonial bureaucracy. 
The characteristics of colonial bureaucracy included centralisation of authority, 
hierarchical, generalist administrators, neutrality. Such a bureaucracy was elitist, 
authoritarian and paternalistic. Any organisation of such characteristics as colonial 
bureaucracy cannot be effective in playing a role in the development process. 
Therefore the task of policing and revenue collection came to be doubted as the 
effective tool for development and growth.

But some scholars made a plea to these countries to attempt to strength the 
centralised, efficient and strong bureaucracies, if they were to achieve the task of 
economic,social and political development. Joseph La Palombara argued for a 
powerful bureaucracy is said to be essential if one is to' override the disintegrating 
influences of artificial political boundaries, the competitive forces of familial and 
tribal structures,the difficulty for organising and financing political parties, the 
low energy output of the population and the tendency of the population to want 
to expand funds on consumer gadgets rather than on capital formation. In 
developing states, powerful bureaucracies are simply necessary evils that one 
must leam to tolerate, hoping for the best from a democratic standpoint.

It can be concluded with these discussions that despite the serious criticism 
and the dysfunctionalities with which bureaucracy suffers, it has come to stay as 
a vital and effective institution of goverance. No politicar regime of whatever 
nature and ideology can do without it. However, there are considerable differences 
about the way the bureaucracy functions and the kind of role it performs in 
different political regimes depending upon the way its members are recruited 
trained and inducted in the political system. Its specific role in governance would 
also depend upon the relationship with other political institutions and the political 
leadership in the country concerned. In the past two decades, the emergence of
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new public management movement in most countries has sought to downsize 
the role and apparatus of bureaucracy in most political regimes; but nowhere in 
the world has bureaucracy come to be completely abolished, which reinforces its 
continued importance in shaping the activities of modern political regimes, 
particularly economic development, efficient administration and stability.

Infact, the success of the plan formulation and implementation, effectiveness 
and efficiency of governmental operations, achievement of targets and 
organisational goals largely depend upon the functional efficiency of the 
administrative and tecimical personnel at all levels. The top level administators, 
however, should be able to relate the accelerating rate of technological change to 
present and projected programmes. They should be aware of economic and social 
forces ^vhich have an import on governmental business. The civil service by and 
large claims to be responsive. It is apparent that the single.most important 
motivating factor for staff is the opportunity to be of service to the public. It 
seems almost miraculous that the desire to genuinely serve the public should be 
bom, should survive and; should flourish admist all the politics, tensions and 
impersonal imperatives of modern bureaucracy. The concept of service, has thus 
remained conspicuous in spite of the many changes which might have been 
expected to erode it.

The rapid unending expansion of developmental activities has created 
complex problems and the greatest single obstacle to progress is the shortage of 
trained manpower. This problem can be surmounted only by instituting right 
type of personnel policy with the objective of producing, as rapidly as possible, 
the skilled and knowledgeable personnel needed in modem administration. In 
scientific management, efficiency is understood to the synonymous with economy 
in operations.

Representative Bureaucracy: Emerging Trend

Recent Studies on the social background of top administrators in some of 
the countries have shown that higher civil servants might be said to form a 'distant 
social group' or to serve as the 'representative' of the upper classes, but as efforts 
are being made to broadbase the civil service representation, the composition is 
changing though the pace is slow. It is interesting to note that social perspectives 
having entered the bureaucracy through the recruitment process, and reflecting 
the social background of civil servants, has been an important theme in recent 
administrative studies. The basic argument has been that bureaucrats carry their 
class prejudices into, their official life land only when all classes are properly 
represented in the civil service when the different viewpoints get due 
consideration. Studies have shown that higher civil service in India is largely 
drawn from a small (10%) section of the community. The position is no different 
in most advanced as well as developing countries, as the middle class occupational

NOTES
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groups dominate the higher civil service to the extent of 80- to 85 per cent. Iranian 
civil service reflects in its composition an increasing number and proportion of 
members vv'ith higher educational qualifications. In Australia, for many decades, 
both the commonwealth public service and the various state services were recruited 
at the school-leaving level and the junior school level. The recruitment was for 
routine jobs and promotion to higher positions was selective. It kept the best 
people out. India, Bangladesh and Pakistan differ from the more advanced ones 
essentially in the high degree of its overrepresentation which depends on the 
proportionate strength of the middle class in the total work force. Many attribute 
the success of American democracy to the representative character of the Federal 
civil service. On the other hand Bruce Hacket has observed that, "the finding 
that higher civil servants in the United States have been drawn from a rather 
broad social base in contrast to the traditional experience of some European 
societies, might be viewed as evidence that in this case recruitment has been 
mainly on the basis of talent or technical proficiency rather than social 
considerations.

The bureaucracy has also been viewed as a representative institution, 
differing from its European counterparts mainly in being more "democratic in 
this respect". In Africa, the public view of the government service has been one 
of suspicion. There is sHII too much of a tendency for civil servants to regard 
themselves as privileged intellectual elite removed from the politicians as well as 
from the masses.

NOTES

UNIT - IV

The concept of bureaucracy was fully developed by Max Weber. In the 
Weberian analysis, bureaucracy refers to the sociological concept of rationalisation 
of collective activities. According to Weber, it is important for the constitution of 
modem complex society, irrespective of its political complexion-capitalist or 
socialist. It describes a form or design of organisation which assures predictability 
of the behaviour of employees. Certain design strategies are built into the 
bureaucratic form of organisation :

(a) All tasks necessary for the accomplishment of goals are divided into highly 
specialised jobs Thus division of labour and specialisation are ensured in 
the organisation.

(b) Each task is performed according to a consistent system of abstract rules. 
This ensures uniformity and coo^nation.
Each member in the organisation is accountable to a superior for his and 
his subordinates' actions. The principle of hierarchy is thus emphasised. 
Each official conducts the business of his office in an impersonal, formalistic 
manner.

<c)

(d)
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(e) Employment is based on technical qualifications and is protected against 
arbitrary dismissal. Promotions are based on seniority and achievement.

Weber's model of bureaucracy, it has been stated, serves as a frame of'-.- 
reference for social research into bureaucratic realities. This model is considered 
to be an 'ideal-type' or 'classical model'. To the extent the stated characteristics 
are present to the maximum in an organisation, that organisation is considered to 
have an ideal type of bureaucracy.

From the Weberian formulation, one can deduce a set of structural features 
and another set of behavioural characteristics. Structurally, a bureaucratic form 
of organisation exhibits the following characteristics :

Division of Labour

NOTES

ITie total task of the organisation is broken down into a number of specialised
functions.

Hierarchy
The structure of bureaucracy is hierarchical. The extent of authority is 

determined by the levels within the hierarchy.

System of Rules
The rights and duties of the employees and the modes of doing work are 

governed by clearly laid down rules. Observance of rules is said to prevent 
arbitrariness and bring about efficiency.

Role Specificity
Every employee's role in the organisation is clearly earmarked with specific 

job description. The organisation's expectations of each employee are limited to 
his job description.

The set of behavioural characteristics of bureaucracy can be described as
follows:

Rationality
Bureaucracy represents a rational form of organisation. Decisions are taken 

on strict evidence. Alternatives are considered objectively to arrive at a decision.

Impersonality
A bureaucratic form of organisation does not entertain any irrational 

sentiments. Personal likes and dislikes are not expected to come in the way of 
work performance. Official business is conducted without regard for persons. It 
is a machine-like organisation and as such it is characterised by high degree of 
impersonality.

Rule Orientation
Depersonalisation of the organisation is achieved through formulation of 

rules and procedures which lay down the way of doing work. The employees are 
to strictly follow the rules in discharge of their duties.
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Neutrality
As, an aspect of impersonality, this characteristic implies unbiased thinking 

i.e., bureaucracy serves any kind of political regime without being aligned to it. It 
has commitment to work only and to no other value.

As against these positive behavioural characteristics of bureaucracy, there 
are certain negative or dysfunctional characteristics. These are (a) buck-passing 
(b) red-tapism (c) reluctance to delegate authority (d) extreme objectiveness (e) 
strict adherence to rules and regulations (fi rigidity (g) unresponsiveness to popular 
demands and desires (h) self aggrandisement (i) conservatism (j) precedent 
addiction (k) diffusion of responsibility (1) ignoring human element in 
administrative behaviour (m) arrogance etc.

NOTES

4.7 ROLE OF BUREAUCRACY IN PLAN FORMULATION
AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION

Bureaucracy has a very important role in bringing and sustaining 
development and growth in a country. It is almost universally expected that 
bureaucracy be so designed and shaped as to respond willingly and effectively to 
policy leadership from outside its own ranks. Bureaucracies under a wide variety 
of political regimes display similarities and diversities at the same time. As Ferrel 
Heady has said, "bureaucracy should be basically instrumental in its operation, 
that it should serve as an agent and not as master".

But we cannot assert that bureaucracy can or should play strictly an 
instrumental role, univolved in policy making and unaffected by exposure to 
political process. In fact the major cause for wony about bureaucracy is the 
possibility of its moving away from the instrumental role to become a primary 
power wielder in the political system. La Palarnbora felt that restricting the 
bureaucracy to an instrumental role is all the more difficult in developing nations 
"where the bureaucracy may be the most coherent power centre and where, in 
addition, the major decisions regarding national development are likely to involve 
authoritative rule-making and ru le-application by governmental structure which 
results in the emergence of 'over-powering' bureaucracies".

Bernard Brown and Milton Esman acknowledge the centrality of 
administration in developing systems, while advocating that it be strengthened 
rather than downgraded.

Thus, bureaucracy essentially is an instrumentality of the government and 
is an aid, an essential equipment, for operational purposes. Bureaucracy by its, 
recruitment, training, style and culture is best suited for playing the role of adviser 
to politicians rather than playing the politician's role. In any democratic set-up, 
where the party with the mandate of majority of the people gets the controlling 
authority to govern, it is the politicians who have to fulfil people's demands and 
aspirations; they reflect nation's will. Therefore, any one who does not represent
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the people cannot speak for them. Bureaucrats thus have no primacy, no 
supremacy, in determining such macro-level national policies. They can, at best, 
tender professional advice and render assistance, as may be needed from time to 
time, to the political policy makers in defining and refining the policies. They 
play, most certainly, the significant crucial role in implementing such policies 
and taking decisions within the overall framework of such policies.

In normal circumstances, the bureaucrats, since they are professionally 
trained in their art of "driving under direction”, have perfected the technique of 
'decision-making'. But otherwise, when it comes to "discontinuity" or 
"uncertainty", that is, at the time of emergency, the) look for directives and seek 
dictates. Rule application, rule interpretation and ruleadjudication are some of 
the tasks better done by the bureaucrats. Politicians do not remain in power 
permanently as they come and go through time-bound electoral process. Political 
executives are temporary masters, but bureaucrats are permanent employees of 
the state. They are recruited for their superior merit, knowledge, professional 
competence, technical know-how, experience and expertise. Their primary 
concern is goal realisation. It is only after the laws regarding the social, political 
and economic issues have been made that the bureaucrats come in the picture. 
And whatever further is required to implement these laws is taken over by the 
bureaucrats and completed. Whether it is the making of rules and regulations 
under the system of 'delegated legislation' or issuance of necessary directives and 
guidelines, the bureaucracy performs its functions rather well.

Administrative efficiency through a series of decision-making and decision- 
implementing activities is the handiwork of bureaucracy. If bureaucracy is often 
criticised for inefficiency in administration, its deficiencies, slowness, conservatism, 
negativism, delays etc. It has also to be appreciated for all iris achievements in 
terms of socio-economic development and progress.

There is no doubt that the traditional 'legal-rational' concept of bureaucracy 
has undergone a change. As discussed earlier, the bureaucracy is not just 
instrumental any more, waiting for orders to execute, unmoved, unconcerned 
by any changes. It functions with emotional and psychological involvement in 
executing programmes. The old time distinction and water-tight 
compartmentalisation between policy and execution is fast disappearing. In the 
present developmental administration landscape, the bureaucrat has to take the 
lead. In expanding arena of science and technology, the bureaucrat is every where, 
and has to administer and manage all developmental programmes. In the present 
times, the bureaucrat cannot afford to be a passive onlooker, and in many cases, 
he/she has to be pioneering, and display risk taking entrepreneurial skills.

Bureaucracy plays an instrumental role in converting the government 
policies into programmes, programmes into projects and projects into tasks for 
bringing about development. In a developing country like India, government

NOTES
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has to act as the "regulator, mediator, underwriter, provider of services, promoter 
of national standards of decent living and economic and social diagnostician and 
repairman". State penetration in development process is vital in a country 
committed towards achieving full employment, satisfactory rate of growth, stable 
prices, healthy balance of payments, increased production and equitable 
distribution; this automatically calls for bureaucratic intervention In situations of 
development and change, bureaucracy provides the vast majority of necessary 
professional, technical and entrepreneurial resources. Without bureaucracy, 
government cannot function and will not be able to achieve whatever goals it has 
set for social and economic advancement. Bureaucracy is the agency of such 
accomplishment. It is involved in all major economic and social activities viz., 
education and literacy, health and family welfare, rural development and renewal, 
industrialisation and urbanisation, institutional restructuring, infrastructural 
modernisation and diverse nation-building programmes.

The importance of bureaucracy is fast growing. The larger the doses of 
development the greater is going to be the crucial significance of bureaucracy. 
Now let us understand some of the reasons responsible for growing importance 
of bureaucracy in recent years.

Increasing Population

If one takes a look at the national scenario, it is apparent that population is 
increasing. This is more so particularly in developing societies where the 
population is increasing in geometrical proportion, outpacing the resource- 
generation and all other developmental endeavours. Population explosion implies 
more mouths to be fed, which means more food requirement and this necessitates 
higher production. This requires provision of all necessary ingredients like 
irrigation, fertilisers, seeds, storage, marketing etc. Similar is the situation in regard 
to industry. It is the administrative bureaucracy which is called upon to take 
charge and manage these tasks. The bureaucracy becomes the 'go-between' with 
the people on the one hand and government dh the other. The importance of 
bureaucracy would naturally rise with the expanding role it is asked to play.

Industrial Development

Industrial development of the country, economic growth through trade 
and commerce, setting up of steel plants, petrochemicals, fertiliser plants etc., 
inevitably lead to expansion of administration and reliance on bureaucracy. It is 
required, not only in policy-programmes but also, for ground level executiohal 
activities.

The Growing Need of Welfare of People

The 'Welfare State' philosophy with the fundamental objective of rendering 
service to the people necessitating, all round societal development has made it

NOTES
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imperative to usher in a 'bureaucratic state'. Where government is the only 
significant social sector willing to assume the responsibility for 'transfornative 
welfare', bureaucracy has to mobilise the necessary resources.

Muitifarious Acttvities of Modern State

The activities of the modern state have become so diverse and have 
multiplied so much in scale that more and more public personnel, in their manifold 
varieties and categories are to be recruited. The developmental, regulatory and 
even traditional law and order or security functions of governmental 
administration have grown and people's dependence on administration for more 
and more things has magnified the importance of bureaucracy.

Rising Expectations of People

The present times are witnessing a revolution in the rising expectations of 
the people. Gone are the days when people were passive, dumb, non-questioning 
and non-assertive. Masses today are demanding, questioning and asserting. They 
have become conscious of their rights and are demanding better education, health, 
housing, decent standard of living and better quality of life. ^

All these constitute the modem charter of demands of the people which 
would mean a long agenda of action for the government, leading, in turn, to 
widening the rectangle of responsibilities and importance of public bureaucracy.

NOTES

4.8 BUREAUCRACY'S PROBLEMS
Bureaucracy's problem can be partly attributed to the fact that it can seldom 

perform surgical operations on its workforce. Much of the reorganization effort 
would depend on outside evaluation and the open door policy. There is the need 
to have small units in each department who can ask pointed questions. The central 
policy review staff is asking such questions about policy, looking ahead, trying to 
be much critical of the administration.

Such an evaluation, asking difficult questions will prevent the bureaucracy 
sinking back into a perhaps complacent or a non-thinking attitude. The expanding 
economic activities demand that not only civil servants in general be fully equipped 
and trained for the great tasks but orientation and motivation should permeate 
specially the higher echelons. Such orientation is being provided in almost all 
countries to equip them to undertake the more complex tasks and to create the 
necessary environment. It is also to be ensurec^ that better tools and techniq 
are used at all levels to improve performance and productivity, In recent }'ears, 
every government is looking more closely at the basic day-to-day problems in 
promoting the growth and development of individuals in 
systematic manner as no organisation is stronger’than the top brass to direct its 
activities. These are the officers who are the prized asset on whom rests the
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responsibility for continual successful operations as well as future growth of 
personnel administration. Lack of proper planning for continual availability of 
such persons may prove fatal in emergent situations.

Administrative Culture, Bureaucracy and Development

Every Civil service has its own administrative culture, a sub-culture of its 
society. It consists of a set of patterns and guidelines for behaviour that are 
distinctive form but not inconsistent with patterns generally applicable to the 
country as a whole. The administrative culture can be viewed with attitudes and 
standards, values, beliefs, and assumptions of individual civil servants. The growth 
of this administrative culture has been conditioned and even controlled by a 
good number of organisational characteristics. There are many factors where 
formal relationships between individuals in organizations have effects on the 
attitudes, status and social arrangements within the organisation. Formal 
structures, which in the proposed model of central personnel agency will be 
determined by the exigencies of situations and circumstances, are likely to 
contribute to the administrative culture needed to man the challenges which are 
in the offing. Conversely the administrative culture which is prevailing specially 
in these days, has serious repercussions on the formal relationships. Nicole S. 
Morgan has drawn attentionTo this in Canada where she found that the current 
age structures of administrative officials in the federal civil service, which has 
resulted from recruitment patterns in an earlier period, is having an impact on 
attitudes of officials which contribute to declining productivity and growing 
ineffectiveness in the federal bureaucracy. The coming decades require an 
administrative culture which puts a premium on work ethic and a new work 
culture. In order that the government is result bound and not procedure bound, 
the central personnel agency will have to initiate action whenever called upon to 
do so.

NOTES

It is clear that a qualitative change in the civil service whereby they are 
effectively to act as servants of the people requires a conscious inculcation of 
attitudes and values. This is not possible if traditional codes of conduct continue. 
The problem is further complicated by the difference in life styles sophistication 
and opportunities. Well designed recruitment and training policies are being 
evolved to take care of this aspect. Many attempts are also being made by various 
countries through quota systems, reservations, language options and such methods 
to allow into the civil service of a large section of the society.A countries 
development largely depends on its efficient administration and here comes the 
vital and positive role of bureaucracy.Proper Human resource development and 
efficient bureaucracy will go a long way in the socio-ecomonic development of a 
country.
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Political modernisation in developing countries implies that there should 
be meaningful people's participation in governmental decision making. Public 
bureaucracy is an important instrument of political modernisation in developing 
countries and consequently as an institutional arrangement, has to bear the greatest 
strain of converting political and social demands into programmes and actions. 
Bureaucracy has also to continually adjust to competing political demands. In 
many countries like Iran, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Indonesia, bureaucracy at 
times shares power w'ith military. In countries where there are stable bureaucracies 
but unstable political systems, the administration has not been able to meet the 
growing challenge of modernisation and social change. The main problem in 
many developing countries remains : how to strike a balance between 
administration and politics because the hypertrophy of politics is as undesirable 
as the bureaucratic bulge. The ability and capability of administration to play its 
part in the development process is greatly influenced by the peoples participation.

Administrative reforms also frequently occur in response to major political 
changes. The political context also influences the working of the internal system. 
In many countries of the group, policy formulation is accepted to be the role of 
political processes and its implementation the task of administration. The 
compulsion of situation and the political implications of policy alternatives and 
of discretion makes it difficult to the senior civil servant to maintain a purely 
neutral position. It has been observed that, "if he is to function effectively, a 
politically neutral senior administrator must be committed to the national goals 
of bis society and be sensitive to its political process." At the higher levels, civil 
servants must have political sensitivity as well as technical skills.

The political implications of techno-administrative decisions have to be 
weighed. The enlarged scope of the governmental activity and the decline of the 
Parliament have favoured growth in the political influence of top civil servants. 
The administrative centralisation in France, has increased the political role of the 
higher bureaucracy but in general top grades can be highly politicised only when 
powerful and well organised political parties control the totality of the political 
system. In pluralistic democracies, political participation has been increasing since 
the adoption of universal suffrage. The presence of pressure groups and 
intergroups rivalries tend to preclude the possibility of top civil servants being 
highly politicised in a partisan sense, but the same conditions make them more 
aware of political inputs and outputs in decision making process. In Africa, it has 
become necessary for the public services to ensure that they are organsed to 
provide one of the pressure groups in socieity for the promotion necessary for 
development. In every country, the degree of political hegemony is inversely 
proportional to the degree of bureaucratic hegemony.

NOTES
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Perhaps the single most important lesson to be learnt from the passage of 
the Civil Service Reform Act, 1978 in USA is that public policy is not created in a 
vacuum. It is influenced by more than if influences its environment. The working 
of the political system, specially in the developing countries, has shown that in a 
struggle for power between public bureaucracy and political leadership, the former 
thrives, if the leadership authority is weak. Looking at Africa as a whole and 
some countries of Asia, the political revolution, that brought the leaders power, 
has failed to satisfy the economic and social needs of the people. This has led even 
to the overthrow in many cases of the elected govts by their armed forces and in 
others to the emergence of one party states. In the new African States, the public 
service was subject to new pressures from party politics, tribal interests, and often 
selfish ambitions. Most of these pressures were decisive, with damaging effects 
on the morale and efficiency of the civil service.

NOTES

4.9 PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT
If you have been in the administration for a sufficiently long period of 

time, you must have seen that participation is usually interpreted as people (i) 
Contributing cash or free labour for developmental schemes sponsored by 
government, or (ii) identifying would-be beneficiaries of developmental projects, 
or fin) offering some suggestions in respect of some programmes. Cash or in- 
kind services are recommended as ways to create a sense of ownership on the 
part of the poor. It is also an obvious way to cover part of the project cost. This 
usually takes place at the implementation stage. People do not have the right to 
participate either in the planning stage or in the stage of project formulation. 
Their participation at the implementation stage is also not real. They are not called 
upon to monitor, review or evaluate the scheme. Then what is participation?

Operational Meaning

Participation can be interpreted in various ways. It may be viewed as a 
matter of right. This means all policy and decision-making in the public sphere 
and all expenditure incurred must have an in-built and direct system of public 
participation. It may also be considered as an essential part of the process of 
democratisation. This means all administrative decisions and actions must be 
subjected to public control and scrutiny. Participation may also be viewed as 
empowerment. In other words it means enabling the people to influence public 
policy and to take decisions in matters concerning them. For some, participation 
is the essential feature of freedom and human development. It is also one of the 
conditions. This means participation is both the means and the end of development 
because it enhances the capabilities of human beings and helps them take control 
of their own lives-.

All these meanings are valuable to us. But we still need to define participation 
in more concrete terms, because as a practicing administrator you will have to
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put the participative principles into practice. For our purpose, we define 
participation as a process through which the stakeholders in a project or activity 
influence and share control over decisions, which affect their Jives. If development 
means capacity building of the poor so that they can voice their choices and 
exercise their options, which are essential conditions of democracy and freedom, 
then participation becomes an inherent component of development. But 
participation is also necessary for very practical reasons. You must have noticed 
that much of the effort going into 'development' is not always producing the 
desired results. So far as distribution of resources and benefits are concerned, the 
record is often discouraging. Development programmes have not been able to 
change the living conditions of the poor in most cases. They have then favoured 
the rich. Why this is so? There has been is a general belief that the poor illiterate 
villagers are incapable to think and organize themselves for their development. 
'Fhey have neither the required knowledge nor the capacity. So it has to be 
sponsored and directed from outside by experts and implemented through the 
government agencies. Under this system there is little scope for involvement of 
the rural people in the planning process. It has generally been assumed that 
decisions in this respect are the sole preserve of the government officials and the 
elected representatives. Now it is being realized that one of the major reasons of 
the development activities not providing the desired results is non-involvement 
of people,

Stakeholders

Stakeholders are those who are affected by the outcome - negatively or 
positively, or, those who can affect the outcome of a proposed scheme. You may 
well ask why do we use the word stakeholder in the context of participation? Let 
us explain. By popular participation we usually mean participation of the poor 
and the disadvantaged, either defined in terms of wealth, education and social 
status, or ethnicity and gender, or even in terms of physical incapacity. They are in 
most cases the intended beneficiaries. TTrey are invariably the voiceless in the 
development process and in general are the major stakeholders. But all of them 
may not be the direct stakeholders. Take the case of any water supply project in 
the arid parts of Rajas than. If you have observed the life of the poor in the villages, 
you must have noticed that management of water in the household family is 
generally a woman's job. It is the women who collect water against all kinds of 
odds and allocate it among alternative uses, viz. drinking, cooking, washing, 
cleaning, feeding the domestic animals, and so on. But everyone in the family use 
water. So in this particular project of water supply, women among the poor 
households are the primary stakeholders and others are secondary stakeholders. 
There are other kinds of stakeholders as well. They include individuals and parties 
or even institutions that are likely to be affected directly and indirectly. 
Stakeholders also include the community based organizations (CBO), the non-

NOTES
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government organizations (NGO), and even the local government and 
representative organizations in a significant way because they are also participants 
in the development initiatives. The government departments are also the 
stakeholders of a different kind.NOTES

Forms of Participation

You must have noted above that there are various modes of participation. 
At one extreme we have an absolutely non-participatory mode. Here the whole 
institutional arrangement is such that there is little scope for participation of the 
people. Here the state is the only actor and the whole process of development is 
driven from a state centre. Power and decision-making is centralized and,the 
responsibility of formulating and managing development programmes rests on 
the bureaucracy. There is little transparency and hardly any accountability to the 
people.

Next comes the manipulative mode. Here participation is encouraged only 
in a very limited manner, mostly to reduce cost through raising of resources from 
the people.

The third mode is called incremental. Here the situation is ambivalent. In 
some cases people are consulted in planning and implementation but not as a 
general matter of policy. Here the bureaucratic control is still there, but at the 
same time the^ value of participation is recognized. But this recognition does not 
lead to any institutional change. The type of participation that we are trying to 
promote however is of a very different nature. It has to be real both in forms as 
well as in content. Let us take an example. When you take part in the election to 
choose your candidate either for the Loksabha or the Vidhan Sabha or for the 
Panchayat you are participating in the process of government formation. But once 
you have selected your representative vour role ends. Henceforth your 
representatives will take decisions on your behalf. Once the government is formed, 
it becomes the legitimate authority. So basically you act as an instrument of 
legitimation. The decision making process remains distant, removed from you 
and is closed. The formation of the panchayat does not materially change the 
situation: Because of the nature of government and the structure of administration 
that we have in our country, which were basically created and shaped during the 
colonial days, there is no direct link between the people and the panchayats on 
the one hand and the administration on the other at the local level. Over and 
above, you must have noted that the power of the panchayats is limited and they 
have little material and financial power. They mostly act as agents of higher levels 
of government and implement central or state government projects. As a result, 
people have become increasingly sceptical about them because they cannot relate 
with them. Even the local level schemes are also designed at the top without any 
reference to the locality in which they are to be implemented. The type of
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participation that we are trying to promote on the other hand is very different 
from this. To distinguish it from instrumental participation we shall call it 
developmental participation. In the former the people are the targets of 
development. In the latter however they are the real actors. The former treats the 
beneficiaries as passive. The latter on the other hand treats them as agents. The 
former dis-empowers. The latter empowers. In the latter mode the goal is not just 
the successful implementation of schemes, but also the enhancement of the 
capability of the people in a progressive manner. As such involving the user group 
or setting of beneficiary committees, although useful, still falls far short of the 
participative mode, which we are trying to promote. In the ideal participative 
mode of development there is no power differential between the donor and the 
receiver, between the administrator, the representatives of the people and the 
people themselves who can freely come forward to air their choices and 
preferences. It provides the means for joint learning and action. Participation to 
be meaningful must lead to joint production of knowledge and strategy of action. 
Participation to be really effective must create a situation in which cooperative 
decision- making is possible.

Advantages of Participation

NOTES

We have already enumerated some of the advantages of participation. In 
this section we will discuss them farther together with the objectives and the 
processes of participation. First let us take up the objectives of participation. The 
major objective of participation is to involve the people in planning, project 
formulation, implementation, monitoring and review of local level developmental 
initiatives. Once the process starts, it leads to involvement of local people, which 
in turn facilitates the process of social acceptance. When development projects 
are thrust from outside they in most cases remain non-integrated with the local 
social system. People do not develop a sense of ownership about them. It is because 
of this that we find that when a tube well goes out of order people do not come 
forward to mobilize their resources to repair it but wait for the concerned 
department to do the job. On the other hand, when people are involved, they 
take direct initiative for the operation, maintenance and repair of a facility, which 
benefits them. Thus participation leads to the building of beneficiary capability. 
Again, as we have seen above participation means sharing of information not just 
about needs and deficiencies but also about possible means of solution. This brings 
an additional resource of local knowledge and expertise, which leads to better 
planning, The advantages of the participative mode get clearer at the 
implementation stage. First, it facilitates mobilization of local resources in a 
significant manner because of the sense of collective ownership that is generated. 
These resources may be of various natures - material, human or financial. These 
may also come as local level experiences and expertise, which are particularly 
relevant in disaster management programmes. Involving the people at the
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implementation stage also ensures direct and regular monitoring of the project, 
which ensures timely completion. Thus the possibility of time and cost overrun is 
minimized. After the project is completed people tend to take initiatives to develop 
ways and means for operation and maintenance of the new facility. When the 
people participate in the implementation stage usually the possibility of leakage is 
minimized in comparison to departmental or agency runs projects. As such it 
ensures maintenance of quality. The process also tends to eliminate what is known 
as 'contractor raj' with all its problems. Last but not the least it ensures transparency 
and accountability, because the project work is always under the critical gaze of 
the local stakeholders. Participation makes a right balance between technical and 
local expertise. It is only the local people who can finally say whether the 
technologies and methods being followed are sufficiently effective and efficient. 
They can also provide proper feedback for mid-stream corrections, if necessary.

Participation also creates a condition of looking forward and backward. It 
is a process by which the participants relate an ideal future vision with the realities 
of today and list the key events and factors where interventions are necessary as 
per their priorities.

Preconditions OFPARTiciPAnoN

It is obvious that the major precondition for creating an enabling 
environment for participation would be to remove these obstacles. Apart from 
these some other steps are required to be taken.

• First and foremost among them is a proper environment. We feel, that the
Ih

73"^ and 74 Constitution Amendments have created this environment, 
But this to be really effective would need enabling legislations by the state 
governments in accordance with article 143G and Article 143W where 
two lists have been provided identifying areas where powers can be 
devolved to the local self governing bodies. The Constitution has also called 
for involving the gramsabha or people's assemblies in planning of 
development projects.

• Apart from the legal provision, processual and procedural reforms are 
necessary by which development comes put of the straitjacket and 
truncated developmental approach, which prevails now and which puts 
the departmental priorities above people's perceptions. Hierarchically 
arranged departmentalism makes local level integration of functions all 
the more difficult.

Obviously these are beyond your ambit of powers. And it would also be 
wrong to expect that all these changes would come out all of sudden and change 
the scenario within a short time. A changeover from a top-down to bottom-up 
approach will necessarily have to go through several obstacles and many

NOTES
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meandering courses. But we need not be afraid of that as long as the objective is 
held sincerely.

On your part what is necessary, and for which you are solely responsible, is 
a change of attitude on your part. You will have to take a new approach in handling 
developmental projects. You will have to reorient your understanding of 
development as a process of empowering the people by enthusing and helping 
them to participate as active agents in the formulation, implementation, 
monitoring and review of the development projects. Only then as a responsible 
administrator you would be fulfilling your duty.

However, at the end of the day, participation would not be meaningful unless 
resources are transferred to the appropriate level. By resources here we mean 
financial and administrative resources. As you know, at present, panchayats get 

- 'very little unattached funds. The funds, which they can spend, are almost without 
exception pre-allocated against identified projects. To really enthuse the people to 
plari-for them, we have to place our confidence on them and as a first step 
unattached funds will have to be made available to them. The appropriate unit 
for this is the gram panchayat. It is at this level that participative panning can be 
really effective. But the starting point will have to be the gram sabha.

At the gram sabha level appropriate field level administrative functionaries 
should actively associate in the participative planning process and help the people 
to develop their plans. They can provide necessary information and expertise, 
which are vitally needed for local level planning. The different departments should 
collaborate with the people and with one another to help them formulate blue 
prints of integrated plans and project designs. The administrators must also be 
willing to involve the people in the implementation and monitoring of the project, 
Only then participation would be meaningful.

NOTES

4.10 ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN
ADMINISTRATION

e-Government (from electronic government, also known as e-gov, digital 
government, online government or in a certain context transformational 
government) refers to government's use of information technology to exchange 
information and services with citizens, businesses, and other arms of government. 
e-Government may be applied by the legislature, judiciary, or administration, in 
order to improve internal efficiency, the delivery of public services, or processes 
of democratic governance. It also refers to the citizen to government interaction 
including the feed back of policiesThe primary delivery models are Govemmenl- 
tO'Citizen or Govemment-to-Customer (G2C), Government-to-Business (G2B) and 
Government-to-Govemment (G2G) & Govemment-to-Employees (G2E). The most 
important anticipated benefits of e-government include improved efficiency, 
convenience, and better accessibility of public services.
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Definitions of e-Government and e-Governance abound in literature. 
Definitions for e-Government and e-Governance range from the working 
definitions like "the ability for anyone visiting the city website to communicate 
and/or interact with the city via the Internet in any way more sophisticated than 
a simple email letter to the generic city (or webmaster) email address provided at 
the site" to "the use of technology to enhance the access to and delivery of 
government services to benefit citizens, business partners and employees". Focus 
of these definitions range from those focusing'on Information and communication 
technologies (ICTs) to those focusing on ICT-enabled government and governance 
transformation. Some examples of such definitions include:

• The use of ICTs, and particularly the Internet, as a tool to achieve better 
government.

• The use of information and communication technologies in all facets of 
the operations of a government organization,

• The continuous optimization of service delivery, constituency participation 
and governance by transforming internal and external relationships 
through technology, the Internet and new media.

Whilst e-Government has traditionally been understood as being centered 
around the operations of government, e-Governance is understood to extend the 
scope by including citizen engagement and participation in governance. As such, 
following in line with the OECD definition of e-Governmenf, e-Governance can 
be defined,as.the use of ICTs as a tool to achieve better governance.

Potential Benefits and Risks of e-Government

NOTES

Risks
There are many considerations and potential implications of implementing 

and designing e-government, including disintermediation of the government and 
its citizens, impacts on economic, social, and political factors, vulnerability to 
cyber attacks, and disturbances to the status quo in these areas.

Hyper-surveillance
Increased contact between government and its citizens goes both ways. 

Once e-govemment begins to develop and become more sophisticated, citizens 
will be forced to interact electronically with the government on a larger scale.

This could potentially lead to-a lack of privacy for civilians as their 
government obtains more and more information on them. In a worse case scenario, 
with so much information being passed electronically between government and 
civilians, a totalitarian-like system could develop. When the government has easy 
access to countless information on its citizens, personal privacy is lost.
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Cost
Although "a prodigious amount of money has been spent" on the 

development and implementation of e-government, some say it has yielded only 
a mediocre product. The outcomes and effects of trial Internet-based governments 
are often difficult to gauge or unsatisfactory.

Inaccessibility
. An e-government site that provides web access and support often does not 

offer the "potential to reach many users including those who live in remote areas, 
are homebound, have low literacy levels, exist on poverty line incomes, suffer 
from chronic illness, are single parents or older adults."

Benefits

NOTES

It is convenient and cost-effective for businesses, and the public benefits, 
by getting easy access to the most current information available without having 
to spend time, energy and money to get it.

li-government helps simplify processes and makes access to government 
information more easily accessible for public sector agencies and citizens. For 
example, the Indiana Bureau of Motor Vehicles simplified the process of certifying 
driver records to be admitted in county court proceedings. Indiana became the 
first slate to allow government records to be digitally signed, legally certified and 
delivered electronically by using Electronic Postmark technology. In addition to 
its simplicity, e-democracy services can reduce costs.

The anticipated benefits of e-goveriunent include efficiency, improved 
services, better accessibility of public services, and more transparency and 
accountability.

Democratization
One goal of e-government will be greater citizen participation. Through 

the internet, people from all over the country can interact with politicians or 
public servants and make their voices heard. Blogging and interactive surveys 
will allow politicians or public servants to see the views of the people they represent 
on any given issue. Chat rooms can place citizens in real-time contact with elected 
officials, their offices or provide them with the means to replace them by 
interacting directly with public servants, allowing voters to have a direct impact 
and influence in their government. These technologies can create a more 
transparent government, allowing voters to immediately see how and why their 
representation in the capital is voting the way they are. This helps voters better 
decide who to vote for in the future or how to help the public servants become 
more productive. A government could theoretically move more towards a true 
democracy with the proper application of e-government. Government 
transparency will give insight to the public on how decisions are made and hold 
elected officials or public servants accountable for their actions. The public could
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become a direct and prominent influence in government legislature to some 
degree.

Environmental Bonuses
Proponents of e-govemment argue that online government services would 

lessen the need for hard copy forms. Due to recent pressures from 
environmentalist groups, the media, and the public, some governments and 
organizations have turned to the Internet to reduce this paper use.

Speed, Efficiency, and Convenience
E-government allows citizens to interact with computers to achieve 

objectives at any time and any location, and eliminates the necessity for physical 
travel to government agents sitting behind desks and windows. Improved 
accounting and record keeping can be noted through computerization, and 
information and forms can be easily accessed, equaling quicker processing time. 
On the administrative side, access to help find or retrieve files and linked 
information can now be stored in databases versus hardcopies stored in various 
locations. Individuals with disabilities or conditions no longer have to be mobile 
to be active in government and can be in the comfort of their own homes.

Public Approval
Recent trials of e-government have been met with acceptance and eagerness 

from the public. Citizens participate in online discussions of political issues with 
increasing frequency, and young people, who traditionally display minimal interest 
in government affairs, are drawn to e-voting procedures.

Although internet-based governmental programs have been criticized for 
lack of reliable privacy policies, studies have shown that people value prosecution 
of offenders over personal confidentiality. Ninety percent of United States adults 
approve of Internet tracking systems of criminals, and fifty-seven percent are 
willing to forgo some of their personal internet privacy if it leads to the prosecution 
of criminals or terrorists.

NOTES

Summary

An efficient administrative machinery is necessary for the timely 
completion of the nation's development and construction works in order 
to respond to the growing desire for development and to avail the fruits of 
development to every household of the people.
George Gant, an administrator who is known as an originator of the word 
"development administration", explained the origin and meaning of the 
word by classifying general administration into two aspects ; internal 
administration and external administration.
Sustainable development is a pattern of resource use that aims to meet 
human needs while preserving the environment so that these needs can 
be met not only in the present, but also for future generations.
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• Bureaucracy constitutes the apparatus and mechanism through which 

the state realizes its purposes. It has been rightly said that a country's life 
is largely shaped by the quality of administration.

• Bureaucracy has a very important role in bringing and sustaining 
development and growth in a country. It is almost universally expected 
that bureaucracy be so designed and shaped as to respond willingly and 
effectively to policy leadership from outside its own ranks.

NOTES

Review Questions

1. What do you mean bv development administration?
2. Discuss the importance of governance of sustainable development.
3. l?.xplain the role of bureaucracy in the formulation of policies and plans.
4. Why is people's participation essential for development? Describe.
5. What are the benefits of e-governance?

Further Readings
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